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ABSTRACT 

The prediction of motion of slowly moving landslides, also referred to as 

creeping "lope", is important for the reduction of landslide hazards. Such continu

ous and slowly moving landslides do !lot r~present the usual stability problems of 

geotechnical analysis because these slopes are neither still nor ruptured but they 

move. For proper modeling of the motion of landslides, it is essential to develop 

improved techniques that integrate appropriate modeling of geological materials 

involved, laboratory and field tests, and verifications using computational meth

ods. This dissertation focusses attention on the development of such an appropriate 

model for the time-dependent behavior of creeping landslides. 

Based on field observations it is proposed that the phenomenon of creeping 

landslides can be considered as involving the motion of a large mass of soil over a 

parent (fixed) mass with pronounced shear deformations occuring in a thin layer 

between the moving mass and the parent mass. The thin layer is refered to as 

interface zone while the overlying mass is refered to as "olid body. The general

ized Hierarchical Single Surface (HiSS) series of plasticity models are adopted to 

characterize the solid body. The interface zone is modeled using the specialization 

of the HiSS models for conditions occuring in the thin layer. Time dependency is 

introduced in constitutive models by adopting Perzyna's elastoviscoplastic formu

lation. 

The parameters for the HiSS and interface models are determined from labo

ratory tests on soils obtained from an actual slowly moving landslide at Villarbeney 

in Switzerland. Triaxial tests along various stress paths and oedemeter tests are 

conducted for the solid body. New analytical solutions are derived for prediction 

of oedometer tests. A general procedure for determination of viscous parameters 

is developed and techniques to process raw creep test data are proposed. Novel 

and representative simple shear interface tests are conducted to find parameters 
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for the interface model. Special techniques for experimental analysis have been de

veloped. A modified interface model to simulate the observed phenomenon of only 

compaction under shear is proposed. The parameters for the constitutive models 

are verified by numerically backpredicting experimental tests. 

An existing finite element code has been modified to incorporate various as

pects of the small strain elastoviscoplastic formulation. Field measurements in the 

form of inclinometer profiles at various borehole locations on Villarbeney landslide 

are available. These inclinometer profiles are predicted using the proposed model. 

A comparison of the field measurements and the results from finite element analysis 

shows that such a model can be successfully used for predicting the behavior of 

slowly moving landslides. 

----- ---
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The crust of the earth is composed of mineral layers which are normally in 

a state of equilibrium. They would maintain this equilibrium indefinitely were it 

not disturbed from time to time by convulsive forces which give birth to volcanic 

eruptions, earthquakes, partial uplifts of the earth's crust which in turn change the 

local topography before our eyes. The focus of these natural forces appea.!"s to be in 

the central heat of the globe whose articulated crust undergoes, by their influence, 

frequent movements which constantly tend to modify the relative equilibrium of all 

component mineral masses. These modifications are also the result of individual 

or simultaneous actions of internal and surface waters, of the heat of the sun, of 

the meteors, or of man (Collin, 1846). They affect all parts of the earth's crust 

at periods and under circumstances which are variable and indeterminate, and not 

yet clarified fully by human science. 

In reading the chronological history of nations, one encounters the narra

tion of disasters brought about by the so-called movements of mineral masses. The 

cause responsible for the movement is known in certain cases; in others, surrounded 

by obscurity, it defies human investigation and resists even the most subtle hypoth

esis (Collin, 1846). It is not the aim of this dissertation to enter into analytical 

considerations of the general movements to which the diverse parts of the earth's 

crust are subjected owing to the causes outlined above. That would be encroaching 

on the domain of geophysics. The aim is simply to present and investigate, with 

the necessary detail, the observations made on movements caused by gravity in the 

arrangement of soils which are one of the elements of the solid crust of the globe. 

The class of movements to which we will be restricted to is the type of movements 

observed when huge masses of soil move slowly. 
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The engineer's attention has not always been directed towards large scale 

movements of soil masses. Under the influence of visible and invisible causes, 

landslides take place and the cross-sectional shape of the new soil mass thus formed 

appears even less in accordance with the conditions of equilibrium than the original. 

The term landslide comprises almost all varieties of mass movements on slopes, 

including some, such as rock-falls, topples and debris flows that involve little or 

no true sliding (Varnes, 1984). We shall restrict ourselves to the study of motion 

of slowly moving and moderately inclined (10-15 degrees) huge masses of soils 

(approximately upto 107 to 109 cubic meters in volume); for the purpose of this 

disseration such phenomena will be referred to as landslides. Two such typical 

landslides are shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. The landslide shown in Fig. 1.1 has 

been described in detail by Henkel and Skempton (1955); the average inclination 

of this landslide was about 10.5 degrees and when the slip took place in the winter 

of 1951-52, a soil mass about 185 meters by 215 meters and 5 meters in thickness 

moved gradually downward about 30 meters. Figure 1.2 shows a landslide occuring 

on the coast of California; Gould (1960) measured the creep rate of the slope 

and measured the variation of horizontal movement with depth and time by using 

inclinometers. Gould reported a slow movement of the slope (about 0.3 m/year) 

and also that most of the movement took place in a narrow zone at a depth of 15 

m below the ground surface. 

1.1 Necessity of Present Research 

Study of motion of landslides is important for hazard mapping of landslides. 

In recent years, primarily due to increasing space problems, more and more struc

tures such as roads, buildings, and tourist resorts are being built in landslide prone 

areas. Such constructions form a potential danger, since slowly moving landslides 

often develop into more catastrop;ic landslides. The prediction of motion of land

slides is very important for the reduction of landslide hazards. 

The study of slow movement of soil masses is also important because of its 

effect on pipe lines, on bench marks, and on roads, rail roads, and walls which are on 
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or just at the foot of a slope. There are a variety of factors which influence the slow 

movement of a slope, e.g., the geological conditions, the hydrological conditions, 

and the constitutive behavior of the geological materials involved in the movement. 

Due to this, interest has increased in the field of science which involves amongst 

other sciences, the science of geology, hydrology, and geomechanics. Herein, we 

will concentrate our attention on the study of the phenomenon of slowly moving 

landslides from the geomechanics point of view. 

Even though the field of slope stability analysis is very rich in published 

literature, not very many researchers have tackled the problem of prediction of 

motion of landslides (time-dependent behavior of slopes). For example at the re

cent Fifth International Symposium on Landslides in Lausanne, Switzerland (July 

1988), about 200 papers were presented, and only about ten of them were con

cerned with the time-dependent behavior of slopes. This dissertation focusses its 

attention primarily on the motion of natural slopes or in other words, the time

dependent behavior of natural slopes. The term natural is meant to indicate slopes 

in more or less pristine conditions which have not been disturbed by human activ

ity. Development of an appropriate procedure to model movements of such slowly 

moving slopes by considering the constitutive behavior of materials involved in the 

slope is attempted in this study. In conventional soil mechanics, landslides are 

analysed using the technique of method of slices which assumes the soil mass as 

rigid-perfectly plastic. A conventional slice division method is not always useful 

in engineering analysis of landslide. A sliding mass lacks solidity or elasticity and 

needs to be dealt with as a purely viscous body or a viscoelastic body or as a 

visco-plastic body. Shearing stress exists throughout the soil mass and hence con

sideration of soil extension and contraction appears in order. By introducing the 

viscous effects in the anaiysis, one can incorporate time effects in the solution and 

thus can study the time-dependent behavior of the phenomenon. Specifically, in 

this dissertation, slowly moving landslides will be considered as creeping landslides. 

Creep is the name given to slow deformation of solid materials over extended pe

riods under constant loads (Finnie and Heller, 1959). Within the framework of 

soils, creep phenomena were first studied in the context of secondary consolidation 
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(volumetric creep) and creep of slopes (mainly deviatoric creep). In general, for 

soils, creep can be considered as the phenomenon of deformation under sustained 

( constant) loads without the presence of pore water pressure gradients (i.e., under 

equilibrated conditions). More details about creep phenomena in soils are given in 

section 3.4.1. 

1.2 Objective and Scope of Research 

The objective of this research is to develop a model for analysis of slowly 

moving landslides. The proposed model will attempt to integrate appropriate con

stitutive modeling of the geological materials involved based on laboratory tests, 

computational methods and field observations. To develop all appropriate model, 

soil from an actual slowly moving landslide at Villarbeney in Switzerland was ob

tained for laboratory testing. The scope of research is as follows: 

1. Develop a model for creeping landslides. 

2. Conduct appropriate laboratory tests on soils obtained from the Villarbeney 

landslide. 

3. Choose and modify constitutive models for the geological materials and 

interfaces in the landslide, and determine parameters of constitutive models 

using iaboratory tests. 

4. Choose and modify an appropriate computational procedure for numerical 

predictions. 

5. Verify the proposed numerical procedure using the chosen constitutive mod

els by comparisons with field observations. 

Chapter 2 presents a review of the models proposed in the literature for 

modeling the motion of the slowly moving landslides. Based on the review, a 

formulation has been proposed and contributions during the course of this disser

tation are listed. The organization of the dissertation will be presented at the end 

of Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MOTION OF LANDSLIDES: 

A REVIEW OF MODELS AND PROPOSED FORMULATION 

A review of work done in the field of landslide movements is presented in 

this chapter. Material presented will be restricted primarily to that concerning 

movements of soil masses only. 

2.1 Review of Models for Prediction of Motion of Landslides 

The sled model proposed by Heim (1932) is perhaps the most famous model 

through which the motion of a landslide can be interpreted. Figure 2.1 illustrates 

the sled model, whose assumption is that all energy loss during motion is caused 

by friction. Before a mass placed on a slope commences motion from the state 

of rest, the so-called static friction is applied to the mass; and therefore the mass 

is receiving strong resistance. When a solid slides on the fiat surface of another 

solid, it would be reasonable to consider that immediate shifting occurs from static 

friction to kinetic friction. In the case of a soil mass sliding on a slope made of soil, 

however, the matter is not so simple. First the sliding soil mass has to generate 

a shearing failure along the sliding surface. As a result of the sliding failure, the 

sliding mass is divided into two portions, a sliding mass and a ledge. The fact that 

the inclined soil mass begins to move is a proof that the sliding mass is experiencing 

kinetic friction that is smaller than static friction. Kinetic friction in the very initial 

period when the motion starts is supposed to be approximately the same as the 

static friction, that is, shearing strength, but as displacement increases, the kinetic 

friction seems to change and, in some cases, become much smaller (Fukoka, Yoshida 

and Masuda, 1977). The nature of friction during motion (i.e., kinetic friction) has 

not been yet fully understood. It was called as the average coefficient of friction 

f (Scheidegger, 1973), the equivalent coefficient of friction J.Le (Hsii, 1975) and the 

--------- -
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Figure 2.2 Correlation between landslide volume and equivalent coefficient of 
friction (Scheidegger, 1973) 
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apparent coefficient of friction (Sassa, 1985). The whole concept of the sled model 

revolves around the proper definition and determination of friction during motion 

of a landslide. 

According to the sled model, when a mass having the potential energy h 

moves by a distance X, the energy loss during motion E f is, 

(2.1) 

where, m is mass, 9 is acceleration of gravity. 

In Fig. 2.1 the energy is sho\\-'"Il by height (dividing the energy by mg), and 

the energy line shows the total energy (Potential energy + Kinetic energy). The 

kinetic energy (;;) is shown by the height between the energy line and the center 

of gravity of the moving mass. The angle ¢a corresponds to the gradient of the 

energy line. Then, if the angle ¢a is known, the travel distance and the velocity 

can be estimated by drawing the energy line from the center of gravity at the start. 

For convenience, Scheidegger (1973) and Hsu (1975) calculated the ratio 

between the height, h, and the horizontal distance, X, from the top of the landslide 

at start (T1) to the toe of landslide at deposition (T2) in place of the center of 

gravit.y, and regarded it as tan cPa. They found a relation between the landslide 

volume and tan ¢a. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship presented by Scheidegger 

(1973) based on thirty three debris avalanches of nonvolcanic origin. Figure 2.3 

shows the relation according to Hsu's data, 1975. Both the relationships attempt to 

predict tan ¢a before the event. Okuda (1984) added data of debris flows observed 

in .Japan and a liquefied landsiide (Ichinomiya) in the Fig. 2.3; these piots deviate 

considerably from the relation proposed by Hsu. Figure 2.3 suggests that tan cPa is 

closely related with pore pressure condition. 

Schuster and Crandell (1984) used Scheidegger's data to (back)predict the 

length of the 1980 debris landslide avalanche at Mount St. Helen's in the Cascade 

Range of the State of Washington; this landslide is considered to be the world's 

largest within the recorded history up to May 1980. 

Sassa (1985) suggested that the friction angle ¢a is chiefly the result of 

combination of the real angle of internal friction and the pore water pressure during 
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the motion. Sassa (1985) proposed that the friction angle be called the apparent 

friction angle which should be approximately expressed as, 

O'-u 
tan tPa = -- tan tPm 

0' 
(2.2) 

where, tPa is apparent friction angle, tPm is internal friction angle during motion, 0' 

is normal stress, and u is pore pressure. To study the real internal friction angle 

during motion, Sassa (1984) developed a new large high speed ring shear apparatus. 

The main purpose was debris flow study, so a typical value of normal stress under 

0.4 kgf/cm2 was adopted. Sassa found that the internal friction angle is constant, 

and independent of shear speed. Hungr and Morgenstern (1984) obtained similar 

results for a higher normal stress using smaller high speed ring shear apparatus. 

Sassa (1988) proposed an improved sled model in which the estimation of 

the apparent friction angle is based on laboratory tests. He also proposed a new 

geotechnical simulation model which can predict the areal distribution of the land

slide mass. In this model the apparent friction angle will express the travel distance, 

and the lateral pressure ratio win express the lateral distribution. 

Moriwaki (1987) measured the acceleration of a mass during motion by 

means of an acceleration detector attached to it, and estimated the real friction 

angle in model experiments. He concluded that the kinetic friction is 0.7-0.8 times 

the static friction. So if pore pressure conditions remain unchanged during motion, 

the slope gradient where a landslide occurs (which is correlated to the static fric

tion) is in proportion to tan tPa which implies the kinetic friction. It is 8.."1 effort to 

estimate tan tPa geomorphologically from the gradient of the original slope. 

Li (1983) and Okuda (1984) found a relation between the landslide volume 

and the spreading area of the landslide mass by a statistical method. It is an effort 

to predict the hazard area as well as the travel distance. However, it is difficult in 

this method to take account of the influences of the ground condition, the degree 

of saturation of the landslide mass, and the micro-topography. 

Saito and Uezawa (1961) suggested that by measuring the surface strain of 

slopes it is possible to forecast time to slope failure. Based upon a comprehensive 

------ -
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survey of laboratory creep test (simple compression and triaxial compression) data 

the authors suggested that creep-rupture life is inversely proportional to the strain 

rate (for more discussion on this aspect see section 3.4.1). This observation is 

represented by a straight line on log-log plot between the strain-rate and time. 

Accordingly, Saito and Uezawa, presented Eq. 2.3 (where tr is time to rupture and 

i is strain rate) and asserted that this equation is independent of the kind of soil, 

type of testing method and scale of the experiment. 

loglO tr = 2.33 - 0.9161og1o i ± 0.59 (2.3) 

Saito (1965) carried the above study further and examined the records of 

field measurements of various slope failures and confinned that the relationship 

between the strain rate and time of creep rupture obtained in laboratory, Eq. 2.3, 

is also applicable to actual slope failure. Saito, thus, concluded that forecasting 

the time of occurence of slope failure is possible by measuring the surface strain 

of slopes. In 1980, Saito proposed the use of a graphical analysis in the tertiary 

creep range in order to forecast rupture life of slopes. This method is also based on 

basic creep-rupture characteristics and was evolved by studying many published 

experimental data. In this study, Saito put forth that steady-state strain rate does 

not really exist even in the so-called secondary creep range; for further details see 

section 3.4.1, and that the strain rate will increase soon after passing a point of 

the minimum strain rate. Saito proposed that this aspect can be connected with 

the motion of slopes and can be studied easily by a graphical analysis based on 

a semi-log plot between displacement and remaining rupture life. Using actual 

examples, Saito has shown the applicability of the method and also demonstrated 

its usefulness where limited data is available. However, Saito has cautioned that 

this forecasting method should not be applied to cases other than where relatively 

constant loads are applied. 

It is well known that slope movements of varying magnitude occur at shear 

stresses which are well below failure stresses. These creep movements may be of 

different types (discussed in section 8.2), and can affect a depth of several tens of 
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meters. Ter-Stepanian (1963) quantified this phenomenon by considering the zone 

of creep and its rate in simple natural slopes. Ter-Stepanian postulated that a 

landslide can be considered as consisting of a rigid zone overlying a definite zone 

of creep which is underlain by a rigid base, Fig. 2.4. According to this theory 

the zone of rigidity decreases linearly with the increase in piezometric level while 

the zone of creep behaves as a viscous material whose viscosity generally increases 

with increase in the modified normal effective stress (0' + ccot¢» and with time. 

According to Ter-Stepanian, creep or movement would occur only when the shear 

stress is above a certain threshold 'Value but below the strength of the material 

in the creeping zone which represents a Bingham material type behavior. In this 

theory the rate of creep varies linearly over the depth of the creeping zone and 

is maximum at the contact with the rigid stratum.. Ter-Stepanian solved several 

numerical examples and also showed the applicability of his procedure with respect 

to rotational movements of slopes. 

Brown and Shew (1975) extended Ter-Stepanian's analysis of planar creep 

to study the effect of deforestation of natural slopes. They considered four factors 

recognised by Gray (1970) as significant namely (1) reinforcement provided by rnot 

system to soil, (2) vertical slope surcharge due to weight of trees, (3) surface shears 

and moments due to wind effect on trees and (4) changes in moisture content and 

\Vater leyel due to vegetation changes. Their analysis revealed that the removal of 

overburden decreases the creep rate and increases slope stability while the decay of 

root system increases the creep rate and decreases stability especially in soils of low 

cohesion. They also found increase in creep rate and decrease in stability when wa

ter table rises because of drop in evapotranspiration after deforestation. Therefore, 

the immediate effect of deforestation may be favorable but adverse effects are felt 

after some time. They recommended use of ground cover soon after deforestation 

as a means of increasing evapotranspiration and providing reinforcement to roots. 

Yen (1969), Fig. 2.5, also derived expressions for the rate of creep of an in

finite layer of homogeneous soil assuming that soil flows viscously with no volume 

change and that creep ensues when the shear stress due to gravity exceeds the soil 
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residual strength. Yen's solution shows that a steady state velocity field is devel

oped within the creep zone where the shear stress exceeds the combined strength 

of the soil viscous shear resistance and residual shear strength. The profile of the 

downslope velocity is a parabola. 

Nelson and Thompson (1977) have presented a theory of creep failure in 

overconsolidated clay based on the interaction between the phenomena of creep, 

strain softening and time-dependent failures in such clays. They propose that irre

versible creep strains have some detrimental effect on a soil's internal bonds similar 

to the effect of plastic strains during strain-softening of a specimen in the triaxial 

test. The theory was considered with reference to laboratory test results and ob

served field behavior. They propose that their theory can be used to determine the 

time until failure of a slope. Finite element studies were made for a hypothetical 

slope to show the propagation of zones of creep failure. The theory can be used 

to study progressive failure on a logical basis and to formulate new criteria with 

regard to the degree of safety in terms of useful life. 

Nakamura (1980) pointed out that displacement within a landslide involves 

both creep movement on sliding surface and deformation due to consolidation of the 

sliding mass. Accordingly, Nakamura analyzed the displacement of a sliding unit of 

the Sarukuyji landslide in Japan on the basis of a consolidation theory. The stresses 

in the sliding mass were calculated by the force-polygon method and corresponding 

void ratios were obtained from the e-Iogp curve. Strain and deformations of the 

sliding mass were calculated using the one-dimensional consolidation theory. 

Dysli and Recordon (1984) analyzed landslides in clayey soils by consider

ing the viscous flow of the whole body or of the thickness of one stratum in which 

pronounced shear deformations occur. According to the authors the in-situ mea

surements of gravitational movements represent a Newtonian type of behavior for 

most part and cannot be correctly explained by (viscous) constitutive laws derived 

from laboratory tests which mostly represent Kelvin behavior. They recommended 

research for a more realistic constitutive model and its use in a finite element model. 

Kazarnovsky (1984) proposed that the speed of sliding mass displacement 

may be defined both as a creep process occuring within some volume of soil and as 
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a process of viscoplastic slip on a shear surface. Each of these processes is governed 

by its laws: the creep by the rheological law of viscoplastic flow and the slip by 

that of friction theory. Depending on the shear speed or on the quantity of shear 

force applied (mobilized) either or both of these process may take place. 

Kawamura (1985) proposed a methodology for landslide prediction based on 

field observations. According to Kawamura's technique it is possible not only to 

evaluate a landslide type either by successively approaching failure or remaining in 

a stable state but also how to determine the characteristics of movement, such as 

convergence (slowing down) and divergence (speeding up), if required. Basically, 

the technique involves a creep model having parameters which can be updated 

as more and more field information is available and thus constantly updating the 

prediction values. According to the author, this methodology can also be applied 

to prediction of failure and settlement of soft cohesive clay layer under surcharge 

load. 

Hutchinson (1986) proposed a consolidation model for motion of flow slides. 

\Vhen a landslide mass having an excess pore pressure moves on an impermeable 

and uneroded ground, the excess pore pressure gradually decreases due to con

solidation of the mass, whole the friction angle during motion increases. He also 

considers that friction during motion is determined by the internal friction angle 

of soil and the pore pressure during motion. 

Fang and Zhang (1988) proposed an idealized mechanical model and a basic 

mathematical model for catastrophic landslides corresponding to their kinematic 

mechanism. On the basis of these model, they derived formulae to predict the 

velocities and travel distances. Fang and Zhang, in their model (see Fig. 2.6), 

considered the correlation between characteristic value of mobility and total en

ergy. Based on their study, they also proposed the upper and lower bounds of 

catastrophic landslides. According to the authors a landslide, of which the total 

energy is remarkably greater than 2.6 x 1026 ergs or the volume is considerably 

larger than 2 x 1013 cubic metres, will not occur. 

Akpatelov and Tsvetkov (1988) attempted to relate the change of cohesion 

with time with the stability of a slope. The authors pointed out that the slope 

----------
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stability in cases of landslides is greatly influenced by the initial state of stress in 

the soil mass. The authors expressed the state of a slope in terms of a stability 

coefficient and showed that it is possible to forecast this coefficient for a given 

period of time if the variation of cohesion with time is known. 

Lu and Wang (1988) studied landslides in the southwestern China and used 

the method of the rheological numeric simulation in order to quantitatively describe 

the whole process of slope deformation in landslides. They considered the sliding 

and bending slides in their study. The authors considered different rheological 

models for the intact mass and the weak discontinuities. Using Perzyna's approach 

the authors simulated the rheological characteristics of weak discontinuities by the 

visco-elastic-plasticity model implemented in the finite element approach. From 

their study Lu and Wang conclude that the slope angle is a key factor to affect the 

consequent sliding-bending deformation. 

Dobrov (1988) has used a differential equation which describes the process of 

variation in the contour of the slide mass with account of possible depth variation. 

This method is useful when estimating the creep deformation of natural slopes 

characterized by small depth of a slide layer in which the seasonal variation of depth 

of creeping zone is possible. Dobrov has shown that use of a differential equation 

allows to estimate the variation in intensity of sliding process in time, which may be 

rather substantial. Huang and Wang (1988) have proposed a mathematical model 

based on the calculus of variations for landslides occuring at high speeds in which 

creep sliding is involved along the bedding plane near the base of the slope, tension 

fracturing along nearly vertical joints at the top of slope and progressive shearing 

in the middle part of the potential slip surface occurs. The authors are able to 

forecast the volume, the possible traveling distance and the maximum velocity of 

a potential slide of this kind. 

Chen and Wang (1988) proposed the application of a numerical filtration 

technique to field data. In this method field data in form of ground displacement 

with time is numerically filtered to yield the creep curve of a slope. Based on their 

analysis, the authors suggest using a tangent angle of 90 degrees at a point on the 

creep curve as the rupture criterion during the slope deformation process (see Fig. 
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2.7). The slope is judged to rupture at this point and the corresponding time is 

the failure time. Chen and Wang have showed that this technique is able to resolve 

prediction problems of landslides with different types of formation and evolution 

mechanism. 

Capecchi and Focardi (1988) made use of statistical analysis of the relation 

between rainfall and landslides and proposed the use of a precipitation coefficient 

which takes into consideration the daily rainfalls and the recurrent rainfalls. Ac

cording to the authors the landslide will start moving quickly once a threshold 

precipitation coefficient is reached. Such coefficient are different for different re

gions and can be easily calculated form the rainfall pattern in the area. 

Lee~ Ellen and Kayen (1988) have proposed a method which predicts trans

formation of shallow landslides into high-speed debris flows. This method uses a 

relationship between the behavior of landslides and the positions of the inplace void 

ratios and the corresponding natural effective stresses of the soil deposits relative 

to the steady state (critical state) lines. For each soil unit in the landslide, a line 

defining the steady state of deformation in void ratio-log effective stress space is 

determined by triaxial compression testing of natural and reconstituted samples. 

The authors found that landslides that mobilized fully into highly fluid debris flows 

had initial void ratios above the steady state line, whereas landslides that did not 

mobilize or mobilized only partially had void ratios initially near the steady state 

line. The authors also report that the characteristics of the steady-state line appear 

to correlate with the liquid limit of the soil. Miao and Ai (1988) have applied the 

mathematical theory of cata.;;trophe to slope analysis. The authors obtained two 

interesting results: (1) the landslide is modelled as a cuspoid catastrophe, one of 

the elementary catastrophe models in the catastrophe theory, and a characteristic 

relation is developed, by which the quick landslide can mathematically be differen

tiated from the slow (rheological) one, and (2) based on conforming the landslide 

to the cusp catastrophe, a fundamental formula of the landslide prediction was 

deduced through the random process analysis. This formula offers a theoretical 

basis to the Saito's (1965) prediction method. 
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Vulliet and Recordon (1987) have presented a continuum model for the study 

of the time-dependent behavior of large natural slopes in motion. This model was 

used to simulate a thin three-dimensional, compressible, non linear viscous body 

which slides and creeps under gravity and seepage forces. The soil is assumed to be 

an isotropic, two-phase mixture. The authors also consider the relationship between 

sliding velocities, rainfall and piezometry. This approach enables quantification of 

the influence of groundwater seepage on the kinematics of landslides. 

Vulliet and Hutter (1988a) proposed various constitutive laws for creeping 

soil and for rate-dependent sliding at interfaces. They modelled soil under creeping 

deformations either as an incompressible viscous fluid or a binary mixture of a 

viscous fluid matrix filled with an inviscid ideal fluid. Explicit expressions for the 

constitutive relation of stress were deduced and the phenomenological coefficients 

were determined by means of laboratory and field data. The authors compared the 

rate dependent constitutive models with the corresponding relations deduced from 

viscoplastici ty. 

Vulliet and Hutter (1988b) treated a soil slope as a multi-(two-) layer, thin 

incompi·essible viscous body, which slides along the base and the interfaces and 

deforms within the layers in between. Using scale analysis, together with shal

lowness assumption the authors deduced simplified governing equations which are 

capable of determining the stress and velocity fields independently of the surface 

evolution equations. The authors also described the changes in the shape of the a 

landslide area with time by the use of evolution equations of the interfaces and the 

free surface. These equations take the form of kinematic wave equations. 

Vulliet and Hutter (1988c) proposed a two-component mixture continuum 

model to describe the slow motion of natural slopes, which may creep and slide 

along their basal surface under the effect of gravity. The field equations comprise 

the balance laws of mass and momentum and constitutive relations for the partial 

stresses of the fluid and solid as well as the seepage force. The fluid was modelled as 

a. .. incompressible perfect liqlliJ and the s0il as a viscous isotropic body in which the 

stress may also depend on the porosity. The seepage force was described by Darcy's 

law. Explicit constitutive formulas were presented. The kinematic and dynamic 
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bOll!ld::lIY ~ond1t~/)ns for the fixed basal surface and the movable free and phreatic 

surfaces were stated. The shallowness of the moving mass permitted reduction 

and simplification of the governing equations describing the initial boundary value 

problem. This made it possible to separate the determination of the stress and 

velocity distributions from the evolution of movable surfaces. 

Vulliet and Desai (1989), recognizing the need of treating a slowly moving 

landslide as an elasto-viscoplastic body, attempted such an approach to study the 

case of La Frasse landslide in Switzerland. Perzyna's elasto-viscoplastic formulation 

was used. A finite element formulation (with constant time-stepping) was adopted 

and surface velocities were obtained and compared with velocities obtained from 

finite difference analysis and field observations. The possible presence of a weaker 

sliding zone at the bottom of the landslide was recognized and weaker material 

properties (Material 2) were assigned to this zone in contrast to the upper sliding 

mass (Material 1 ), see Fig. 2.8. In this study the material constants were computed 

from only one consolidated-undrained conventional triaxial compression test with 

no unloading-reloading slopes. Thus, the analysis was based on limited information. 

Finally, Davies, Smith and Salt (1990), examined the effects of frictional 

heating of pore fluid in relation to the long-term slope stability. They developed 

their theory with respect to pre-existing landslides and reported that increases in 

pore-fluid pressure due to heat-induced expansion may act to enhance creep rates 

and possibly lead to total loss of stability. 

2.2 Proposed Formulation for Slowly Moving Landslides 

Most of the available methods are essentially semi-empirical and are based 

on limited considerations. As a result, these methods fail to give solutions for 

cases in which several factors are involved or when solutions need to be obtained in 

terms of time, stresses and deformations. Hence, it is essential to develop improved 

solution techniques that integrate appropriate modelling of geological materials in

volved, laboratory and field tests and computational methods. Some of the models 

reviewed have attempted to do so, but with limited success. The time-dependent 
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behavior of soils as well as other geologic materials is certainly one of the domains 

where further research and improvements are need. Every step in developing such a 

viable model is still subject to discussion. The mathematical bases, the way ofiden

tifying response functions and determining material constants in laboratory and/or 

in-situ, the verification with independent tests, the numerical implementation and 

the analysis of initial-boundary value problems are among these steps. 

A model for slowly moving landslides can be formulated by studying areal as 

well as depth variations of horizontal movements in areas susceptible to landslides. 

Inclinometers are commonly used to measure horizontal movements in areas which 

are susceptible to landslides. An inclinometer consists in principle of a pendulum 

which is lowered into a cased bore hole. The inclination of the bore hole from the 

vertical is then measured at sucessive levels by strain gages or other transducers 

which are attached to the pendulum. By repeating the measurements at different 

times, changes in the inclination of the casing and any horizontal movements can be 

determined. The SGI (Swedish Geotechnical Institute) inclinometer type is shown 

in Fig. 2.9. Hanna (1985) presents and describes different inclinometers in detail. 

In Fig. 2.10 is shown the lateral movements in a slope along the coast of Southern 

California as measured by Wilson slope indicator (Gould 1960). Such figures are 

commonly referred to as Inclinometric Profiles or Deformation Profiles or Velocity 

Profiles and present a wealth of information. 

Most creeping slopes exhibit deformation (or velocity) profiles similar to 

those given in Fig. 2.10. These profiles are typical and are thus representative of 

any region. Based on the work of Gould (1960), Bishop and Bjerrum (1960), Vulliet 

et al. (1986, 1988 a,b,c,d,e) the principal factors controlling the time-dependent 

behavior of slopes have been determined and some general considerations on the 

particular geometry and velocity field have been pointed out as follows: 

• the sliding mass is limited in depth by a fixed (independent of time) base, 

sometimes called the sliding surface . 

• the thickness of the mass is small compared with the longitudinal and 

transversal dimensions. 
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Figure 2.9 Inclinometer type SGI (Kallstenius and Bergau, 1961) 
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• a large part of the deformations is concentrated in a narrow zone close to 

the bottom, sometimes called the interface. 

• changes in the piezometric levels (pore water pressure) may have great in

fluence on the response of the slopes (modification of velocity field). 

• the soil mineralogy and the chemical properties of the pore water do not 

change with time (or are subjected to negligible small variations). 

• temperature effects can be neglected. 

In general, the greater part of displacements occurs in a narrow zone at 

the bottom of the sliding mass. Often this sliding can be interpreted as the limit 

of a pronounced shear deformation in a narrow zone. Thus, the phenomenon of 

landslides can be understood as involving the motion of a large soil mass over a 

parent (fixed) mass with most of the movement occuring in a zone between the 

moving mass and the parent mass. This zone can be considered as an interface 

and be modeled as such. In this zone, simple shear strain type of conditions prevail. 

Figure 2.11 shows the proposed idealization of a landslide. The mass above the 

interface is refered to as solid body. It is proposed here that the solid body be 

also modeled as a deformable body; this enables a realistic interaction ~etween the 

interface zone and the moving mass and permits gradual transition between the 

motion of the interface and the solid body. 

In general, slowly moving landslides exhibit continuous movement with mi

nor variations in speed of movement. Continuous and slowly moving (creeping) 

slopes are not the usual stability problems of geotechnical analysis and they can

not be solved by a limit analysis approach. The slopes considered are neither still 

nor ruptured : they move. For such problems the method of analysis has to be 

chosen carefully. The classical theory of elasticity may account for materials which 

have a capacity to store mechanical energy with no dissipation of the energy. On 

the other hand, a Newtonian viscous fluid in a nonhydrostatic state of stress im

plies a capacity for dissipating energy, but none for storing it (Christensen, 1982). 

Slowly moving landslides represent a phenomenon outside the scope of these two 

theories because not all of the work done in deformation can be recovered. Such 

phenomena involve materials (soils in this case) which possess capacity to both store 
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and dissipate mechanical energy. Moreover, soils possess a characteristic which can 

be described as the memory effect which means that the present (current) be

havior of the material is history dependent. The memory effect can be handled 

by non-Newtonian viscous, viscoelastic as well as elasto-viscoplastic formulations; 

these formulations also describe the phenomenon in a time varying manner which 

is needed in our case. The final deciding factor between these formulations is the 

ability of a formulation to represent the stress path effect. The stress path effect 

is considered very well by the incremental theory of plasticity which is capable of 

handling strain-hardening as well as strain-softening effects. The chief limitation of 

the elasto-plastic theory in connection to the phenomenon of slowly moving land

slides is its inability to make time varying analysis. This shortcoming is overcome 

by the theory of elastoviscoplasticity which combines the concepts of plasticity and 

rheology and provides us with an ideal tool for analysis of slowly moving landslides. 

Due to the reasons enumerated the theory of elastoviscoplasticity will be adopted 

herein. 

This dissertation is based on the development of an elasto-viscoplastic law 

of soils based on the plasticity approach of the hierarchical model proposed by 

Desai (1980) in the sense that viscous effects are added to a so-called basic model. 

This basic model is applied to initially isotropic materials hardening isotropically 

and with an associative flow rule. An attempt for introducing viscous effects in the 

basic model has already been done by Desai and Zhang (1987) based on Perzyna's 

theory of viscoplasticity. Vulliet and Desai (1989) have used this approach for 

predicting motion of landslides (this study did not involve use of interface elements). 

The aforementioned elasto-viscoplastic formulations were based on constant time

stepping. Other differences between the formulation developed in this dissertation 

and the ones attempted before will be discussed later. 

It is also intended to develop an interface model suitable for modeling elasto

viscoplastic effects. A thin-layer element concept has been developed by Desai and 

co-workers (1981, 1984, 1985, i987) to allow for various no-slip, slip, debonding and 

rebonding modes of deformation at contacts and interfaces. It has been successfully 

applied to both static and dynamic problems. In this dissertation, the thin-layer 

~~--------
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model will be further developed to include elasto-viscoplastic response as it occurs 

at interfaces in the landslide problem. 

Laboratory tests will be conducted to find parameters for the solid (mov

ing mass) and interface elements. Soil from the landslide site at Villarbeney in 

Switzerland is tested for this purpose. The test results will be used in a finite 

element procedure which will allow simulation of the field observations from the 

Villarbeney landslide. 

2.3 Contributions 

The main contribution of this study is the way in which various established 

theories and concepts are modified and/or utilised in an attempt to verify the 

proposed formulation. Consequently, the proposed study is multi-faceted involv

ing various different topics like finite element analysis, conventional and advanced 

laboratory experiments for solids, development of new and improved laboratory 

interface test procedures which include designing instrumentation and testing tech

niques for interface experiments on the newly developed CYMDOF (Cyclic Multi 

Degree Of Freedom) device (Desai, 1980; Rigby and Desai, 1988), writing programs 

for data acquisition, constitutive modeling, and prediction/backprediction of labo

ratory tests. As is evident from the reviewed literature such a study has never been 

attempted before. The specific contributions made in this study are as follows: 

1. General as well simplified procedures for determination of viscous parame

ters are developed. 

2. New analytical procedures to interpret and process creep test data are pro

posed. 

3. Analytical closed form solution for prediction of consolidation (both Ko and 

isotropic) tests are derived. 

4. Novel and representative interface testing procedures are developed. A new 

setup for conducting simple shear interface tests in the CYMDOF device is 

developed. General data acquisition programs for a variety of interface tests 

have been written. 

---- .------ -
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5. An elasto-viscoplastic model for interfaces is developed for cohesive soils 

based on experimental observations and the thin-layer element concept de

veloped by Desai and co-workers (1981, 1984, 1985, 1987). 

6. The viscoplastic models for the solid body and interfaces are implemented 

into an existing finite element code, SSTIN (an acrynom for Soil STructure 

INteraction), written by Desai and Sharma (1989) for small-strain elasto

plastic analysis. Various time-integration schemes are implemented and new 

convergence and time-stepping schemes are proposed for the interface model. 

The program is verified with published data. 

7. Finally, the Villarbeney landslide is studied and the results of numerical 

model are compared with field data. 

2.4 Organization of Text 

Chapter 3 presents the concepts of viscoplasticity and a review of viscoplastic 

models as well as constitutive models for soils under slow movements. A choice 

of the viscoplastic model is made. Chapter 4 presents the generalized Hierarchical 

Single Surface model. This chapter also discusses modeling of interfaces, presents 

a brief review and describes the formulation of the interface element. Chapter 5 

presents the experimental program for solid body. This chapter presents the test 

results, determination of parameters for plasticity based model, backprediction of 

the triaxial shear tests, analytical backprediction of consolidation tests, and the 

complete details of the determination of creep parameters, etc. Chapter 6 presents 

the experimental program for interfaces, the new CYMDOF device, the simple 

shear interface setup, the peripheral devices and instrumentation along with the 

data acquisition program details, the test results, the new model, the procedure 

for determination of parameters and backprediction of the test results. Chapter 7 

presents the finite element analysis done in this dissertation. This chapter discusses 

the nuances of viscoplastic finite element implementation, compares the plastic and 

viscoplastic formulation, presents the viscoplastic implementation of the interface 

element and verifies the finite element program for its correctness. Chapter 8 

---------
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discusses the Villarbeney landslide. In this chapter, the Villarbeney landslide is 

described, forces acting in a slowly moving landslide are identified and the results 

of the formulation are compared with the field data. Chapter 9 summarizes the 

entire work and make recommendations for further studies. 



CHAPTER 3 

CONCEPTS OF VISCOPLASTICITY 

AND 
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CONSTITUTIVE MODELS FOR SOILS UNDER SLOW MOVEMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

Geological materials exhibit time dependent (rheologic) properties as well 

as plastic deformations. Obviously, a simultaneous description of the rheologic 

and plastic effects would have many advantages. This is the subject matter of 

vi3coplCL3ticity. 

Since viscoplasticity involves the combined treatment of rheologic and plastic 

phenomena, it must deal with the peculiarities of both these phenomena. The 

viscous properties of the material introduce a time dependence of the states of stress 

and strain. The plastic properties, on the other hand, make these states depend 

on the loading path. Thus, as a result of simultaneous introduction of viscous 

and plastic properties, a dependence of the states of stress and strain on the load 

history and on the time is obtained. A description of strain in viscoplasticity will 

therefore involve the history of the specimen, expressed in the type of the loading 

process, and the time. Different results will be obtained for different loading paths 

and different duration of the process. 

The theory of plasticity deals with the rate independent description of the 

plastic properties of a material. There are several different ways of incorporating 

time-effects in a rate independent plasticity based constitutive model. The integral 

description is one possibility; the Volterra-Boltzmann equation of hereditary creep 

(viscoelasticity) is an example and the more recent theories like the endochronic 

theory (Valanis, 1971) may be seen as an extension of this approach. The other, 
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more frequently used description is the differential approach in which a single con

stitutive equation suffices to describe what is often referred to as creeping materials, 

for example a relation between the strain rate and stress (see section 3.4). Cormeau 

(1976) has discussed in detail the merits of each approach and has concluded that, 

where complex computer programs aimed at general applicability to engineering 

problems have to be designed, theories based on differential approach are preferred 

mainly because of the relative ease of numerical implementation and computational 

effort. 

The basic theory of viscoplasticity based on the differential approach is 

introduced next by using the concept of overstress which simply means that the 

viscous effects are manifested after the elastic effects. 

3.2 Basic Theory 

It is convenient to introduce the concepts first by means of an uniaxial model 

and then to proceed with the generalization to a general stress state. Isothermal 

small-strain time dependent plasticity theory is assumed. 

The ba.sic behavior of soil can be expressed in terms of simple uniaxial 

models or mechanical elements. The simplest uniaxial model is the spring element 

or the Hookean model (obeying Hooke's law), as shown in Fig. 3.la. The Hookean 

model or spring element taken alone represents the elastic characteristics of the 

medium being studied, e.g. for a soil medium it represents the elastic characteristics 

of the soil grain matrix; note that to have an instantaneous elastic deformation the 

soil grain matrix must be continuous. The basic rheological model is a dashpot, 

analogous to the shock absorber in an automobile, and is shown in Fig. 3.lb. The 

dashpot represents a N ewionian modeL Finally, if we have a condition of certain 

minimum stress level causing strain (or slip), analogous to the block sliding down 

a plane, we have a yield stress model and this model is represented by a slider 

element, Fig. 3.lc. 

When elements are connected in series, the final response is a result of 

accumulation of responses from individual elements. On the other hand, elements 

-- -----
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connected in parallel respond simultaneously. In composite assemblies consisting 

of elements connected in series and parallel, the elements in series respond first, 

in order of their connection, followed by the combined response of the elements 

in parallel. Figure 3.2a shows the behavior of a purely elastoplastic and of a 

specific elastoviscoplastic assembly, Fig 3.2b. Note that other assemblies of spring, 

dashpot and slider are possible which will define different constitutive models; such 

assemblies are presented in Section 3.2.2. 

Consider the one-dimensional model of elasto-viscoplasticity as shown in 

Fig. 3.2b. Let u be the total applied stress. Instantaneous elastic response is 

provided by the linear spring. The stress in the linear spring is equal to the total 

applied stress and is related to the elastic strain by 

(3.1) 

where E is the elastic modulus of the linear spring. 

Let Y be some limiting yield value (static yield criterion). The friction slider 

component develops a stress uP, becoming active only if u > Y. The excess stress, 

carried by the viscous dashpot, is given as 

(3.2) 

The presence of the dashpot allows the stress level to instantaneously exceed the 

value predicted by the plasticity theory. The stress level in the friction slider 

depends on whether or not the thr~hold or yield stress, Y, has been reached. 

The onset of viscoplastic deformation is governed by a uniaxial yield stress u Y • 

The stress level for continuing viscoplastic flow depends on the strain-hardening 

characteristics of the material. For linear strain-hardening response the stress level 

for viscoplastic yielding at any stage is given by 

Y = uY + H'€vp (3.3) 
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in which H' is the slope of the strain hardening portion of the stress-strain curve 

after removal of the elastic strain component and E"P is the current viscoplastic 

strain (Refer Fig. 3.3). Thus the stress in the friction slider is 

..... P - , 
{ 

u if uP < y . 
v - Y if uP ~ Y. (3.4) 

The total 3train in the model is given by the sum of the elastic and vis

coplastic components as 

(3.5) 

The stress in the viscous dash pot , u d, is related to the viscoplastic strain by 

d dEvP 
U = p.-

dt 

where p. is the viscosity coefficient and t denotes the time. 

(3.6) 

We will now establish the constitutive relationship for the model under both 

elastic and elasto-viscoplastic conditions. 

Before the onset of viscoplastic yielding EVP=O, giving u d = 0 from Eq. (3.6) 

and consequently uP = u from Eq. (3.2). Thus, from Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.1) we 

have the elastic stress-strain relation as 

u = EE 

Substituting from Eq. (3.4) and (3.6) in Eq. (3.2) gives 

dE"P 
u Y + H' EVP + p.-- = u 

dt 

Substituting for EVP from Eq. (3.5) and using Eq. (3.1) results in 

I dE I ( Y) du H EE + p.E dt = H u + E u - u + p. dt 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

which is a first order ordinary differential equation defining the time-dependent 

relationship between stress and strain under viscoplastic conditions. Viscoplastic 

equations are generally written in terms of a fluidity parameter, r, such that 

1 r=
p. 

-- --------- ------

(3.10) 



Substituting Eq. (3.10) in E<!. (3.9), and using Eq. (3.8), we get 

€ = if + r[u _ (uY + H'€vP)] 
E 

in which, the overdot (.), denotes derivative with respect to time, t. Or 

where 

and 

.e if 
€=-

E 
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(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Equati0n (3.14) defines the viscoplastic strain rate in terms of the portion 

of stress in excess of the steady state yield value. In other words, the rate of 

viscoplastic strain is uniquely determined by the excess stress. 

3.2.1 Closed-form Solution and Interpretation 

Consider the case when a constant stress u = u A is applied. Then, using 

Eq. (3.10), Eq. (3.9) reduces to 

d€ rH' rH'€ + - = __ uA + r(uA - uY ) 
dt E 

(3.15) 

The solution to this first-order ordinary differential equation is given by 

(Owen & Hinton, 1980) 

€ = O'A + (u A 
- O'Y) [1 _ e-H'rt] 

E H' 
(3.16) 

provided that H' is nonzero. The form of the response is shown in Fig. 3.4a. 

Following an initial elastic response, the strain predicted by the model approaches 

the steady state value exponentially. 
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Figure 3.4 Strain response with time for the model of Figure 3.2( (b) due 
to a constant load, (a) Linear strain hardening elastoviscoplastic 
material, (b) Elastoviscous and perfectly plastic material 
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The case of a elastic visco-perfectly plastic, material in which H' = 0, can 

be obtained by taking the limit as H' tends to zero in Eq. (3.16), and applying 

L'Hopital's rule. This results in 

(3.17) 

This response is shown in Fig. 3.4b. In this case it is seen that a steady state 

condition is not achieved and that viscoplastic deformation continues indefinitely 

at a constant strain rate. The different behavior shown in Fig. 3.4a and 3.4b 

arises from the fact that for a strain hardening material the viscoplastic yield 

stress increases according to Eq. (3.3) until it reaches the applied stress level u A 

at which stage the viscoplastic strain rate becomes zero. On the other hand, for a 

viscous perfectly-plastic material there is always a stress imbalance of u A - u Y in 

the system and consequently a stable condition cannot be achieved. 

By studying Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17) it is seen that the time t only enters 

the expressions through the term rt. Therefore the solution for a material with a 

different fluidity parameter r can be obtained by a simple adjustment of the time 

scale. 

As seen from the discussion, in the viscoplastic model the stresses above the 

yield points are permissible and at any stress state the rate of strains is uniquely 

specified. Clearly the viscoplastic model is not only more positive in describing the 

behavior but also can be used to describe purely plastic phenomena when the rate 

of straining falls to zero. 

3.2.2 Rheological Models for Soils 

Rheology is a study of the behavior of a material in a fluid-like state. The ba

sic rheological models are the Maxwell, Kelvin or Voight and the Bingham models; 

these models are shown in Fig. 3.4. Using the basic models, different rheological 

models have been proposed for mathematical description of the stress-strain-time 

behavior of soils, e.g., Geuze and Tan (1953), Schiffman (1959), Murayama and 

Shibata (1958, 1961, 1964), Christensen and Wu (1964), Abdel-Hady and Herrin 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.5 Basic rheological models for characterization of the stress-strain
time behavior of soils, (a) Maxwell model, (b) Kelvin or Voight 
model, and (c) Bingham model 
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(1966), and Komamura and Huang (1974). In most rheological models the springs 

are assumed to be linear. However models of the viscoplastic kind can obviously 

be extended to deal with nonlinear behavior by introducing nonlinear dashpots in 

which some arbitrary function t/J specifies the viscoplastic rate, (Zienkiewicz and 

Humpheson, 1975), e.g., 

(3.18a) 

by introducing the dependence of the yield stress (J'Y on the total strain €vp 

(3.18b) 

and finally by placing a number of viscoplastic models in series or parallel. The 

models of Murayama and Shibata, Christensen and Wu, and Abdel-Hady and Her

rin models use nonlinear dashpots with the stress-flow rate behavior governed by 

the functional forms dictated by rate process theory (Glasstone et. al., 1941). The 

model proposed by Komamura and Huang consists of Bingham and Voight ele

ments in series; this model can account well for the creep behavior of several soils 

(Mitchell, 1976). Thus, a reasonable approximation of behavior for c~rtain soils 

and loading conditions can be achieved by a combination of linear or nonlinear 

springs, linear or nonlinear dashpots, and sliders. 

3.3 Review of Mathematical Models for Viscoplasticity 

3.3.1 Bingham Model 

The most basic concept in the theory of viscoplasticity is, as seen, the flow 

of a material under excess stress (stress in excess of yield stress). This observation 

was first made by Bingham in 1922 while performing experiments on colloidal 

suspensions. Bingham found that such substances would not flow at all unless 

subjected to a shearing stress exceeding a critical value To (which he called yield 

value) and beyond which the shear rate (i') would be given by the linear formula 

T = To + Pi' (3.19a) 

---------
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l' = .!(T - To) when T ~ To 
J.l 

(3.19b) 

With this law, Bingham could satisfactorily interpret previously unexplained 

effects encountered in flow of paints and other suspensions of solid particles in 

a fluid through cylindrical pipes. Though these substances have only tenuous 

relationship with construction materials, they nevertheless possess solid-like rather 

than fluid-like properties and may nowadays be viewed as the simplest of linear 

rigid/viscoplastic bodies. It may be noted that if H' = a in Equation (3.15) then 

Bingham equation is retrieved. 

3.3.2 Extension of Uniaxial Concept to General State of Stress 

In the generalization of the uniaxial concept of (excess) stress-strain-time 

relationship we need, primarily, at our disposal a mathematical tool which can 

describe the yield of a material under a general state of stress. The well established 

theory of plasticity immediately comes to mind. In the mathematical description 

of these phenomena, one often considers the stress tensor as a vector in an-space; 

it follows that the stress time-history of an elemental volume of material is viewed 

as a trajectory in this n-space. 

Classical plasticity theory admits the existence, for all, or for a set of, 

stress paths starting from the origin of the n-space of a unique yield point mark

ing a change of constitutive relation. The locus of the yield points thus con

stitutes a closed or semi-closed yield surface, characterized by a scalar equation 

F { (j ij, €ij, •••• )= 0 also termed yield criterion; the sign in F is chosen such as F < 0 

for all stress states encountered along any path leaving the origin, before yield has 

occured. Such behavior is broadly characteristic of what may be called viscoelas

tic or viscoplastic materials where the yield surface now separates a region of full 

strain recovery from the rest of stress states. 

The generalization of the uniaxial concept of overstress to multiaxial state of 

stress was attempted by various researchers by using different yield criteria. Such 

efforts are presented next. 
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3.3.2.1 Hencky's M ultiaxial Generalization 

Using the classical plasticity, Hencky (1925) generalized Eq. (3.19) for mul

tiaxial stresses, replacing the yield stress in shear by an isotropic von Mises criterion 

and the shear rate by a deviatoric strain rate tensor (eij). Thus he separated the 

stress deviator Sij into plastic and viscous components 

(3.20) 

where k ij is subjected to the condition 

(3.21) 

Further, assuming proportionality between the tensors so that 

). _ { > 0, if f = ° and df = 0; 
- 0, if f < ° or f = 0 and df < 0 

(3.22) 

gives 

Sij = (2\ + 2p. ) iij, ). > 0 (3.23) 

Finally, introducing the second deviator stress invariant 

(3.24) 

where the second quantity applies only when ). > 0 leads, after elimination of ). 

between Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), to 

{ ~ (1 -_k_) S· . if J.2D > k', 
eij = 2p. J J2D IJ' 

0, if J2D :5 ° (3.25) 

Though lost at component level in Eq. (3.25), linearity is preserved under 

pure shear, where Eq. (3.25) reduces back to Eqs. (3.19), and also in the relation 

between the invariants 

(3.26) 
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where 

plays the role of a generalized shear rate. 

3.3.2.2 Hohenemser-Prager Elastic/Viscoplastic Body 

In 1932, Hohenemser and Prager, discussing the multiaxial generalization 

of the generai linear differential constitutive equation between stress, stress rate, 

strain and strain rate in a state of pure shear, first presented the equations describ

ing elastic/viscoplastic behavior. Here the total strain deviator is the sum of elastic 

and viscoplastic components while volumetric response remains linear elastic 

(3.27) 

Using Hencky's results in Equation (3.25), the global constitutive equation 

they arrived at reads 

. { 2~Sij + 2
1
" (1- -A-) Sij, if J J2D > k; e- - = ,.. V J 2D 

I] l' ~ 
2G Sij, if V J2D :5 k 

. 1. 
€m = 3K(J'm 

where €m(= €id3) is the mean strain, and (J'm(= uid3) is the mean stress. 

Equation (3.26) remains valid provided the second invariant of viscoplastic 

strain rates is considered; thus we get the eX';)ression for viscopiastic creep under 

constant stress as 

J J2D = k + 2J.l!ifv (3.28) 

In the limit of vanishing viscosity J.l -+ 0+, the strain rates become infinite 

outside the yield surface, therefore such states of stress are no longer physically 

admissible; on the yield surface itself for J J2D -+ k+, Eq. (3.28) is indeterminate. 

Equation (3.28) in such a case reduces to 

1 . 
e-- - -S-- + )'S--
I] - 2G I] I] (3.29a) 
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(3.29b) 

The above equations are the well known Prandtl-Reuss equations. This 

means that the Prandtl-Reuss plasticity equations are retrieved as a limiting case 

of elasto-viscoplasticity. 

3.3.2.3 Perzyna's Elastic /Viscoplastic Body 

The previously encountered viscoplastic bodies assume yield to depend on 

the invariant J2 D only and are therefore of very limited applicability. Perzyna 

(1963,1966) and Olszak and Perzyna (1968), using the representation theorem ac

cording to which every isotropic (or invariant) scalar function of a symmetric 3 x 3 

second order tensor (jij can be expressed as a function of any set of three function

ally independent stress invariants, write the static yield condition in the form 

(3.30) 

where (jm( = (jid3) is the mean stress, J2D and J3D denote the second and the 

third invariants of the stress deviator tensor, F is a homogeneous function of order 

one in the stresses, Y a scalar yield stress and ~ represents a hardening parameter. 

A negative sign of f means an elastic state while f > 0 designates viscoplastic 

states. 

As usual, the total strain response is separated into elastic and viscoplastic 

parts as 

(3.31) 

and the constitutive equations for both strains are expressed as 

(3.32) 

where G is shear modulus, K is bulk modulus, Oij is Kronecker delta, and 

(3.33) 
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Thus we have a complete stress-strain relation in the elastic range and only 

a differential law regarding the viscoplastic part of the strain in Eq. (3.33) in which 

r denotes the fluidity parameter. r has dimensions of T- 1 , and the square brackets 

are given the extended meaning 

< </J(f) >= {</J(f), if f > 0; 
0, if f:5 0 

(3.34) 

of a switch-on/switch-off operator conditional upon f. 
In above, the direction of the strain-rate, represented as a vector in a 9-

space of tensor components, is thus normal to the surface F=constant passing 

through its (vector's) end, while </J(f) plays the role of a flow coefficient depending 

on the diJtance from the pre3ent 3tre33 point to the yield 3urjace a3 mea3ured by 

the value of j at current stre33 point. It is generally assumed that </J satisfies the 

following requirements : continuity of fvp on the yield surface and monotonic vari

ation of F. The expression in Eq. (3.33) implicitly represents the time dependence 

of yield condition for elastic/viscoplastic, work hardening materials, and describes 

the dependence of the yield criterion on the strain rate (Perzyna 1966). 

The derivatives of the stress invariants are given as 

aerm 1 
---0"· aer·· - 3 11' 

11 
(3.35) 

Using the above equations, an explicit constitutive relation can be written 

as follows 

. (1. 1.) (1 of aF aF) 
€ij = 2G Sij + 3KermOij + r < </J(f) > "3 aerm Oij + aJ

2
D Sij + aJ

3
D tij 

(3.36) 

The relations in Eqs. 3.36 involve the assumption that the rate of increase 

of the inelastic components of strain tensor (iff) is a function of the excess stresses 

above the static yield criterion. In other words it is assumed that the viscous prop

erties of the mater~als become manifest only after passage to the plastic state and 

that these are not essential in the elastic regions. Since the material has no viscous 

properties in the elastic region, the initial yield criterion (which is sometimes called 

---- -----
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the static yield criterion) will not differ from the known condition of the inviscid 

theory of plasticity. 

The constitutive Eqs. (3.36) describe the work-hardening effect in the ma

terial. Owing to the introduction of the yield function F, it is possible to study 

the anisotropic and isotropic work-hardening for a broad class of compressible ma

terials. The condition of convexity of the yield surface is satisfied automatically 

since the convexity of the yield surface depends neither on the load path nor on 

time (Drucker, 1959). Also the inelastic strain-rate tensor (€~j) can be considered 

as a vector in the nine-dimensional stress space and is always directed along the 

normal to the subsequent (time dependent) loading surface (Perzyna, 1966). 

3.3.2.4 Cormeau's Generalization for Nonassociativeness 

In the above sections it is seen that each viscoplastic model represents a 

greater degree of generality than the preceeding models. However, none of them 

can account for the phenomenon of nonassociativity encountered mainly in fric

tional materials. In order to overcome this shortcoming Cormeau (1976), based on 

considerations of isotropy, suggested that it may be supposed that the viscoplastic 

strain rates are proportional to the gradient of a potential Q( Urn, J2 , J3 ). Since Q 

will not vanish with F, this gradient is multiplied by a flow function if> in order to 

obtain zero rates on the yield surface. Thus, 

€ .. = <if> - >-·vp r (F) 8Q 
I] Fo 8Uij 

(3.40) 

In above, F need no longer be non dimensional as it was in Eq. (3.30) 

because the introduction of Fo, an arbitrary reference value of F or any suitable 

material constant makes the ratio ~ dimensionless. In general the function if> can 

take any desired analytical or numerical definition, with the restrictions 

if> (~) = 0 if (~) = 0; if>' (~) = 0 if (~) = 0 (3.41) 

Thus the Perzyna's law is generalized at the cost of only one additional 

scalar function Q. In practice, the explicit forms of Q will be similar to those of 
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F. Cormeau (1976) has verified that Eq. (3.41) contains practically all previously 

encountered models as particular cases. 

3.3.3 Comments 

The various models described above do not cover the entire spectrum of pos

sible differential laws for time dependent plastic materials. The common feature 

of reviewed elastic/viscoplastic theories is that the rate of plastic straining was 

expressed as a function of current stresses (plus additional state variables when 

hardening is present). In such cases the stresses can be computed in terms of vis

coplastic strain rates and state parameters. The stress invaria.nts can be calculated 

from the state of current stress. Substitution of these invariants in a yield function 

supplies a time dependent yield or loading function. Thus the hypothesis is that 

the current value of the stress tensor depends upon the complete past history of 

the components of the strain tensor. 

An alternative form of the stress strain relation may be obtained by reversing 

the roles of stress and strain in such a way that current strain is determined by the 

current value and past history of stress. Cormeau (1976) discusses in detail such 

an approach. 

3.4 Constitutive Models for Soils under Slow Movement 

From a microscopic point of view, soil is a granular material, consisting of a 

mixture of solid particles, water, and air. Each of these components affects the soil's 

response to external forces. When the soil is saturated, the gas component no longer 

plays a role. The solid matrix and the interstitial water still interact, however, and 

both influence the creep properties of the soil. It follows that the creep behavior 

of the soil will depend both on factors of the composition of the matrix and the 

water (type and proportion of clay and nonclay minerals, chemical composition 

of the pore water, type of adsorbed cations) and conditions of the environment 

(e.g., moisture content, density, state of stress, preconsolidation pressure, degree 

of saturation, microstructure, and temperature). 
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There have been a number of studies on the significance on above factors 

(Geuze and Tan 1950,1953; Olson 1962; Hirst 1968; Mitchell 1964; Torrance 1974; 

Sridharan et al. 1979). However, not all of these factors need to enter into the 

constitutive formulation as free or internal variables explicitly; some of these may 

be covered by material constants if their variations as a function of space and time 

are negligible. In general, this is not the case for such parameters as the moisture 

content, the density, the state of stress, or the temperature. 

3.4.1 General Characteristics of Creep in Seils 

Soils exhibit both creep and stress relaxation. The magnitudes of these 

effects increase with the plasticity, activity, and water content of the soil, and they 

are influenced by whether conditions are drained and undrained, but the form of 

the behavior is essentially the same for all soils. The term creep in the case of soils 

is used to refer to the time-dependent shear strains and / or volumetric strains that 

develop at a rate controlled by the viscous resistance of the soil structure. 

Some soils may fail under a sustained creep stress significantly less (as much 

as 50 percent) than the peak stress measured in an undrained test where a sample 

is loaded to failure in a few minutes or hours (Casagrande and Wilson, 1951; Hirst 

and Mitchell 1968). This is termed creep rupture. The time to failure increases 

logarithmically with decrease in the stress level for stresses greater than some 

limiting value below which failure does not develop (Murayama and Shibata, 1961, 

1964; Singh and Mitchell, 1969). Saturated soft sensitive clays under undrained 

conditions and heavily overconsolidated clays under drained conditions are most 

susceptible to strength loss during creep. 

Deformation under sustained stress ordinarily produces an increase in stiff

ness to the action of subsequent stress increase (Mitchell, 1976). The effect is 

analogous to the preconsolidation effect due to secondary compression; however, it 

may develop under undrained as well as drained conditions. 

Pore pressures may increase, decrease, or remain constant during undrained 

creep. However the undrained strength increases with increase in rate of creep 

-~ --.--~~~- ~-~.---
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strain (Bjerrum, 1972). The magnitude of the effect increases with increasing 

plasticity index, but is typically of the order of 5 to 10 percent for each order of 

magnitude increase in strain rate. 

In many cases application of a stress leads first to a period to transient 

creep, during which the strain rate decreases continuously with time, followed by 

creep at constant rate for some period (Finnie and Heller, 1959). For materials 

susceptible to creep rupture the steady-state period is followed by an acceleration 

in creep rate leading to failure. These three stages are often termed primary, sec

ondary and tertiarJ a!!d a.:-e :!oS shown in Fig. 3.6. The instantaneous elastic strain, 

OA, is followed by a primary creep, AB, during which if unloading takes place an 

instantaneous elastic recovery results, followed by a delayed elastic recovery, CD. 

If the load is not removed at time T} secondary creep begins which is accompa

nied by permanent deformation. Unloading at any time on the curve BE leaves a 

permanent set in the material. On continued loading past time T2 tertiary creep 

begins, leaving almost inevitably to failure. The lower part of the Fig. 3.6 shows 

the development of creep rate. If is clearly seen that the secondary creep occurs 

when a steady state is achieved. 

Although for some soils the strain versus time curve can be approximated 

as steady state for a part of the time span as shown for example by Fig. 3.7, a true 

steady state does not really exist. On the other hand, a characteristic relationship 

between strain rate and time does exist for most soils, as illustrated by Fig. 3.8 

for drained triaxial creep of London clay (Bishop, 1966) and Fig. 3.9 for undrained 

compression creep of Osaka clay (Murayama and Shibata, 1958). The same general 

pattern has been observed (Singh and Mitchell, 1968) for undisturbed and remolded 

day, wet clay and dry clay, normally consolidated and overconsolidated soil, and 

sand. At any stress level (the stress level is the stress as a percentage of the normal 

strength before creep), the logarithm of the strain rate decrease linearly with the 

logarithm of time. The slope of this relationship is essentially independent of the 

creep stress, and increases in stress shift the line upwards. The onset of failure is 

signalled by a reversal in the slope of the relationship, as shown by the topmost 

curve in Fig. 3.9. 
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Figure 3.7 Variation of axial strain with time during creep of a kaolinite-sand 
mixture (40 % kaolinte, 60% sand) (Paduana, 1965) 
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Figure 3.8 Strain rate vis time relationships during drained creep of London 
clay (Bishop, 1966) 
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The relationship between creep strain and the logarithm of time may be 

linear, concave upward, or concave downward (Fig. 3.10). A linear relationship is 

often assumed as an engineering approximation because of its simplicity in analysis. 

There is no fundamental law of behavior to dictate one form or another (Mitchell 

1976). 

A schematic representation of the influence of creep stress intensity on creep 

rate at some given time after the stress application is shown in Fig. 3.11. At low 

stresses, creep rates are small and of little practical importance. In the midrange 

of stresses, a nearly linear relationship is found between logarithm of strain rate 

and stress. At stresses approaching the strength of the material, the strain rates 

become very large and signal the onset of failure. Mitchell (1976) presents in detail 

the results of drained and undrained creep tests done by various researchers. 

3.4.2 Stress-Strain-Time Functions 

The uniqueness and simplicity of the relationships between strain rate, stress 

and time shown in the above section make possible the use of simple expression for 

the characterization of creep. Alternatively, rheological models can be developed 

in an effort to duplicate the stress-strain-time response of a soil in terms of various 

arrangements of springs, dashpots and sliders (see sections 3.2 and 3.2.2). Phen

emenological relationships developed by both methods are empirical curve-fitting 

techniques that do not necessarily imply anything about the mechanisms under

lying the deformation process. However, such relationships are useful in practice 

and also as a basis for organization of data for different soils. 

A comprehensive review of constitutive models for soils under slow move

ment has been presented by Vulliet and Hutter (1988e). They have suggested that 

rate dependent formulas can be classified in two groups, viz., (1) Formulas which 

relate a strain rate with stress and time. These formulas are the result of a direct 

fit of experimental data. Often they are ad hoc and do not permit the deduction 

of physically objective (form-invariant) constitutive relations, (2) Formulas which 
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do not explicitly involve time. Such formulas relate the stress to the strain rate un

der simple stress conditions. These formulas are reductions to simple experimental 

situations of the physically objective three-dimensional forms of constitutive rela

tions of stress. They are possible conditions for adequate modelling schemes of the 

creeping flow of soil in natural slopes. 

The formulas for flow laws due to the above classification are presented next 

(Vulliet 1986, Vulliet and Hutter, 1988e). 

3.4.2.1 Flow Laws - Explicit Functions of Time 

Calabresi (1970) proposed a form of Kelvin model as 

. T (G) let) = -exp --t 
2J.l J.l 

(3.42) 

where G is the shear modulus and J.l is the dynamic viscosity. Combinations of 

such models in series were proposed by Fedder (1972) and Komamura and Huang 

(1974). 

Cakmak et al. (1970) and Krizek (1970) proposed 

t 

let) = T~) + J K(t - s)T(s)ds (3.43) 

-00 

where G is the shear modulus, K is the creep function, which is often a combination 

of exponentials. 

A popular formulation is as follows 

(3.44) 

where A is a rate factor, often temperature dependent, Q, m are exponents, t} is 

the reference time and T r is the yield (failure) shearing stress. Such a formulation 

has been proposed by Singh and Mitchell (1968), Hirst (1968), Kavazanjian (1978) 

and Mesri et al. (1981). Orders of the magnitude for A, Q, m are collected by 

Vulliet (1986). 
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A somewhat different, but similar formulation has been proposed by Feda 

et aI. (1973), as follows 

(3.45) 

where A is a rate factor, m and n are exponents (n may depend on T), tl is the 

reference time and Tr is the yield (failure) 

Pusch and Feltham (1980) have proposed 

.y(t) = A_T_ 
t + to 

where A is a rate factor, and to is the reference time. 

(3.46) 

Ter-Stepanian (1973) proposed the Bingham model with viscosity that varies 

linearly with time as follows 

{ 

T- To 

.y(t) = Jl.o + Jl.l t' 
0, 

if T ~ To; 

if T :5 To. 

where To is the yield stress and Jl.o, Jl.l are the viscosity coefficients. 

3.4.2.2 Flow Laws - Implicit Functions of Time 

(3.47) 

The most basic formula is the Newtonian fluid model as given by Eq. (3.48). 

Such forms were proposed by Geuze (1953) and Haefeli (1953). 

where Jl. is the Newtonian viscosity. 

. T ,=
Jl. 

(3.48) 

Next a variety of forms for the Bingham body were proposed by Geuze and 

Tan Tjong-Kie (1953), Haefeli (1953), Stroganov (1961), Ter Stepanian (1963), Yen 

(1969) and Trunk et aI. (1986). Such forms are as follows 

. ,IT ~ To; 

{ 

T - To 'f ,= p. 
0, if T :5 To. 

(3.49) 

where To is the yield stress and p. is the viscosity. 

--- ------- -
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Norton (1929) proposed a law given below, Eq. (3.50). Such a form has 

been used by Barden (1965), Oka (1981), and Hutter and Vulliet (1985). 

(3.50) 

where A is a rate factor which is often temperature dependent. It may be noted 
N 

that i' = L: Ajrj are possible generalizations of Eq. (3.50). IT m = 1, then Eq. 
j=l 

(3.50) reduces to Eq. (3.48). 

Finally, the Prandtl-Eyring model (Prandtl 1928, Glasstone et al. 1941), 

given by Equation (3.51) below has been used Murayama and Shibata (1961), 

Mitchell (1964), Christensen and Wu (1964), Andersland and Douglas (1970), and 

Gudehus et al. (1976). 

i' = Asinh(Br) (3.51) 

where A is a rate factor which is often temperature dependent via an Arrhenius 

relation and B = CIT, where C is a constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

For very large r, we may write I = (!)A exp( Br), which is the logarithmic viscosity 

law. A similar alternative of the Prandtl-Eyring law i' = Asinhn(Br), n > 1, was 

developed by Garofalo (1963). Neither one has been used in soil mechanics. 

Vulliet (1986) and Vulliet and Hutter (1988e) have used the methods of 

continuum mechanics to deduce physically objective forms of the constitutive re

lations in terms of stress tensor. In this model, the soil is modelled either as a 

non-Newtonian very viscous fluid or as a saturated mixture of an inviscid intersti

tial fluid C1.l1d a n0n-Newtonian very viscous fluid matrix. In both cases, the stress 

tensor of the 301id phase is postulated to be of the class of a Reiner-Rivlin fluid, 

but additional assumptions are invoked to simplify the stress-stretching relation

ship even further. The most general form of such reduced constitutive relations 

are then derived. Using data from laboratory experiments and data from in-situ 

observations (landslides in Switzerland), the authors demonstrate that unique re

lationships exist for the phenomenological coefficient functions appearing in the 

constitutive relations. Vulliet and Hutter have further demonstrated that a spe

cialization of this concept for the time-dependent sliding of a moving soil mass 

--- -----. -
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along a basal surface is possible. The authors have shown how the model can be 

applied in the context of viscoplasticity and have also developed viscous-type slid

ing relations giving the relative sliding velocity as a function of the state of stress 

at the interface. 

The most restrictive assumption in Vulliet's model concerns the constitutive 

behavior of the soil. Considering the soil as a viscous body, even if it allows for 

nonlinear behavior and applies to compressible soils, does not permit a correct 

simulation of various important factors such as elasto-plastic response, tension 

cracks, and redistribution of excess loads. Further, the stress path does not enter 

into the formulation. 

3.5 Choice of Viscoplastic Model 

In Section 3.3 and 3.4, an attempt was made to give a general picture 

of existing theories related to small-strain time dependent plasticity. The great 

divergence of the approaches adopted by theoricians, experimenters and engineers 

and the lack of widely accepted models are manifestations of the great activity in a 

field where fundamentals are still being debated and where research will probably 

open new avenues for investigation. 

Our engineering-oriented problem is to set up a numerical tool of sufficient 

versatility to deal with viscoplasticity, plasticity and creep in a unified way such 

that time dependent phenomena in soil mechanics can be handled; in particular, 

the phenomena of slowly moving landslides. 

Soil cannot in general be considered as a material with a unique material 

response; the constitutive behavior is related not only to the characteristics of the 

soil but also to the nature of the physical processes under consideration. As men

tioned, the physical process addressed in this dissertation involves the phenomenon 

of slowly moving landslides. Soils exhibit strain hardening and/or softening; such 

phenomena are adequately represented by rate-independent plasticity based con

stitutive models. There are several ways of incorporating time-effects in a rate

independent constitutive model. One such way is the use of diff':!rential approach 
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in which the evolution of state variables is governed by differential equations in

volving only the present configuration quantities; subsequent states are obtained 

by forward integration. Within the framework of differential approach there are 

various theories which can incorporate the time-effects in a rate-independent con

stitutive model. Except for Perzyna's theory all other theories assume yield to 

depend on the invariant J2D only (von Mises type yield condition) and the condi

tion of incompressibility. For the case of soils, this type of yield holds true only in 

cases where undrained normally consolidated soils are involved in short term phe

nomena. Since we are concerned with long term phenomena such as slowly moving 

soil masses we cannot adopt these theories. It seems that Perzyna's model, gen

eralized to deal with non-associated situations offers the best choice. The model 

proposed by Perzyna has often been utilized (Cormeau, 1976; Desai & Zhang. 

1987; Lu & Wang, 1988; Vulliet & Desai, 1989) because of its use of the commonly 

available rate-independent models, the general nature of the time-rate flow rule 

that allows simulation of behavior of a wide range of loadings, and its suitability 

of implementation in numerical procedure. 

Different yield functions have been used with Perzyna's viscoplastic concept; 

for example Zienkiewicz and Cormeau (1974) and Cormeau (1976) used various 

classical yield criteria of plasticity (von Mises, Tresca, Mohr-Coulomb), Katona 

and Mulert (1984) and Baladi and Rohani (1984) have used the cap model, De

sai and Zhang (1987) and Vulliet and Desai (1989) have used the hierarchical 

model. In this study we utilize Perzyna's theory in the context of the generalized 

hierarchical rate-independent plasticity models proposed by Desai and co-workers 

(1980,1986,1987). The hierarchical model has been applied successfully to charac

terize elastoplastic behavior of a number of soils and rocks. As compared to other 

plasticity models for geologic media the hierarchical model has several advantages 

: (1) this model possesses a single continuous yield surface, i.e., the problem of 

singularity, as in the case of two surface models, does not occur, (2) the model 

includes the dependance of plastic hardening on deviatoric strain (in addition to 

volumetric strain) also, (3) the model allows for dilation before peak strength is 
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reached, ( 4) it permits hierarchical development to incorporate progressive com

plexities such as associative and non-associative responses, anisotropic hardening, 

strain softening and fluid pressure, and (5) the number of material constants is 

relatively small, have physical meanings related to strategic states during deforma

tion and they can be easily found from a limited number of tests. Due to these 

reasons the hierarchical model will be chosen here with the viscoplastic concept of 

Perzyna. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODELING OF GEOLOGIC ~dEDIA AND INTERFACES 

4.1 General 

Successful application of any numerical method such as the finite element 

method depends not only on the accuracy of the method, but also on the character

ization of the behavior of the geologic materials under different stress conditions. 

Linear and nonlinear (hyper, hypo) elastic models, and classical (Prandtl-Reuss, 

von Mises, Tresca, etc.) and advanced plasticity models (Cam-clay, Cap, Bound

ing surface, Nested surface, Generalized, etc.) are currently in use. Among the 

advanced plasticity models for characterization of behavior of geologic media, it 

appears that the generalized approach has several advantages over other models. 

Such advantages were discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5). The mechanics of the 

generalized model will be briefly be presented. 

4.2 Mechanics of the Generalized Model 

In classical plasticity, the yield condition of a material is expressed through 

a surface in the stress space. In here, a yield function is expressed in terms of the 

state of stress, while the evolution or strain hardening process is ch2!acterized by 

using internal state variables such as irreversible strain. Since an initially isotropic 

material obeys the axiom of objectivity, a yield function developed to characterize 

the behavior of such materials can be expressed through the invariants of the stress 

tensor (Mendelson, 1968). 

A polynomial representation of a yield function in terms of certain powers 

of the stress invariants was originally proposed by Desai (1980). It was shown that 

a great many of the available yield criteria, both classical and recent, are derivable 

from the polynomial concept. The technique proposed by Desai (1980) can provide 
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significant flexibility in terms of choosiIlg appropriate yield conditions for plasticity 

based constitutive laws. 

The generalized model adopts a hierarchical approach to constitutive mod

elling that allows for progressive development of models of higher grades corre

sponding to different levels of complexity. Here the model for initially isotropic 

material, hardening isotropically with associative plasticity, is treated as the basic, 

Co, model, that involves zero deviation f!om normality (c) to the yield surface, F. 

Models of higher grades, isotropic hardening with nonassociative response due to 

friction (61 ), nonassociative response due to factors such as friction and kinematic 

hardening (62 ) are obtained by superimposing modifications or corrections to the 

basic Co model. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of various models. 

The above hierarchical approach is applied to characterize the behavior of 

both ~olids and di~continuities; the latter is based on the specialization of the 

models for solids and involves interfaces and joints. Interfaces are discontinuities 

between two bodies of differing strengths, e.g., a thin damaged zone between a 

parent mass and a fissured mass; joints are discontinuities between two bodies 

of same strength, e.g., the cement filling between two bricks in a brick masonry 

structure. In this dissertation we will be concerned with interfaces as occuring 

in the phenomena of landslides. The specialization of the generalized model to 

interfaces will be discussed later. 

In associative plasticity, the yield function, F, for an initially isotropic ma

terial, expressed in terms of the invariants of the stress tensor, is used as the plastic 

potentiai function, Q. Mathematically, 

(4.1) 

where J1 , J2D, J3D are the three invariants.J1 is the first invariant of the stress 

tensor while J2D, J3D are the second and third invariants of the deviatoric stress 

tensor. The yield function proposed by Desai is of the form (Desai, 1980; Desai 

and Wathugula, 1987) 

(4.2) 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of Hierarchical Models (Desai and Wathugula, 1987) 
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where Fb controls the shape of the yield function in the J1 - J J2 D space and F. 
controls the shape of the yield function in the octahedral plane. 

where 
.J27 _01 

Sr = -2-J3DJ2I5 

Thus, the full yield function (Eq. 4.2) can be written as follows 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.3c) 

(4.4) 

where a, f3, "'f and n are the material response functions. Explicit forms of all 

the response functions are difficult to choose. Thus, only a few of the response 

functions are made history dependent and the remaining are treated as constants. 

a and f3 are evaluated from the ultimate strength of the material, while n is found 

based on the phase change or transistion from contraction to dilation. a is made 

a function of the deformation history. 

The growth or hardening function a is given by 

( 4.5a) 

where e and ed are the trajectory of total plastic strains, and trajectory of deviatoric 

plastic strains respectively, ev is the volumetric part of e, rv is the ratio of ev to e, 
rd is the ratio of ed to e; these are given by 

(4.5 - b) 
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4.2.1 Plot of Yield Function and Characteristics 

The shape of the yield surface, F, in the J1 - J J2 D space for different Q 

values and constant Sr are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. For Q = 0, Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 

yield the ultimate surface and is given by 

J2D p=,FlI 

1 
(4.6) 

Equation (4.6) plots as a straight line with slope J,FlI in the J1 - JJ2 D space. 

In this model, a single function defines ultimate and intermediate yielding, and 

therefore the normal to the yield surface is well defined everywhere in the stress 

space. This is one of the advantages that this yield function possesses over multi

surface models such as cap (DiMaggio and Sandler, 1971) and Lade's model (1977). 

An interesting characteristic of the plot of Fin J1 - J J2 D space is that the 

locus of peak points of yield surfaces (i.e., the points where the tangent to the yield 

surface is parallel to the J1 axis) is a straight line with a slope of J, F. (n ~ 2 
) • 

This line which becomes very significant when the model is applied to cohesive 

soils, is known as Phase change line (Wathugula and Desai, 1990). As shown later, 

the phase change line is similar to the critical state line used in the Critical State 

models. The shape of the yield function in J1 - J J2D space is controlled by Fb 

and thus by Q, " and n. It should also be noted that the locus of F intersects the 

J1 axis orthogonally. 

Shape of the yield surface, F, in the triaxial plane (0'1 =F 0'2 = CT3) is shown 

in Fig. 4.2b. It can be seen that in the triaxial space also the hydrostatic line 

(0'1 = 0'2 = 0'3) intersects all the yield surfaces orthogonally. 

Finally, the plots of F with different Q on the octahedral plane, J1 =constant, 

is shown in Fig. 4.2c. The shape of the plot of F in this space depends on F. and 

thus {3. A value of {3 = 0 would trace a circle in this space. 

4.2.2 Nonassociative Model 

Associative models predict shear dilation which is higher than observed in 

experiments. In order to control high shear dilation Desai, Somasundaram and 
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Frantziskonis (1986) developed the non-associative model (C1 model). In the 8] 

model the plastic potential function Q is defined as a modification of the basic 

isotropic-associative yield function, F, 

i = 1,2,3 (4.7) 

where h is the correction factor, and Ji (i=1,2,3) are the first, second and third 

invariants of the stress tensor. 

Desai et. al. (1986) derived the correction function, h, as 

h = [-(aQ - a)Jf + ,J;JF" ( 4.8a) 

where aQ can take on various forms depending upon the observed material behav

ior. For dilatant sands, the following form of aQ was proposed, 

( 4.8b) 

wherein a o is the value of a at the begining of shear loading and K is a material 

parameter associated with the nonassociative model. 

4.2.3 Dimensionless form of Potential Function 

For finite element implementation it is convenient to deal with dimension

less forms of yield function. Desai and Wathugula (1987) proposed the following 

dimensionless form of the potential function: 

Q J2D [ (JI)R (J1 )2] m - = - - -aQ - + ,-) (1 - ,BSr) 
Pa ra Pa Pa 

(4.9) 

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure. Note that for associative model Q == F. 

Due the hierarchical nature of the model and the fact that the model involves 

only a single surface, this series of models is called the Hierarchical Single Surface 

(HiSS) model. In general, henceforth, the acrynom HiSS will be used. Details 

about this model are given by Desai and Wathugula (1987). 

~-~- -~--- ~------ -
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4.3 Modeling of Interfaces 

J unctions or interlaces between two dissimilar media having (widely) differ

ing strength properties pose a different problem than deformation of a continuous 

medium. In the case of the latter, material in the neighborhood of a point deforms 

such that continuity of the displacements at points is maintained. On the other 

hand, two adjacent points at the interlace, for example, one in the structure and 

other in the soil, may maintain continuity of displacement but only to a certain 

load level. At higher levels of !c~d, relative slip and debonding can occur and 

the two initially adjacent points may no longer have continuous displacements. 

Under certain types of loading and unloading, the interlace may also experience 

separation or opening and then may close. Thus, the behavior at the interlace 

renders the soil-structure system to deviate from being continuow. This is reason 

that the mathematical formulation of an interlace is expressed in terms of relative 

displacements between the two neighboring bodies. 

Appropriate modeling of behavior at soil-structure interlaces is a subject 

of considerable importance in geotechnical engineering. Both analytical and ex

perimental studies undertaken in recent years have demonstrated the influence of 

interlace conditions on overall response of soil-foundation- structure systems. In 

almost all analytical methods the interlaces are discretized and various types of ele

ments arc used to represent the interlace. Comprehensive reviews and applications 

of interlace models have been provided by Desai (1977,1979,1981), Wolf (1985) and 

Samtani (1987). 

Several different types of interface formulations have been adopted by re

searchers in the past. These fomulations range from considering interlaces in the 

form of pin connections between two bodies to a complex assembly of springs and 

dashpots to simulate translational and rotational motions in the soil-structure in

teraction problems. The most commonly used elements in the interaction problem 

are based on the joint element concept proposed by Goodman, Taylor and Brekke 

(1968). This is a one-dimensional line element with finite length and zero thickness. 

The stiffness matrix was derived by minimizing the potential energy of the system 
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with relative nodal displacements as the nodal unknowns. Goodman, Taylor and 

Brekke (1968) presented a rock joint element by expressing the relative displace

ment between two-dimensional intact rock masses, and formulated the stiffness 

matrix for the joint in terms of normal and shear stiffnesses. Later on, this element 

was extended to have a finite thickness (a two-dimensional element) and various 

workers have used it in different ways. Zienkiewicz et al. (1970) developed a two

dimensional element based on the isoparametric concept. However, this element 

has been formalized for application in linear and nonlinear interaction analysis by 

Clough and Duncan (1971) who used it for the plane strain problems of retaining 

walls (in this case the shear stiffness for the interface was simulated by using an 

appropriate model based on laboratory tests, e.g., hyperbolic stress-strain model, 

hypoelastic model etc.). Ghaboussi, 'Wilson and Isenberg (1973) also presented a 

two-dimensional element model but used relative displacement as an independent 

degree-of-freedom. They also defined the behavior of the element in terms of the 

normal and shear stiffness. 

The two-dimensional element was extended to three-dimensional element 

by Desai and Appel (1976), and Desai, Phan and Perumpral (1980) for three

dimensional linear and nonlinear analysis of soil-structure problems. A special 

feature of this element is the constitutive modeling of the thin finite thickness to 

realistically represent a thin interface zone. This element is also referred to as the 

thin layer interface element and its two-dimensional version has been intensively 

researched (Desai and Nagaraj 1989, Desai and Fishman 1989) and has been shown 

to be very versatile. Note that the term thin is used in the context of a low aspect 

ratio, tf B, where B is the length of the interface element. The basic assumption of 

the thin layer interface element, is that the behavior near the interface involves a 

finite thin zone. Since the interface is surrounded by the structural and geological 

materials, its normal properties during the deformation process must be dependent 

upon the characteristics of the thin zone as well as the state of stress and properties 

of the surrounding elements. 
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The formulation of thin-layer element of based on a simple and intuitive 

approach in which traction constraints associated with various modes of defor

mation are simulated using appropriate stress redistribution schemes. Since the 

formulation of this element is essentially the same as other solid elements, it is 

easier to program and implement in an existing computer code. This is one of 

the reasons for the adoption of thin layer element interface model in this work. 

Secondly the thin-layer element can provide satisfactory solutions for many two

and three-dimensional problems. Finally, it can be said that inclusion and consti

tutive modeling of a finite thickness for the interface can be realistic since there is 

very often a thin layer of soil which participates in the interaction behavior. As 

a result, remolding and degradation in the interface zones between structures and 

geologic media can be incorporated. It has been observed that during loading, 

sands develop shear bands involving shear surfaces. This can result in a thin-layer 

of deformed material separating rigid bodies. The idea of using the thin-layer for 

an interface can be considered similar to such deforming layer between structural 

material and soil. 

4.3.1 Formulation of Thin-Layer Element 

The basic assumption in the thin-layer interface element is that the inter

face can be replaced by an equivalent solid or continuum element with a (small) 

finite thickness, t. Desai and Nagaraj (1989) and Sharma and Desai (1990) have 

mentioned various situations in which the thin-layer interface element concept can 

be applied to represent practical situations. Herein, we will be co~:;idering the 

application of thin layer interface element in context of landslide phenomenon. 

IT appropriate and representative laboratory tests can be performed on the 

solid specimens of the material in the thin layer, the elastic or elasto- plastic in

cremental constitutive matrix for the interface can be written in terms of a general 

three-dimensional formulation as follows 

{du} = [C]{de} (4.11) 
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where {dO'} and {dE} are the vectors of incremental stresses and strains, and [C] 

is the (tangent) constitutive matrix which may be elastic or elasto-plastic or even 

elasto-viscoplastic (as will be adopted later). Note that in Eq. (4.11), all compo

nents of stress and strain are included. 

In cases where it is not possible to conduct representative (of the phe

nomenon under study) tests on solid specimens of interface material, which is more 

often the case, then one can use an approximation. Recognizing that the behavior 

of interface involves primarily shear under some normal stress, it can be suggested 

that as an approximation the properties of the interface material be found from 

shear (direct or simple) tests on the interface material. The laboratory results, 

in such a case, are obtained in terms of shear stress, T, versus relative shear dis

placement, Ur , and normal stress, 0', versus relative normal displacement, Vr , which 

leads to 

k _ dO' 
n - dV

r 

(4.12a) 

( 4.12b) 

where k. and kn are the shear and normal stifnesses of the interface, respectively. 

Sharma and Desai (1990) have presented further details of the thin-layer 

element formulation. Figure 4.3, shows a 6-noded rectangular interface element 

with a width B and thickness t. A simple shear condition (Fig. 4.4) is represented 

for the case of equal displacements of top nodes and equal displacements of bottom 

nodes. This can be written as 
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where the subscripts b and t represent the bottom and top nodes of the interface. In 

such a case only the normal and shear strains occur, as the (in-plane) deformation 

(i.e., along the direction of B) is zero. Thus we can write, 

_ vr 
f,l =-

t 

_ ur 
1%11 =t 

(4.13) 

where ur = Ut - Ub and vr = Vt - Vb are the relative displacements in the x and 

y directions, respectively. In Eq. (4.13), €1I represents the normal strain fn and 

1'%11 represents the shear strain f8 of the interface. Thus, if the in-plane strain €% 

is assumed to be zero or negligible (Sharma and Desai 1990), i.e., when simple 

shear conditions are approximately satisfied, the strain vector {€} can be written 

as follows 

where 

{€} = { :: } 

Vr 
f n =-

t 
Ur 

€--
8 - t 

( 4.14a) 

( 4.14b) 

The corresponding stress vector representing the conditions at the interface can be 

written as 

(4.15) 

where (j and r are the normal and shear stresses respectively. 

The stresses {u} are related to the relative displacements, Vr , ur in incre

mental form as 

{ ~~ } = [~:: ~::] { ~~: } (4.16) 

where knn' kn8 , k8n and ku are the interface stifnesses. 

Using Eq. (4.14a) and Eq. (4.14b) in incremental form, the relative dis-

placements can be represented in terms of strain components as 

(4.17) 
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Substitution of Eq. (4.17) into Eq. (4.16) gives 

(4.18a) 

or 

{du} = [G]{ de} ( 4.18b) 

where [G] is the constitutive matrix 

4.3.1.1 Elastic Behavior 

For elastic behavior of the interface, if the shear and normal responses are 

assumed to be decoupled, the elastic constitutive matrix [Ge] is given by 

(4.19) 

where kn and ka are the normal and shear stiffnesses of the interface material. 

These can be determined from laboratory shear tests (discussed in Chapter 6). 

The assumption of elastic behavior yields a simple model with the minimum of 

material constants. 

4.3.1.2 Elasto-plastic Behavior 

In the elastic behavior of interfaces the normal and shear behavior was 

decoupled. The coupling of normal and shear behavior of interfaces during shear 

can be represented by using the incremental theory of plasticity. Such plasticity 

models were proposed by Ghaboussi and Wilson (1973), Roberds and Einstein 

(1978), Hus-Jun (1979), Plesha (1987), Kane and Drumm (1987), Fishman (1988), 

Desai and Fishman (1989) and Sharma and Desai (1990). 

Based on the quasistatic and cyclic tests conducted using the CYMDOF 

shear device, Desai (1980), Fishman (1988) and Desai and Fishman (1989) proposed 

a model to describe the behavior of rock joints with associative and nonassociative 

plasticity, which is a special case of the HiSS model developed for solids such as soils, 

rocks and concrete by Desai and co-workers (Desai, 1980; Desai et. al., 1986). The 
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HiSS series of models was described in the previous section. The yield criterion of 

the HiSS models can be specialized for interfaces (Fishman, 1988; Samtani, 1989) 

to represent the elasto-plastic behavior for the interfaces and joints. The yield 

function, F, in terms of T and (j in the local co-ordinate system, is given by 

F = (.::.-)2 + 0' (!!...) n _, (!!...)2 = 0 
Pa pa Pa Pa 

(4.20) 

where, is the ultimate constant, 0' is the hardening function, n is the phase change 

parameter and pa is the atmospheric constant. These constants retain the same 

meaning as those in the HiSS model and can be determined from experiments. 

In the above form of the function (Eq. 4.20), the interface possesses no cohe

sion/adhesion. If cohesion/adhesion is present, Fin Eq. (4.20) is to be expanded 

in terms of modified stresses. 

4.3.1.3 N onassociativeness 

It has been shown that for many geologic materials, the plastic strain incre

ment is not normal to the yield surface. Then it is necessary to use the nonassocia

tive How rule where the plastic strain increment is normal to the plastic potential 

surface, Q. The simple correction factor approach proposed by Desai and Faroque 

(1983), and Frantziskonis et. al. (1986) for the generalized HiSS models can be 

extended for interfaces. Accordingly, the hardening function 0' can be corrected 

and then plastic potential function Q can be written as 

!{ = (.::.-) 2 + O'Q (!!...) n _, (!!...) 2 
Pa Pa Pa Pa 

(4.21) 

where O'Q can take on various forms depending upon the observed material behav

ior. As mentioned before, use of incremental plasticity allows for coupling of the 

normal and shear responses during shear in the constitutive matrix. The form of 

the constitutive matrix for elasto-plastic formulation is discussed Chapter 6. 

----------
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4.3.1.4 Plot of the Yield Function and Characteristics 

The yield function for the interfaces possesses the same characteristics as 

the parent HiSS model. Figure 4.5 shows typical plots of the yield surface in the 

u - T space. 

4.4 Elasto-viscoplastic Material Model 

Perzyna's theory of viscoplasticity is similar to the usual plasticity. The 

basic ingredients of this theory have been explained in Chapter 3. Here also we 

shall consider the small strain situation only. The total strain response is separated 

in the elastic and viscoplastic part as follows 

~ .. _ ~e + ~vp 
"IJ - '-ij "'ij (4.22) 

where 

(4.23) 

and 
.vp (F) aQ 
Eij = r < rP Fo > au ij (4.24) 

where r is a fluidity parameter with units of inverse time, rP is a scalar function 

of the yield function F, and Q is a viscoplastic potential. Functions F and Q are 

defined according to the plasticity theory adopted. Herein, the generalized yield 

and plastic potential function will be used in Perzyna's theory. By analogy with 

plasticity, aJsoci«ti'Ve 'Viscoplasticity is defined by Q = F. The notation used to 

identify the <> is a switch on-switch off operator as discussed in Chapter 3. The 

viscoplastic material model can be characterized by the following, 

• There is no time-dependent (viscoplastic) deformations if the stress state is 

inside of the yield surface. 

• A state of stress outside the yield surface will generate viscoplastic strains. 

This increases the amount of accumulated viscoplastic strains, modify the 

value of the hardening function, and as a result change the position of the 
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yield surface F. When F capture" the stress point, then the displacement 

ceases . 

• Any stress point lying between the current yield surface F and the ultimate 

surface (given by Ct = 0 in 8 model) will provoke a transient creep phe

nomenon. For t = 00 the result obtained by the viscoplastic model tends to 

the one given by the inviscid plasticity model. 

• A stress point outside of the ultimate surface will provoke a secondary creep 

response (constant strain rate). Cormeau (1976) pointed out that in the 

context of limit analysis, the solution obtained when the movements stop is 

a lower bound while the solution obtained when the movements continue at 

constant rate is an upper bound. 

The above characteristics are valid for any hardening plasticity based model 

used in conjunction with Perzyna's theory. In this dissertation, the HiSS series of 

models described in sections 4.2 and 4.3 for solids and interfaces respectively will be 

used in the elasto-viscoplastic formulation. Specific details of the elasto-viscoplastic 

formulation will be given in Chapters 5 through 7. 
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CHAPTERS 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING AND MODELING FOR SOLID BODY 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this testing program is to conduct conventional and advanced 

tests to obtain conventional soil parameters as well as parameters for HiSS modeL 

5.2 Description of Soil 

The soil under consideration in the present study was collected from an 

active landslide at Villarbeney in Switzerland. This particular landslide has been 

active for many generations. This landslide is about 750 m long, 700 m wide, 15-20 

m deep and has a mean slope angle of 15 degrees. The soil for this study was 

collected from the central most active portion of the landslide at a depth of 4.5 m. 

5.3 Preliminary Identification Tests 

In order to classify the soil, preliminary identification tests were performed. 

The results of grain-size distribution analysis are shown in Figure 5.1. The dry 

unit weight of the soil solids (specific gravity) was measured to be 2.66 and the 

Atterberg limits were measured as the following 

Liquid limit (LL) : 33.5% 

Plastic limit (PL) : 21.4% 

Based on the above information the soil is classified (by the uses -Unified 

Soil Classification System) as CL which means inorganic clays of low or medium 

plasticity. The detailed mineralogical analysis of Villarbeney clay has been reported 

by Vulliet (1986). The mineralogical analysis for different fractions of soil (Vulliet, 

1986) is presented in Table 5.1. 

---- ------ -
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TABLE 5.1 

Minerological composition of Villarbeney clay 

(after Vulliet 1986) 

Fraction <2JLm 

Mineral Mean Minimum Maximum Coefficient 
value value value of Variation 
[%] [%] [%] [%] 

Micas 32.4 29.0 35.1 7.1 
Chlorite 15.2 14.0 17.2 7.9 
Kaolinite 13.4 8.8 18.9 31.7 
Smectite 39.0 33.2 42.7 8.5 

2JLm< Fraction <16JLm 

Mineral Mean Minimum Maximum Coefficient 
value value value of Variation 
[%] [%] [%] [%] 

Micas 30.0 26.6 33.6 7.7 
Chlorite 17.9 13.8 22.3 14.8 
Kaolinite 24.6 8.8 28.9 23.0 
Smectite 27.5 21.2 38.5 19.5 

2 - 16JLm< Fraction 

Mineral Mean Minimum Maximum Coefficient 
value value value of Variation 

[%] [%] [%] [%] 
Quartz 4.6 11.7 

Plagioclases 3.5 23.0 
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5.4 Outline of Testing Program 

The testing program in this dissertation has been divided into two parts, 

viz., testing for $olid soil and testing for interfaces. This is because of the proposed 

formulation (section 2.2) in which the landslide behavior is represented in terms 

of solid body and interface zone. The parameters for solids and interfaces are 

determined by different tests. This chapter describes the experimental testing 

program for the soil while the next chapter describes the experimental testing 

program for interfaces. In both the chapters, the parameters for the model are 

obtained and the tests are verified with the obtained parameters. 

5.5 Sample Preparation for Mechanical Testing 

Since undisturbed samples were not available, soil samples for triaxial tests 

were formed from slurry by imposing vertical pressure in a cylindrical mold. A 

slurry consolidometer made of aluminium was used to prepare undisturbed speci

mens consolidated under K 0 conditions. To reduce the consolidation time, drainage 

was provided at the top and bottom of the specimen. The internal diameter of the 

consolidometer was 2.5 inches. 

Good slurry preparation techniques are prerequisites for preparing high 

quality soil samples which are saturated and homogeneous in their physical and 

chemical properties. The slurry was spooned in the consolidometer. Considering 

the ease of placing in the consolidometer high water contents were preferred. In 

addition, at higher water contents the specimen is less influenced by the technique 

adopted in placing the slurry in the consolidometer (Krizek and Sheeran, 1970; 

Sivakugan, 1987). On the other hand, higher water contents require a taller con

solidometer and increase the consolidation time. Considering all the above factors, 

the slurry was prepared to a water content of 2 to 2.5 times the liquid limit. Since 

the sample to be formed is to be representative of the field conditions soil size 

passing No.4 sieve (opening size 4.75 mm) was allowed in the slurry. 

To prevent the slurry from being squeezed out between the walls and the 

pistons a low first increment (typically 10-15 KPa) was applied. All specimens 

-- ------ ------- -
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were consolidated to about 100 KPa in 5 increments. The consolidation under 

each increment was monitored and a new increment was applied only when rate 

of settlement under the current increment was very small. Typically a sample was 

formed in 15 days. To reduce friction during consolidation, silicone oil was applied 

to the inner walls of the consolidometer. The porous stones were boiled in water 

to remove any entrapped air. Filter paper (2.5 inch diameter, Whatman No. 40) 

were placed between the porous stone and soil to prevent clogging of the porous 

stones. 

After the sample was formed the sample was retrieved from the consoli dome

ter by dismantling the consolido:neter. No extrusion instrument was used since the 

consolidometer was made of 4 que... ~s which separate out. No trimming of the 

sample except at the ends to get the required length (at the time of the test) is 

necessary. The samples thus obtained were wrapped in an aluminium foil, prop

erly waxed (only at the ends) and stored in the humidity room (in plastic bags) for 

future use. The samples formed were used for triaxial tests and oedometer tests. 

5.6 Tests for Soil 

5.6.1 General 

Tests along four different stress paths, viz., Oedometer test (Ko test), 

Isotropic consolidation (HC test), Conventional triaxial compression (CTC test) 

and Reduced Triaxial Compression (RTE test) were performed using the samples 

formed from a slurry. Figure 5.2 shows the plot of these stress paths on a triaxial 

plane while Fig. 5.3 shows the plot of these stress paths on an invariant stress 

space. The various stress and strain measures used in the presentation of the test 

results are defined below. 

Compressive stresses are considered positive. A right handed rectangular 

co-ordinate system is adopted. All stresses are effective measures unless mentioned 

otherwise. During hydrostatic states of stress, the mean confining pressure is ex

pressed (in terms of principal stresses) as 

(5.1) 
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For general loading conditions, stress measures are generally expressed in terms 

of an invariant quantity such as the octahedral shear stress defined (in terms of 

principal stresses) as 

(5.2) 

Two other stress measures used frequently in the presentation of stress paths are 

the first invariant (J1 ) and square root of second invariant (v'JW) of the deviatoric 

stress tensor; these quantites are expressed in terms of principal stresses as follows, 

J1 = eTl + eT2 + eT3 = 3eTe (5.3) 

J J2D = ~J(eTl - eT2)2 + (eT2 - eT3)2 + (eT3 - eTI)2 = ~Toet (5.4) 

The volumetric strain is obtained from 

(5.5) 

Other terminology used in this chapter is €or for radial strains, fh for horizontal 

strains, fa for axial strains, eTr for radial stresses, eTh for horizontal stresses, eTd(= 

eTl - eT3) for deviatoric stress in triaxial test conditions, pi for mean confining 

pressure (eTc), and eTa or eTv for vertical stress in oedometer test. 

5.6.2 <:1r<J 1rests 

5.6.2.1 1rest Equipment and Set-up 

The test equipment consisted of a standard (high-pressure) triaxial cell, a 

pore pressure measuring system and a MTS (Minnesota Testing System) machine 

to perform a strain controlled operation. Standard consolidated-undrained tests 

were performed in which the cell pressure was held constant at the consolidation 

pressure and axial stress ·.vas varied on the system without allowing any drainage to 

'~ake place from the specimen. In consequence, the pore water pressure changes as 

the test proceeds and the sample responds to the changes of total stress at constant 

volume. 
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5.6.2.2 Imposed Stress Path 

The samples as obtained from the slurry consolidometer were placed in the 

triaxial cell and subjected to back-pressure to ensure full saturation; complete 

saturation is necessary to assure reliable and accurate pore-water pressure mea

surements. Full saturation is assumed to occur when the value of Skempton's pore 

pressure parameter B reaches a value of unity. Typically, a back-pressure value 

of 50 psi was needed to obtain B ~ 1. The samples were then hydrostatically 

(i~tropically) consolidated to the mean confining pressures at which the Conven

tional Triaxial Compre33ion (CTC) shear tests were to be performed. The isotropic 

consolidation stress path coincides with the J1 axis on the J1 - J J2D stress space 

(path OA in Fig. 5.4). At the conclusion of the consolidation the drainage outlets 

are shut; at this stage there are no excess stresses in the (fully saturated) sam

ple and all the three principal stresses are equal to the mean confining pressure 

(0"1 = 0"2 = 0"3 = 30"e). The CTC stress path is then imposed in which 0"2 and 

0"3 are kept constant while O"} is increased (Figure 5.2-on triaxial plane). Here 

0"1 is the major principal stress and 0"2 and 0"3 are the intermediate and minor 

principal stresses, respectively and are also called the radial stresses since they 

are (imposed) equal and act on a cylindrical sample. The stress path thus traced 

out on J} - J J2D is shown in Figure 5.4. The stress path shown in Figure 5.4 is 

referred to as the total stress path in an undrained test or the effective stress path 

in a drained test. The major principal stress erl is increased by means of either 

stress-controlled or strain· controlled mechanism. Here a strain controlled test was 

performed with a rate of strain equal to l%/hour. Under the imposed axial strain, 

Ea , the axial stress, era, and pore water pressure u were measured. 

5.6.2.3 Stress-strain Response 

The stress-strain response is generally shown on a deviatoric stress-axial 

strain (erd - Ea) plot. The second invariant of deviatoric stress tensor, ,jJ2D, or 

the octahedral shear stress, (Toct), are two of the various different representations 

of the deviatoric stress. Since we are dealing with plasticity models and their 
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representation in invariant forms on invariant spaces we shall prefer the stress

strain response representation on a Toct - E1 (note that E1 = Ea) space. 

The test results reported here are obtained from standard consolidated

undrained strain-controlled shear triaxial tests. Since the shear tests are undrained 

the volumetric strains remain constant, i.e., Ev=O during the undrained shear part. 

In the shear test the vertical (axial) strain, E1 is imposed and the radial strains 

E2 and E3 are assumed to be equal (since the radial stresses are equal). Using the 

imposed condition of Ev=O we can write, 

(5.6) 

As, E2 = E3, Eq. (5.6) can be written as 

(5.7) 

As the radial strains are one-half of the axial strain the stress-strain response is 

presented only in terms of Toct vis E1. 

5.6.2.4 Pore Water Pressure Response 

The pore water pressure (u) response can be shown in two different ways as 

follows 

a) Representation on the U-Ea plot, 

b) Representation on an invariant stress space like J1 - J J2D. 

Representation on the U-Ea plot 

This plot is useful in obtaining a value of the Skempton's pore pressure 

parameter A (= l:1u/ !:l.ud) at various stages of the test and also at failure, AI. The 

ratio A I between the change in pore pressure during shear and the deviatoric stress 

at failure in normally consolidated soil samples is usually fairly close to unity, e.g., 

the values of AI for remolded London clay and remolded Weald clay are 0.97 and 

0.94 respectively (Bishop and Henkel 1962). 

---- ---- ---
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Repre.5entation on an invariant 3tre33 3pace like J1 - ..; J2D (Stre33 path Plot) 

IT we know how u varies as the axial stress (or axial strain) is increased, the 

effective stress path can be obtained as shown in Figure 5.5, for we know that a 

positive pore water pressure u has the effect of shifting the effective stress point to 

the left by a distance equal to u from the total stress point (for (7' = (7 - u). By 

sketching in a line A' X of slope 1:../3 through A' in the effective stress space, we 

can mark the effective stress point B' for any known ..; hD as being u ( = J
1 ;J;) 

to the left of A' X. We may then constmct the stress path A' B' by considering 

different stages of the test. Thus, this form of representation on an invariant stress 

space combines the plot of total stress path, the effective stress path and the pore 

water pressure. 

5.6.3 RTE Test 

This test is conducted such that in the imposed stress path (72 and (73 are 

held constant while (71 is reduced. Thus here (72 and (73 become the major and 

intermediate principal stresses, and (71 becomes the minor principal stress. The 

test equipment, the test set-up and the test results representation remain the same 

as the eTC test. This test is useful for finding the strength properties of the soil 

under extension conditions. 

5.6.4 }I(j Test 

In this test a specimen starts from an initial hydrostatic or isotropic state 

of stress. Then it is subjected to increments of hydrostatic or mean pressure, 

(7c = It/3. Thus the loading occurs along the J1 axis (path OA in Fig. 5.4). 

The hydrostatic stress test provides information on the volumetric or bulk 

behavior of a medium; in this test for isotropic materials no shear stresses are in

duced. The data from this test provides the bulk modulus K and other information, 

such as the hardening parameters for various constitutive laws. 

---------
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In the H C test measurements are obtained in terms of the imposed confining 

pressures (ue ) and observed volumetric deformation (e.g., €v). The HC test for soil 

is usually a drained test and hence the volumetric strains are measured by the 

volume of water draining out under the imposed (volumetric) confining stresses 

(note that this implies an assumption that the soil grains and pore water are 

incompressible ). 

The HC test, reported here, is carried out in a standard high-pressure triax

ial cell (same as the one used for CTC and RTE tests) with the axial loading ram 

locked clear of the sample top. Before imposing increments of hydrostatic pressure 

the sample was back-pressured to ensure full saturation and reliable measurements. 

5.6.5 Oedometer Test 

Although, in principle, isotropic compression is a simple kind of loading, in 

practice isotropic compression tests are rather difficult to carry out satisfactorily. 

A more convenient test, and one which is common both in soil mechanics research 

and in engineering practice is the one-dimensional compression test carried out in 

an oedometer. 

The boundary conditions for one-dimensional compression are indicated in 

Fig. 5.6; two principal strains are zero and horizontal pore water flow is prevented 

so that both deformations and drainage are one-dimensional. 

The conduct of an oedometer test is much the same as the conduct of an 

isotropic compression test in the triaxial apparatus. The vertical total stress is 

raised or lowered in increments and the sample allowed to reach a new equilibrium 

with zero excess pore pressure after each increment. Deformations of the sample 

are found by observing the settlement of the top loading platen with respect to the 

bottom. Conventionally, and in this dissertation, settlements are reckoned positive 

downwards. Since horizontal strains are zero, volumetric and vertical strains must 

be equal. 

-------- -
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The oedometer test, herein, was conducted on a 1.0 inch thick, 2.5 inches 

diameter sample, formed as described in section 5.5, in a front loading £Xed ring 

type consolidometer apparatus (#52800 Geotest Equipment). 

5.7 Presentation of Test Results 

In this section the results of aforementioned tests are presented. 

Figure 5.7 shows the results of CTC test conducted at a con£ning pressure 

of 15 psi while Fig. 5.8 shows the results of CTC test conducted at a con£ning 

pressure of 50 psi. This range of confining pressures was selected to represent 

the confining pressures up to a depth of 16-17 m below the ground which is the 

maximum depth of the Villarbeney landslide. 

Figures 5.7a and 5.8a show the stress-strain response (CTC stress path) 

which is typical of a normally consolidated soil. The pore-water pressure response 

(Figs. 5.7b and 5.8b) is also typical of a normally consolidated soil. The figures 

clearly show that there is no strain-softening. The unloading-reloading cycles show 

an almost linear behavior suggesting the use of linear elasticity for calculating the 

plastic strains. 

Figure 5.9 shows the results of a CTC test conducted by Vulliet (1986) in 

Switzerland on the same material using the similar sample preparation and testing 

technique. The test conforms with the tests reported here and thus validate each 

other. This test was conducted at a confining pressure of 29 psi and thus also 

provides an intermediate value (between 15 and 50 psi) of confining pressure. 

IT pore water pressure increases during shear in an undrained CTC test it 

implies that the same sample would have contracted (decreased in volume) under 

a drained CTC test. In all the tests conducted herein, an increase in pore water 

pressure was measured (see Figures 5.7b, 5.8b, 5.9b); thus, a contractive behavior is 

implied as should be expected for a normally consolidated soil. In terms of plasticity 

based HiSS model this observation implies an associative behavior. Thus, the test 

data suggests the use of basic HiSS (80 ) model. A numerical drained test will be 

conducted later based on determined parameters to test this assertion. 
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Figure 5.10 shows a normalised plot of all the CTC tests. As is the case for 

normally consolidated soils, the normalised plots are concentrated within a narrow 

zone as shown in Figure 5.10. 

Figure 5.11 shows the results of a RTE test conducted at a confining pressure 

of 30 psi. As expected here the sample fails at a lower load as compared with that 

for the CTC test. 

Figure 5.12a shows the volumetric behavior of Villarbeney clay obtained 

through a HC test. The unloading-reloading cycles are highly non-linear. Also, 

the upward trend of the stress-strain curve with increase in confining pressure sug

gests that the material hardens under pure hydrostatic state of stress and that the 

volumetric behavior might be a principal factor controlling the hardening. Figure 

5.12b shows the results of the HC test on the conventional e-logp' plot. 

Figure 5.13 shows the results of the oedometer test. Figure 5.13b shows the 

results of the oedometer test on the conventional e-logp' plot. The HC test can 

be extrapolated from an oedometer test. Figure 5.14 shows the extrapolated HC 

test and the actual HC test on the v-lnp' plot where v(= 1 + e) represents the 

specific volume; the tests compare well and thus the oedometer test and HC tests 

are validated. 

5.8 Determination of Parameters for HiSS Model 

The proper application of any model depends primarily upon the determi

nation of the constants involved in the model. For the HiSS model the material 

constants are found based on four different states of a material deformation pro

cess: the elastic, plastic accompanied by hardening, phase change from contraction 

to dilation and the ultimate state. In addition, material constants like the fluidity 

parameter and flow exponent are required if extended viscoplastic applications are 

desired or the nonassociative parameter is required if nonassociative model is used. 

In this dissertation the 6o+v is used and hence the following parameters are needed. 

a) Elastic constants: E and 1I, 

b) Constants related to ultimate state: ,,(, /3, m, 
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c) Constant related to phase change: n, 

d) Constants related to hardening process: aI, 711 or ab 71b a2, 712 depending 

upon the hardening law, 

e) Constants describing the viscoplastic flow : r, N 

For evaluating these material constants, a number of laboratory tests along 

different stress paths are required. Except the viscous constants, r, N, all other 

constants can be determined from the tests discussed so far. For determination of 

viscous constants creep tests are required. Creep tests on Villarbeney clay were 

reported by Vulliet (1986); these tests are adopted herein. The determination of 

viscous constants is discussed in detail in section 5.lD. The plasticity constants 

need to be determined before the viscous constants can be determined because the 

viscous constants (are shown to) depend upon the plasticity constants. The rest of 

this section is devoted to the determination of elastic and plastic parameters. 

5.8.1 Elastic Constants, E, v 

In the case of an isotropic material, a minimum of two elastic constants 

are needed to describe the elastic behavior. The two most commonly used elastic 

constants, are the Young's modulus, E, and the Poisson's ratio v. These elastic 

constants should be determined from effective stresses since they are going to be 

used in plasticity models based on the effective stress concept. This in tum implies 

that these constants should be determined from drained tests since undrained tests 

like CTC undrained tests give a value of v as 0.5. The elastic constants, E, v, 

need not be determined directly since they can be determined from any other pair 

of elastic constants by using the standard linear elasticity equations (relations). In 

a case such as ours, wherein, undrained shear tests were performed we shall have 

to adopt such an approach. We shall first determine, the shear modulus, G, and 

the bulk modulus, K, and then use them to determine E and v. We shall use the 

results from the undrained shear tests and the hydrostatic consolidation test to 

obtain G and K respectively. 
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Since the unloading- reloading phase of the deformation process is assumed 

to be elastic, the ela3tic con.stani3 can be found from the unloading-reloading curves 

for a given stress path. If the results of the undrained eTC tests are plotted on 

deviatoric stress, 0'1 - 0'3, v / s deviatoric strain 2( f1 - f3) plot then the slope of the 

unloading-reloading curve gives the shear modulus, G, which can be expressed as 

G= E 
2(1 + v) 

(5.8) 

Note that 0'1 - 0'3=0'~ - O'~; thus shear modulus is always effective shear modulus 

when determined in this manner. 

When a hydrostatic consolidaticn test (which is drained) is plotted as mean 

pressure v /s volumetric strain, the slope of the unloading-reloading curve will give 

the bulk modulus K, which can be related to E and v through 

K= E 
3(1 - 2v) 

(5.9) 

Using Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), the elastic constants, E and v, can be found. 

To consider the effect of all stress paths into the determination of E, it is better 

to find the value of E from each stress path and then adopt a weighted average 

value. Depending on the need, it may also be possible to express E as a function 

of the confining (mean) pressure. The average values of the elastic constants for 

Villarbeney clay, using the above procedure of determination of elastic constants, 

are as follows 

E = 1500 psi, K = 1700 psi, v = 0.353 

5.8.2 Shape Parameter, m 

Based on laboratory tests on a number of geological materials (sand, clay, 

rock and concrete), a value of m = -0.5 has been recommended (Desai, Somasun

daram and Frantziskonis, 1986; Desai and Wathugula, 1987). 
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5.8.3 Phase Change Parameter, n 

Figure 5.15 shows a typical yield surface, phase change line and the ultimate 

line. We have the following conditions 

From Eq. (5.10a) we have 

At A 8F = 0 
8J1 

At B J2D = 0 

I n - 1 J 
-an-I

- + 2,_1 = 0 
P~ ra 

Equation (5.11) can be written as 

-1-
ha = (2,) n-2 

Pa an 

From Eq. (5.10b) we have 

JIm = (,)~ 
Pa a 

Taking ratio of Eq. (5.12) and Eq.(5.13) we obtain 

(5.10a) 

(5.10b) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

J14 can be estimated from the effective stress path for undt:ained tests on normally 

consolidated clays. The ratio R is characteristic for the type of soil, e.g. for Weald 

clay R=O.5. For the HiSS model the condition for a closed convex surface is n ~ 2. 

Substituting n = 2 in Eq. (5.14) we obtain R=.605. This represents a limitation 

of the present model. For the case of Villarbeney clay the ratio, R, works out to 

be 0.55 which is lower than the limit of 0.605. A value of n = 2, would create 

numerical problems in the finite element program and hence a value of n = 2.04 is 

adopted herein. 
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5.8.4 Ultimate Parameter, " and Shape Parameter, (3 

Substituting Eq. (5.12) in the equation for yield function we get 

(5.15) 

The term S in the above equation is similar to the parameter Af in Critical State 

model. Depending upon the stress path, S has a different value; thus, Eq. (5.15) 

yields as many equations as stress paths. Equation 5.15 contains two unknowns (, 

and (3) and thus at least 2 stress paths are needed. The most commonly used, and 

preferred, are the stress paths in compression and extension as these give an idea 

about the compressive and tensile strengths of a material. Let S E and Se denote 

the value of S in extension and compression respectively. Then from Eq. (5.15), 

we obtain the following two equations 

Se = [(1-;) ;F.e]' 

SE = [(1-~) ;F.E]' 

From Eqs. (5.26a) and (5.26b) we obtain 

1-P-4 
(3 = 1 + P-4 

Se 
where P=

SE 

(5.26a) 

(5.26b) 

(5.17) 

Using the value of (3 the value of, can be found from either Eq. (5.26a) or Eq. 

(5.26b). In general, we can write 

(5.18) 

If results from more than two stress paths are available then optimiza

tion techniques may be used to determine, and (3 (Desai and Wathugula, 1987; 

Wathugula and Desai, 1990) 
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5.8.4.1 Values of the Slopes of Phase Change Line, S 

Figures 5.7c, 5.8c, 5.9c and 5.lIc show the effective stress paths in the CTC 

and RTE tests. Figure 5.16 shows a plot of all the leading stress paths together. 

The phase change line is similar to the critical state line in the Cam-Clay model. 

The phase change line is traced by connecting the points where the effective stress 

paths change directions. The points correspond to the point where the pore water 

pressure drops off in the shear test. This point is also commonly referred to as the 

failure point and in CTC test on normally consolidated soil usually occurs at 14-

15% (Bishop and Henkel, 1962). The phase change line herein has been determined 

from two methods. These two methods are described next. 

5.8.4.1.1 The ¢>'-method 

This method is similar to the determination of the value of slope (M) of 

the critical state line from the value of the internal friction angle. The idea is to 

first determine effective angle of internal friction ¢>' by one of the usual methods in 

conventional soil mechanics (Lambe and Whitman, 1978; Holtz and Kovacs, 1981). 

The value of S is then found out from the friction angle. The value of S is different 

for different stress paths. The value of S for compression and extension stress paths 

is given by 

2 [ sin¢>' 1 
Se = v'3 3 - sin¢>' (5.19a) 

2 [ sin¢>' 1 
SE = v'3 3 + sin¢>' (5.19b) 

The value of the friction angle has been found herein by the p, - q, diagram 

method as described by Lambe and Whitman (1979) (refer Figure 5.17). The 

subscript f refers to the point of failure which is defined herein as the point at 

which the pore pressure drops off during the shear test. Figure 5.18 shows the plot 
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of such points from the CTC tests. The value of Se and SE determined by this 

method is 

Se = 0.25121, SE =0.17171 

5.8.4.1.2 The Phase Change Point Locator Method 

This method does not involve the determination of the friction angle. In 

this method the (lead) effective stress paths are plotted on the J1 - J J2 D space 

together with the total or drained stress path corresponding to the test under 

considerations. A line parallel to the total or drained stress path is then drawn in 

such a way that it is tangential to the effective stress path (see Figure 5.19). A 

little consideration will reveal that the tangent point would be near and slightly 

above the point of maximum curvature in the region where the effective stress path 

changes direction. This tangent point, would in fact, be approximately the point 

at which the pore water pressure drops off. All these points are picked off from all 

the test data and plotted. A best fit line is then fitted to points corresponding to 

the same stress paths. The slope of the best fit line would then give the value of 

S for the particular stress path being considered. Figure 5.20 shows a plot of such 

points and the best fit line for CTC tests on Villarbeney clay. The values of the 

slopes of the phase change lines in compression and extension for Villarbeney clay 

obtained by this method are as follows, 

Se = 0.26951, SE = 0.1807 

The values of the slopes of the phase change lines can be obtained by either 

methods. The second method can be used to confirm the values obtained from the 

relatively more accurate first method. The values adopted herein are 

Se = 0.25, 

Using equations 5.17 and 5.18 the values of'Y and f3 are found to be 

'Y = 1.93, f3 = 0.64 

------- -. 
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5.8.5 Hardening Parameters 

5.8.5.1 Growth Function, Q 

In hardening plasticity models the growth (hardening) function assumes cen

tral importance as it describes the evolution of the material under imposed stresses 

and/or strains. The growth function is characteristic of the material. The form of 

the growth function is specific to the model adopted. In general, however, in all the 

models a growth function, directly or indirectly, describes the state of the material 

as it progresses from a state of relative strength to a state of failure. In the HiSS 

series of models the growth function is represented by Q. Assuming isothermal 

conditions, the growth function Q is generally made a function of history of de

formation. In general, a large list of history dependent parameters can be chosen 

to express the growth function Q. In practice, however, the growth function is 

made a function of several internal state variables related to plastic strains (Desai 

and Wathugula, 1987; Wathugula and Desai, 1990). The plastic strain trajecto

ries (e, eVl ed) or their ratios (rv, rd), either considered separately or in various 

combinations, offer the best choice because the trajectories are scalar products of 

plastic strain tensors and hence are always positive (provided the coefficients are 

all real). Due to the positive scalar nature the plastic strain trajectories are unique 

for a particular plastically deformed state of a material. The total plastic strain 

trajectory, e, may be expressed in terms of spherical (volumetric) and deviatoric 

components, ev and ed respectively as follows 

(5.20) 

Various different forms of growth functions have been proposed for the HiSS 

model (Desai and Wathugula, 1987). For the HiSS model the following two criteria 

have to be fulfilled by any proposed hardening function: 

a) As the irreversible plastic strains go on accumulating the value of Q goes 

on reducing. A value of Q = 0 indicates that the ultimate state has been 

attained. 
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b) The nature of variation of the relation described in criterion (a) should be 

of a monotonically decreasing nature. 

Figure 5.21 shows a typical relation between e and Q. Postulation of a 

hyperbolic or exponential function would suffice to describe the type of variation 

shown in Figure 5.21. For the purpose of this dissertation we shall adopt one 

such relationship proposed by Wathugula and Desai (1990). Wathugula and Desai 

(1990) have proposed the following simple (hyperbolic type) growth function, 

(5.21) 

where all a2, 1]11 1]2 are material parameters and are often referred to as hardening 

constants for a material. Wathugula and Desai (1990) have carried out a detailed 

parameteric study on all the four parameters in Eq. (5.21). Normally consolidated 

clays, characteristically, are affected by the volumetric hardening, while the devi

atoric hardening is negligible. Wathugula and Desai (1990) have shown that for 

normally consolidated clays the growth function can be reduced to 

( ~ ??) 0. __ 

5.8.5.2 Value of Hardening Constants, aI, 1]1 

The parameters al and 1]1 can be determined from the HC test wherein only 

volumetric strains occur. Taking natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (5.22) we 

can write 

(5.23) 

Figure 5.22 shows a plot of in( Q) versus in( ~ v) obtained from H C test. 

Performing regression analysis we can obtain a relation as follows: 

in(a) = c - min(~v) (5.24) 
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Figure 5.22 Determination of hardening parameters from In( e) - In( Q) plot 
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where c and m are the intercept and the slope obtained from regression 

analysis. Comparing Eq. (5.23) and Eq. (5.24) we obtain the hardening constants 

as 

and 771 = m (5.25) 

Using Eqs. 5.24 and 5.25 with Fig. 5.22, the value of the hardening param

eters, for Villarbeney clay, work out to be as follows 

a1 = 1.47, 771 = 0.06 

A summary of parameters for the inviscid generalized model is given in Table 

5.2. 

5.9 Verification and Back-prediction of Tests 

A reliable constitutive model should be able to backpredict laboratory test 

used in evaluating its material constants as well as other tests which are not used 

for finding the constants. In the last section the the material parameters for Villar

beney clay were obtained using the CTC, RTE and HC stress paths. In this section 

the experimental tests are verified by back- predicting them. New analytical back

prediction theory has been derived for back-prediction of the consolidation tests 

while the triaxial shear tests have been back-predicted numerically. 

5.9.1 Back-prediction of CTC and RTE Tests 

The backprediction of the stress-strain response relationship is obtained by 

integrating the incremental stress-strain relation 

(5.26a) 

or its inverse relation 

{de} = [n ep
] {du} (5.26b) 
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TABLE 5.2 

MATERIAL CONSTANTS FOR VILLARBENEY CLAY 

Description Symbol Value 

Elastic modulus E 1500 psi 
Bulk modulus K 1700 psi 
Poisson's ratio v 0.353 

Shape parameter m -0.5 
Ultimate parameters 'Y 1.93 

f3 0.64 
Phase change parameter n 2.04 
Hardening parameters al 1.47 

T}l 0.06 
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where {du} and {dE} are the incremental stress and strain vectors, respectively, 

[Cep] is the elastoplastic constitutive matrix and [Dep ] is the elastoplastic compli

ance matrix (inverse of [Cep]). Equation (5.26a) is used for strain-controlled test 

and Eq. (5.26b) for stress controlled tests. 

IT the incremental quantities are small, the integration of Eqs. (5.26a) and 

(5.26b) at the end of j th increment can be expressed as 

j 

{Uj} = {(To} + L [C:~l] {dE} (5.2ia) 
i=l 

j 

{Ej} = {Eo} + L [D~~l] {du} (5.2ib) 
i=l 

where {u o} and {Eo} are the initial stress and strain vectors, respectively, {(T i } 

and {E i} are the stress and strain vectors at the end of j th increment and j varies 

between i and total number of increments. 

Use of the above Equations require very small increments. This can involve 

considerable computational efforts and can lead to costly calculations. IT the incre

ments are not very small, the stress state at the end of an increment may not lie 

on the current yield surface leading to the problem of the drift of the yield surface. 

A backprediction program written by Desai and Sharma (1989) has been 

used for backprediction of the the triaxial shear tests (CTC and RTE) using the 

parameters found in the previous section. This program was modified to incor

porate the hardening function used herein. The program is written in terms of 

effective stresses; the results can, thus, be clirectly plotted in terms of stress-strain 

and stress-path. The variation of u can be found by sketching the drained stress 

path and taking the difference of the effective stresses and the total stress path, 

see Fig. 5.5. 

The backpredictions of shear tests, by using Eq. (5.26a), are shown in Fig

ures 5.23 through 5.26. It can be seen that the prediction of a CTC test conducted 

at a confining pressure of 29 psi compares well with the experimental data ob

tained from another source (Vulliet, 1986). Figure 5.27 shows a combined plot of 

the experimental and predicted stress paths for CTC tests. 
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Figure 5.25 Prediction of CTC test conducted at a confining pressure of 50 
psi (a) Stress-strain response, (b) Stress path and (c) Pore-water 
pressure response 
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Figure 5.26 Prediction of RTE test conducted at a confining pressure of 30 
psi (a) Stress-strain response, (b) Stress path and (c) Pore-water 
pressure response 
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Figure 5.28 Numerical Drained CTC test, (a) Stress path, (b) Stress- strain 
and volumetric response 
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Figure 5.28 shows the prediction of a drained test. This numerical test was 

conducted at a confining pressure of 50 psi by using Eq. (5.26b). The imposed 

stress path alongwith the Se line is shown in Figure 5.28a. The intersection of the 

Se line and the imposed stress path line represents the values of J 1 and .J JZD at 

which the material is expected to fail. The material in the numerical test failed at 

an expected octahedral shear stress of 54 psi (J JZD = 65.14 psi) under the imposed 

stress path corresponding to a CTC test (see Figure 5.28b). The volume change 

behavior (see Figure 5.28b) shows a totally contractive behavior which suggests an 

associative behavior which is expected for a normally consolidated soil. 

5.9.2 Analytical Back-prediction of Consolidation Tests 

Due to the specific forms of the stress and strain tensors of consolidation 

tests it is possible to derive closed form backprediction theory. This new analytical 

backprediction is presented in the next section and is one of the contributions of this 

study. The solution is first developed for Ko consolidation test and then reduced 

to HC test which is given by Ko=1. 

5.9.2.1 Ko Consolidation (Oedometer) Test 

Test conditions 

The test conditions of an oedometer test are shown in Figure 5.29. The 

stress and strain tensors for the oedometer test can be written as follows 

( U, 0 )J Uij = ~ KoUl 

0 
(5.28) 

Cd n €ij = o 0 
o 0 

(5.29) 

Herein, it is assumed that the value of Ko remains constant during the entire 

test. In practice, the value of Ko varies slightly during the test. The value of Ko 

can be obtained experimentally or by the use of relationships such as Ko = I-sin¢> 
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Figure 5.29 Test condition for Oedometer test 
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(Jaky, 1936) for normally consolidated soils or Ko = v/(1 - v) from theory of 

elasticity assuming plane strain conditions. We shall consider the back-prediction 

of the oedometer test with the HiSS model. Similar solutions can be obtained for 

other plasticity based constitutive models. 

Stress Invariants and Stress Ratio 

From the stress tensor we get the following invariants 

J1 = 0"1 (1 + 2Ko) (5.30a) 

J2 = -KoO";c2 + Ko) (5.30b) 

J3 = K;O"~ (5.30c) 

2 0"1 2 (5.30d) J2D=3(I-Ko) 

2 3 ( )3 J3 D = 270"1 1 - Ko (5.30e) 

By using Eq. 5.30d and Eq. 5.30e the value of the stress ratio Sr is 

S (
_ ffi J3D) _ 

r - 15- 1 
2 J2D 

(5.30f) 

Expression for Q 

From the 00 model we can obtain the following expression for Q. 

(5.31) 

Using Eqs. 5.30a, 5.30d, and Eq. 5.30e in the expression for Q and simpli

fying we get 

(5.32a) 
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where 

(5.32b) 

Expression for ~ and ~v 

Now consider the strain tensor. We can split the strain tensor into elastic 

and plastic parts as follows 

EI·]· = E~· + if. 
I] I] 

(5.33a) 

o 
(5.33b) 

Since in an oedometer test the radial strains are zero we have 

""P _ ""e ""P __ ""e 
"2 - -'"2' "3 - "3 (5.34) 

Thus, the plastic strain tensor can be written as 

00) 
-EZ 0 
o -E3 

(5.35) 

The volumetric component of the plastic strain tensor can be written as 

(~-2<l 0 0 
P 3 

Ea ef - 2EZ (5.36) -bij = 0 0 3 3 

\ 0 0 
Ef - 2E2 

3 

From Eq. (5.35) we can write (using standard elasticity equations) 

~= J dE1!.dE1!· = J I] I] (5.37a) 

Similarly from Eq. (5.36) we can write 
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(5.37b) 

An expression for ed can be obtained by considering ed = J .jde - de;. 

Expre~~ion of €1 for Back-Prediction 

The expression for €1 can be obtained either from the expression of e, ev, 

Expre~~ion for €} in terTn.5 of ev 

Equation (5.37b) can be written as follows 

(5.38) 

Inverting Eq. (5.38) and expressing in terms of €1 we have for 60 model 

(5.39) 

Using standard elasticity equations the above equation can be simplified as follows 

- '3~ 1 +2Ko J d0'1 
€1 - Y,),>v + 3 K (5.40a) 

Equation (5AOa) is a general equation for €1 considering 60 model with nonlinear 

elasticity. IT linear elasticity is used then Eq. (5AOa) can be written as 

= '3~ (1 + 2Ko) 0'1 
€1 Y,),>v + 3 K (5.40b) 

If the hardening law is represented as follows, 

(5041) 



then Eq. (5.40b) can be written as 

..l... 

El = Va (x;~-n) ~l + ~ (1 +:Ko) 

Equation 5.42 can be written in a compact form as follows 

where 

Expression for El in ieTm.5 of ~ 

EI = yqf +R (~) 

R= 1 +2Ko; 
3 

Equation (5.37a) can be written as 

~= J 

n-2 z=--
7]1 

Inverting Eq. (5.44) and expressing in terms of El we have 
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(5.42) 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

El = J dEl = ~2 - 2(Ko - v - vKo)2 J (d;l ) 2 + J dE~ (5.45) 

Using standard linear elasticity equations we can write Eq. (5.45) as 

El = J~2 - 2 (~)2 (Ko - v - vKo)2 + (~) (1- 2vKo) (5.46) 

If the hardening law is represented as follows, 

(5.47) 

then Eq. (5.44) can be written as 

El =JSqr-u(~f +V(~) (5.48) 

where 

2n -4 2 
T = ; U = 2(Ko - v - vKo) j V = 1 - 2vKo 

7]1 

Equation for E}, similar to Eq. (5.43) or Eq. (5.48) can also be obtained in 

terms of ed. 
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5.9.2.2 Isotropic Consolidation (Hydrostatic) Test 

Test conditions 

The test conditions of an isotropic consolidation test are shown in Figure 

5.30. The stress and strain tensors for the isotropic consolidation test can be 

written as follows 

n 0 n Uij = Uc (5.49) 
0 

€v 
0 0 

3 
0 

€v 
0 (5.50) €ij = 

3 
0 0 

€v 

3 
We shall consider the back-prediction of the He test with the HiSS model. 

Stress Invariants and Stress Ratio 

From the stress tensor we get the following invariants 

The value of the stress ratio Sr is 

S (
- yf27 J3D) - 0 

r - 15-2 J2D 

Expression for Q 

From the 00 model we can obtain the following expression for Q. 

Expression for ~v 

(Jl)2-n 
a='"Y -

Pa 
(5.51) 
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In an isotropic consolidation test all the strains are volumetric. Hence, 

Consider the strain tensor. We can split the strain tensor into elastic and 

plastic parts as follows 

f"" - fe + fP I} - ij ij 

fv fe fP 
0 0 -.!!. 0 0 -.!!. 0 0 

3 3 3 
0 

fv 
0 

fe fP 
= 0 -.!!. 0 + 0 -.!!. 0 

3 3 3 
0 0 

fv fe fP 

3 0 0 -.!!. 0 0 -.!!. 
3 3 

(5.53) 

In the case of an isotropic consolidation test the volumetric plastic strain 

tensor is the same as the plastic strain tensor and can be written as 

r .' -.!!. 0 0 
3 

~k fP 

3 6,; = ~ -.!!. 0 
3 

fP 
0 -.!!. \ ~ 3 

(5.54) 

Thus, from Eq. (5.54) we can write 

(5.55) 

We can rewrite Eq. (5.55) as follows 

(5.56) 

Inverting Eq. (5.56), we can write an expression for fv as follows (for linear 

elastici ty) 

fv = v'3~v + ; (5.57) 

If the hyperbolic hardening law such as follows is assumed, 

(5.58) 

then, Eq. (5.57) can be expressed as follows 



Ev = Va 

..l... 
"I 

Uc +K 
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(5.59) 

Equation (5.59) represents the closed-form solution of an isotropic consoli

dation test using the HiSS model. 

5.9.2.3 Isotropic Test as a Special Case of Ko Test 

The hydrostatic consolidation test expressions can be retrieved from the K 0 

test expressions simply by substituting K 0 = l. 

Figure 5.31 shows the back-prediction of the isotropic consolidation test 

while Fig. 5.32 shows the prediction of the oedometer test. 

5.10 Laboratory Creep Experiments 

In an experimental creep test a load is imposed on a sample and strains are 

measured with time under the imposed load. There exist a variety of laboratory 

creep experiments under pure shear, simple shear strain, torsion, and compression 

from which the creep parameters can be determined. Here simple shear strain 

tests "GEONOR H12" (Bjerrrum and Landva, 1966) conducted by Vulliet (1986) 

are considered for determining these parameters. A schematic diagram of the 

apparatus and the applied forces are shown in Figure 5.33. In this test the sample 

is first consolidated under Ko conditions. When the sample is fully consolidated 

under the imposed vertical pressure u; the drainage path is closed and a constant 

shear stress T is applied at the top of the a sample. The idealized state of stress at 

the center of the specimen is shown in Figure 5.33b. Assuming, the shear stress at 

the center of the sample equal to the applied boundary shear stress and the lateral 

effective normal stresses as K 0 times the applied effective normal stress, we can for 

GEONOR H12 test write the idealized effective stress tensor as follows: 

( U~; 
Uij = 

0) (0 0 0) (U; 
0, + OOr = 0 

U3 0 TOO 
(5.60) 
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where 0-; = 0'1 - O'v" 0'; = 0'3 - O'w, and T = 0'23 = 0'32. Here,O'w denotes the pore 

water pressure developed during the creep test. 

The total strain tensor for GEONOR H12 test is as follows, 

o 0) (0 o 0 + 0 
o 0 0 

5.10.1 Creep Test Results 

o 
o 
I 
2 

(5.61) 

Four tests are available, (three corresponding to a vertical pressure of 200 

kPa and one corresponding to a vertical pressure of 400 kPa). Firstly, a simple 

shear test was conducted to determine the failure stress ratio, (T/O'~)f' which was 

determined to be 0.49. Two samples preconsolidated at 200 kPa were subjected 

to a stress ratio of 80% of the failure stress ratio, one sample preconsolidated at 

200 kPa was subjected to a stress ratio of 60% and one sample preconsolidated 

at 400 kPa was subjected to a stress ratio of 60%. These samples were referred 

to as FG2, FG3, FG5 and FG 12 respectively. The creep tests were of undrained 

type. To achieve undrained condition, samples were covered by two layers of rubber 

membranes separated by silicon grease. A pore pressure transducer was used to 

measure changes in pore water pressure. In general, a slight increase in pore-water 

pressure was observed, reaching about 10-15 kPa in the initial 10-15 hours of the 

test and then slowly decreasing. The vertical deformations were fairly small and the 

volume remained almost constant, as the total volumetric strain €v had a typical 

value of 0.5-0.7%. 

The results of the creep tests (provided for this study by Vulliet) are shown 

in Figures 5.34 through 5.37. These are raw test results. The initial strains in this 

test are dependent upon the method of load application, the state of the soil and 

the state of the equipment (e.g., for the same state of stress the total shear strains 

for sample FG2 and FG3 are different). The initial strains are a combination of 

disturbance and elastic strains. In order to obtain creep strains it is necessary to 

filter out the initial strains. Vulliet and Hutter (1988) have attempted to obtain the 
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creep shear strains from the total shear strains measured in the tests. Figure 5.38 

shows the creep curves according to Vulliet and Hutter (1988) (note that in this 

figure test FG12 is given as FG4). There was no rational procedure for determining 

these strains. We shall discuss a procedure, later, to obtain such shear strains. 

The proper determination of creep parameters for a given theory of vis

coplasticity is of paramount importance if accurate and reliable real time viscoplas

tic analysis is to be done. The procedure for determination of creep parameters 

will be developed in the next few sections and is one of the contribution of this 

study. 

5.10.2 Procedure for Determination of Viscous Parameters 

In Perzyna's theory, the total strain tensor, fij, is additively decomposed 

into an elastic part, fij' and a viscoplastic part, f:j, as follows: 

where 

& •• _ &e + &vp 
"I} - "ij "ij 

.vp ,J.. (F) 8Q 
f·· =r<'f' - >--
I} Fo 8U ij 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

Cij~~ is the elastic tensor, i:: is the inelastic strain rate tensor, r is a material 

parameter (also known as the fluidity parameter) and 4> is a function of F. Here 

F is the yield function and Q is the potential function; for associative plasticity 

Q == F. The angle bracket <> has the meaning of switch-on-switch-off operator 

as follows: 

< 4> (F) >= {< 4>CJJ >, 
Fo 0, 

if L > o· 
Fo ' 

if ~ $ o. 

Squaring both sides of Eq. (5.64), we get 

(5.65a) 
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Equation (5.65a) can be rewritten as 

(5.65b) 

Recognising the left hand side of Eq. (5.65b) as the second invariant of the inelastic 

strain-rate tensor we have 

(5.66) 

Thus, we can write Eq. (5.65b) as 

(5.67) 

or 

r «,I' >= I !..:~ 
~ 2 BUij BUij 

(5.68) 

Equation (5.68) is a general equation for creep experiments using Perzyna's theory. 

In general, Q = Q(J}, J2D , J3D) which means that 

(5.69) 

Depending upon the conditions of the test Eq. (5.69) can either be utilized in full 

or only the dominant terms can be considered, e.g., in GEONOR H12 test the first 

and third terms on the right side of Eq. (5.69) can be neglected in comparision to 

the second term (discussed later). 

Let a= 
1 BQ BQ (5.70) 
-----
2 Bu- -Bu--I] I] 

Thus, we can write Eq. (5.68) as 

r < <p >= a (5.71) 

The value of a is known from experiments. In a creep test with constant 

stress, i? is found by measuring the viscoplastic strain rate (see Eq. 5.66). The 
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gradient 883. can be calculated using Eq. (5.69). Although (jij is constant, the 
I) 

value of 883. will change as Q changes with increasing viscoplastic strain (harden-
I) 

ing). 

The form used for the flow function < tP > depends upon the experimental 

data. Since < <p > involves some function of ~, a plot of ~ versus a is required. 

Figure 5.39a shows a schematic of such a plot. An appropriate function can be 

found to fit the curve by plotting the experimental data in different spaces. Two 

commonly used functions are discussed next. 

5.10.2.1 Flow Functions 

Power Law 

Plot in( a) versus in (~) and perform regression analysis. The best line 

fit would give (Fig. 5.39b) 

inCa) = c + m [in (~) ] (5.72) 

where c and m are constants from regression analysis. Eq. (5.72) represents a 

function as follows 

r(:.f =. (5.i3) 

where r = eC and N = m 

where r is the fluidity parameter, e denotes an exponential, and N is a new material 

parameter. 

Comparing Eq. (5.71) and Eq. (5.73) we get the following form of flow 

function 

< ¢>= (:.f (5.74) 

Equation (5.74) represents a Power Law and is a very commonly used func-

tion. 

-----+--- - -- .-. -~ 
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Exponential Law 

Plot In( a) versus (~) and perform regression analysis. The best line fit 

would give (Fig. 5.39c) 

In( a) = c + m (~) (5.75) 

where c and m are constants from regression analysis. Eq. (5.75) represents a 

function as follows 

(5.76) 

where r = eC and N = m 

where r is the fluidity parameter and N is a material parameter. 

Comparing Eq. (5.71) and Eq. (5.76) we get the following form of flow 

function 

(5.77) 

Equation (5.77) represents a Exponential Law and is also a commonly used 

function. Note that the above form of flow function is not acceptable since K =0 

would imply < if> >=1. Hence, we have to write Eq. (5.77) in the following form, 

(5.78) 

To obtain the form of flow function given by Eq. (5.78) a plot of In(l + 
a) versus (~) is required. 

5.10.2.2 Choice of Flow Function 

The choice of flow function is directly related to the fit of the function to 

the experimental data. The degree of fit of regression analysis is thus a key factor. 

The function which best fits the experimental data should obviously be the choice. 

It must be stated herein that the power and the exponential functions are not the 

---~-- --
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only two functions available; a variety of other functions may be tried or obtained 

which may even involve more than two constants. The basic stipulation, however, 

is that the function should match the functional form given by Eq. (5.71), i.e., the 

fluidity parameter r should be as a coefficient of the flow function < ~ >. Also, 

the flow function < <p > should be such that when f =0 then < <p >=0. 
Before discussing the procedure for determination of r and 1'1, the mechanics 

of viscoplastic solution will be discussed. 

5.10.3 Mechanics of Viscoplastic Solution 

The mechanics of viscoplastic solution can be best explained by considering 

a creep test. Consider that an undrained creep test is to be performed on a precon

soli dated sample by imposing a stress Uij at some time. Let the time of application 

of U ij be t = 0+. In a creep test the imposed stress Uij is kept constant (Fig. 5.40b) 

for the entire duration of the test while the (creep) strains are measured with time. 

Let FA represent the yield surface passing through point A (Fig. 5.40c-i) 

which represents the state of stress under which the sample was preconsolidated 

(urj)' Let point B (Fig. 5.40c-i) represent the imposed state of stress Uij which 

remains constant with time and under which creep strains will be measured with 

time t (Fig. 5.40a). A state of stress (such as represented by B) outside a yield 

surface (e.g., FA) will generate viscoplastic strains due the stress imbalance (in this 

case Uij - Urj)' With time t, the strains (elastic + viscoplastic) accumulate (Fig. 

5.40d). The accumulating viscoplastic trajectories (Fig. 5.40e) modify the value 

of the hardening function (0) (Fig. 5.40£), and consequently change the position 

of the yield surface (Fig. 5.40c-ii,c-iii). At the time when the load increment is 

applied (t = 0+) the value of F is greater than zero (Ft=o+ > 0). At some time 

i (i > 0+), the material will harden and hence 0i < 00+ and 0 < Fi < Fo+. 

Similarly at time t = i + 1 we will have 0i+1 < 0i and 0 < FHI < Fi. After a long 

duration of time F will become (almost) equal to zero (Fig. 5.40g), which means 

that the yield surface will pass through stress point B (Fig. 5.40c-iv). At this time 

steady-state conditions are deemed to be achieved and the displacement ceases. 
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At t = 00 the solution given by the viscoplastic model tends to the solution given 

by the inviscid model, e.g. the accumulated viscoplastic strains tend to the value 

of the accumulated plastic strains given by the inviscid model (Desai and Zhang 

1987). 

From the above discussion regarding the mechanics of visco plastic solution it 

can be surmised that the viscous parameters determined by the proposed procedure 

inherently reflect the hardening process since neither the definition of Q nor the 

definition of For Q is changed. In other words, the hardening process is made an 

. integral part of the viscoplastic flow process. 

5.10.4 General Procedure for Finding Viscous Parameters 

The procedure for finding viscous parameters r and N is now described step 

by step. 

1. Calculate J}, J2D before the application of the creep stress, (jij. Thus, 

these J1 , hD would correspond to point A at t = 0 (Fig .. 5.40a,c-i). Since 

point A represents steady- state equilibrium condition under the present 

( consolidation) stress, the yield surface passing through point A will be 

represented by F = o. Find the value of Q (= QA) (Fig. 5.40£) corresponding 

to this state of stress. 

2. Calculate J1 , J2D after the application of the creep stress, (j ij at t = 0+. 

These J1 , J2D would correspond to point B (Fig. 5.40c-i) since the creep 

stress will remain unchanged. At t = 00 point B (Fig. 5.40c-iv) will be 

captured and the value of the yield function will be F=O. Find the value of 

Q (= QB) (Fig. 5.40f) corresponding to this state of stress. 

3. Calculate (evp)A and (evp)B using the hardening law determined from invis

cid plasticity analysis (for example, the hyperbolic hardening law, Q = :;1 ) 
~vp 

with evp = J (de:n( de~n. The trajectory of viscoplastic strains is a func-

tion of time. Thus at time t = 0, evp = (evp)A and at time t = 00, 

evp = (evp)B. 



4. Build a table containing e"p(t), oCt), F(t), and a = 
i"p 

2 Note 
l~~· 
2 afT;; afT;; 

that at t = 00, e"p = (e"p)B, 0= OB, and F = o. 
5. Plot (~) and a on various different spaces, e.g. In (~) versus In(a), 

(~) versus a which would respectively yield the power law and expo

nential law for flow function. Perform regression analysis on various spaces 

and select the space which gives the best regression analysis; select the law 

corresponding to the selected space and determine the fluidity parameter 

r and the material parameter N. Note that the material parameter N is 

dimensionless while the fluidity parameter r has the dimension of inverse 

time if Fo has the units of stress and the dimensions of inverse of stress 

units/time is Fo is taken as unity. 

5.10.5 "Processing" the Experimental Creep Tests 

In an experimental creep test a load is imposed and strains are measured 

with time under the imposed load. While using the viscoplastic formulation we are 

interested in the viscoplastic strains. As mentioned before, often in creep tests on 

soils, the initial strains are dependent upon the way the stress is applied, the state 

of the soil and the state of the equipment. Thus, the initial strain is a combination 

of elastic strain and strains due to initial disturbances. One of the ways to filter 

out such strains and obtain viscoplastic strains is to decide the cutoff by using 

engineering judgement (Figs. 5.38 and 5.41). up to now, in literature, viscoplastic

ity was used as a tool for plasticity and hence such a separation of strains was not 

needed. However, by using some basic features of the viscoplastic formulation (Sec

tion 5.10.3) an approach can be devised to obtain viscoplastic strains from creep 

experiments. Firstly, the final plastic strains from the viscoplastic model should 

approach those from the inviscid plasticity, and secondly the hardening law adopted 

in viscoplastic formulation has to be same as in plastic formulation (because the 

definition of F is not changed). Based on these features, we can formulate equa

tions to process the creep experiments. This approach is demonstrated here with 
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respect to the GEONOR H12 test using the HiSS model. However, the approach 

is quite general and can be applied to other tests and/or other models; this will be 

demonstrated in Chapter 6 with respect to the interface model. 

5.10.5.1 Determination of Viscoplastic Strains from 

GEONOR H12 Test 

Due to the special test conditions existing in the GEONOR H12 shear test 

it is possible to find specific equations for finding viscous parameters. 

The total strain tensor for the GEONOR H12 test can be written as follows: 

(

fl 

fij = 0 

o 

o 0) I o - e "P 
2 = f·· + f·· IJ IJ 

1 0 
2 

(5.79) 

Since in the GEONOR H12 test only shear strains are measured, Figures 

5.34 through 5.37 shows only such strains. Note that during the creep (shear) part 

of the test (due to the undrained nature of the test) the vertical strains were found 

to be fairly small. To determine the cutoff for the viscoplastic strains proceed as 

follows: 

1. Find r v and r d as follows, 

1 J 8Q 
J3 8(jii 

(5.80a) 

(5.80b) 

The splitting of the trajectory of (visco )plastic strains is necessary in our 

case because the hardening here is described only in terms of the volumetric 
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component of the strain trajectory. The ability of the HiSS model to connect 

the volumetric and deviatoric trajectories of strains is a distinct advantage 

in such situations and adds to the numerous merits of the model. 

2. The viscoplastic strain tensor during the creep part of the test can, in general 

incremental form, be written as follows, 

(

0 0 

d vp _ d€:t c .. + 0 0 
€i; - 3 VI, d 

o ..1. 
2 

3. Find ded using the deviatoric part of Eq. (5.81) as follows: 

Since, 

we can write 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 

(5.83a) 

(5.83b) 

(5.83c) 

5. IT the pore water pressure development in an undrained creep test is negli

gible, as in the case of creep tests considered herein, then it can be assumed 

that the state of stress is constant. Thus, the plot of creep strains, which 

accumulate with time, in stress-strain space represent a vertical line, e.g., 

the shear strain path in GEONOR H12 test is vertical and straight (Fig. 

5.41). In such a case, the magnitude of viscoplastic strains obtained by 

accumulation over time is the same as the magnitude obtained by consider

ing the difference between the final and initial viscoplastic strains. Further, 

the viscoplastic strains under a stress increment are the same as the plastic 
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strains under the same increment (Desai and Zhang, 1987). Based on these 

considerations, we can write Eq. (5.83a) as (see Figure 5.41), 

(
& ) _Jdi _ ifinal-i% 
,-vp d - V2 - J2 (5.84) 

where Ifinal= final shear strain from experimental data (known), and i%= 

the cutoff for viscoplastic strain in experimental data. As the hardening law 

for Villarbeney clay is based on volumetric behavior we have to use (evp)v 

obtained from Step 4. Using Eq. (5.83b) and Eq. (5.84) we can write 

(
& ) (!:!) _ ifinal - 1% 
'-vp v rv - V2 (5.85) 

6. For the imposed creep stress increment determine (evp)v as follows: 

(5.86) 

where O'A is 0' before the application of stress increment and O'B is 0' for the 

stress increment. Note again that Cevp)v is same if (devp)v integrated over 

the whole stress path or considered as in Eq. (5.86) because in GEONOR 

R12 test the strain path is vertical and straight. Using Eq. (5.86) in Eq. 

(5.85) we can write an expression for cutoff strain Ci%) as follows 

(5.87) 

The experimental creep test data, for the purpose of determination of viscous 

parameters in the viscoplastic model may be zero a.dj~ted using the cutoff 

given by Eq. (5.88). 

5.10.5.2 Strain-Rate Tensor for GEONOR H12 Test 

The strain-rate tensor for the GEONOR H12 test can be written as follows 

o 
o 
..y 

2 
!) (5.88) 
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The creep test results (Vulliet, 1986) were obtained from undrained shear 

tests. It was mentioned in section 5.10.1 that during the course of the experiments 

only a small increase of interstitial stress was measured of the order of 10-15 kPa 

(Vulliet, 1986). This is small enough that conditions of a constant state of stress 

are sufficiently satisfied. Since, the creep was measured under undrained conditions 

the rate of vertical deformation of the sample is virtually zero (fl ~ 0). Considering 

these observations the viscoplastic strain rate tensor can be now written as follows 

(

0 0 Q) o 0 1: 
2 

o i 0 
2 

(5.89) 

Note that the above strain-rate tensor is based on the viscoplastic strain 

tensor as determined by the cutoff. Furthermore, it can be seen from Eq. (5.89b) 

that 

l'VP _ l'vp _.!.. 2 
2 - 2D - i 4 

(5.90) 

where i2 and i;f:, are the second invariants of the total strain-rate and deviatoric 

strain-rate tensors respectively. 

U sing the proposed procedure for determining the viscous parameters, r 
and N can now be determined. 

5.10.6 Simplified Procedure for Finding Viscous Parameters 

The procedure described above for the determination of creep parameters is 

general for creep tests. However, as said before a considerable simplification can be 

made by considering only the dominant terms in Eq. (5.69), according to the test 

conditions. This procedure can be used when an initial approximate viscoplastic 

solution is desired or when using the viscoplastic formulation as a tool for plasticity 

analysis. Since the creep tests which are considered here were performed on the 

GEONOR H12 device (Vulliet, 1986) we shall consider the simplification of Eq. 

(5.69) with respect to the GEONOR H12 test. As the creep stress is composed 

of 'T we can consider the second term on right hand side of Eq. (5.69), to be 
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dominant. Then, according to the dimensionless form of HiSS function we get a 

simplified version of Eq. (5.69) as follows (in GEONOR H12 test, F. = 1), 

8Q _ 8Q s .. _ Sij 
- 1)-

8U ij 8J2D Po 
(5.91) 

where Po is the atmospheric pressure. 

The above simplification helps considerably in simplifying Eq. (5.70) which 

now assumes the form 

a= (5.92) 

For GEONOR H12 test we have 

(5.93) 

It is reasonable to assume that in long term u; = u~. Further for undrained 

GEONOR H12 creep test, €l = 0 and i;P = i;b = t..y2. Thus Eq. (5.92) reduces 

to 
~ . l' 

a = (p.) V -J! = (P.) 2: = 2 (;.) (5.94) 

Equation (5.94) states that the soil mass is continously deforming under 

some shear stress and thus epitomises the essence of viscous flow occuring in land

slides. 

5.10.7 Determination of Viscous Parameters 

The viscous parameters are now determined by using the general method 

first. Figures 5.42 through 5.45 show the experimental data and the best line fits 

on In( a) - In (~) plots. The average regression fit (least square approximation) 

considering all four experiments was about 89% which is very good and hence the 

power law is adopted (An exponential law fit gave an average regression fit of about 

74%). The viscous parameters were determined using Eqs. 5.72 and 5.73, wherein 
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TABLE 5.3 

Viscous Parameters according to General Method 

Sample Stress r N 
name ratio /minute 

FG5 0.6 4.23E-06 1.3i552 
FG12 0.6 i.08E-Oi 1.3363i 
FG2 0.8 1.56E-04 3.i6564 
FG3 0.8 4.25E-04 3.85364 

"- --------
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Fo = Pa. Note that Fo = Pa makes the yield function F nondimensional; this is 

required in the flow function. The parameters for the four tests, determined using 

the general method, are given in Table 5.3, 

5.10.1.1 Comparision of General and Simplified Method 

Figures 5.46 through 5.49 show a plot of experimental data points processed 

according to the general and the simplified method. A closer look at the general 

and simplified methods will reveal that only the value of a in Eq. 5.71 is different 

in both the methods. Thus, the experimental points determined by these methods, 

on In( a) - In (~) plot, will have the same In ( ~) value but different In( a) 

values. The effect of the approximation introduce~ by the simplified method will 

be directly reflected in the InC a) values and hence in the intercept which in tl:.rn 

yields the fluidity parameter (r). The exponent N in this (power law) case will 

be very nearly the same because the values of the slopes of the two (general and 

simplified) best fit lines will be very nearly be the same. Table 5.4 presents the 

values of the viscous parameters according to the simplified method. 

The above discussion applies equally well to any flow function fit as long as 

it involves two viscous parameters. 

5.10.8 Back-prediction of Creep Tests 

Due to the specific forms of the stress and strain tensors representing the 

GEONOR H12 test it is possible to analytically backpredict the creep tests. The 

procedure for backprediction of creep tests is described step by step for a particular 

time interval. 

1. Choose the same time intervals as were selected during the creep test. Know

ing the state of stress, find t for the particular time interval, 6.t. 

2. Knowing r, N and the form of the flow function, determine the value of a. 

In the case of Villarbeny clay, we have 

(5.95) 

---------- ~ 
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Figure 5.46 General and Simplified method - A comparision for Sample FG2 
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TABLE 5.4 

Viscous Parameters according to Simplified Method 

Sample Stress r N 
name ratio /minute 

FG5 0.6 5.80E-06 1.3898 
FG12 0.6 9.46E-07 1.3553 
FG2 0.8 1.90E-04 3.7898 
FG3 0.8 5.16E-04 3.8762 
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3. From Eq. (5.70) and Eq. (5.90) we can write the shear strain rate as follows 

l' = 2a ! 8Q 8Q 
2 8uij 8Ui; 

4. Determine the magnitude of shear strain as follows, 

(5.96) 

(5.97) 

where 1'i+l is known from Eq. (5.96), (ti+l - ti) = ~t is known from Step 

1 and Ii is known from previous time step. 

By starting from the known condition of 1= 0 when t = 0, and repeating 

steps (1.) through (4.), the creep tests can be backpredicted. Figures 5.50 through 

5.53 show the back-prediction of the creep tests using the parameters obtained from 

the general and the simplified methods. In all the cases the simplified method 

always seems to overpredict the amount of viscoplastic strain. Figure 5.50 also 

shows backprenjction curve using the average parameters obtained from both the 

methods. In general the backpredictions can be considered to be good. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING AND MODELING FOR INTERFACES 

6.1 Introduction 

The aim of this testing program is to conduct representative tests for in

terfaces to obtain parameters for the plasticity based interface model. The soil 

used for this experimental program is the same as the one used for experimental 

program for solid body described in Chapter 5. 

6.2 Type of Interface Testing 

The interface region in a landslide can be visualized as a zone under a con

stant normal stress due to the overburden of the overlying mass which is subjected 

to the motion in the direction of the slope. The parent mass of the landslide on 

which the slide is occuring is modeled by a representative rigid specimen. The 

soil mass representing the sliding mass, is confined in a stack of rings which offer 

lateral confinement and allow the deformation of the soil mass in the direction 

of the movement of the rigid specimen. The rigid specimen can be connected to 

an actuator which can impose prescribed displacements. The entire system of the 

confined soil mass and the rigid specimen can be subjected to a normal stress to 

represent the effect of overburden pressure. Due to the presence of the confining 

rings, a shear plane or multiple shear planes are free to develop at the location 

of weakness. The deformation mode observed in such a test will be similar to 

that in the interface region in an actual landslide as simple shear and/or relative 

sliding can occur. Thus, the shear characteristics obtained in this setup would be 

representative of the phenomenon. Direct shear tests are clearly ill-equipped to 

represent such a· phenomenon as in direct shear tests the upper and lower samples 

are both fixed against deformation in the direction of shear. Further, in the direct 
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shear tests, the shear plane is predetermined and imposed. However some direct 

shear tests will also be conducted to illustrate the difference. 

The apparatus used for the interface tests is described next. The mode of 

simple shear interface testing will be discussed afterwards. 

6.3 Apparatus for Interrace Testing 

The Cyclic Multi Degree Of Freedom (CYMDOF) device for interfaces and 

joints has been conceived and designed by Desai over the last decade or so. The 

early version involved testing under dry conditions (Desai, 1980; Zaman, 1982; 

Drumm, 1983; Nagaraj, 1986; and Fishman, 1988). The recent version involves 

cylindrical interfaces and allows for fluid pressures and introduces a number of 

improvements. Further details are given by Rigby and Desai (1988, 1991). 

Figure 6.1 shows the overall view of the device. Also seen in Fig. 6.1 is 

the Hewlett-Packard data aquisition and control computer system. Figure 6.2 

shows a close-up view of the device; this figure shows the horizontal actuator, 

the load cells (the circular objects on the shafts), the linear variable differential 

transformers (LVDT) attached to the load cell, and the roller bearing which allows 

the horizontal movement of the shear box under a normal load. A view of the 

lower sample container is shown in Fig. 6.3; the sample is contained in the circular 

hollow within the rectangular box. The upper sample is contained within the 

circular container below the roller bearing rider and is shown separately in Fig. 

6.4. The upper sample holder is connected to the horizontal actuator by means of 

a yoke, a pin coupling and a shaft (see both Figures 6.2 and 6.4). 

To assure a constant area during shear the interface apparatus was designed 

to hold a 8.0-inch diameter 3-inch thick upper sample and a 9-inch diameter 3-inch 

thick lower sample. In this case the range of shear displacement is ±0.5 inch. A 

normal stress of 400 psi (2.7 MPa) and a shear stress of 550 psi (3.9 MPa) can be 

applied and developed at the interface. The upper sample has a range of motion 

which includes vertical motion, horizontal motion in the direction of shear, and 

if desired, rocking motion about an axis in the plane of shear perpendicular to 
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Figure 6.1 Overall View of the CYMDOF Testing Device 

Figure 6.2 Closeup View of the CYMDOF Testing Device 

~------- -
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Figure 6.3 View of Lower Sample Holder 

.' ~~ 
;.;.;0-

Figure 6.4 View of Upper Sample Holder 

--- ~-.----
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the direction of shear (range of 3 degrees). The range of normal displacement is 

±0.75 inch. The range of horizontal displacement is ±0.5 inches. All three types 

of motions can be imposed in various combinations. In the present study we shall 

be interested in the vertical and horizontal motions simultaneously. The rocking 

motion is blocked out by forcing the upper sample to move in a strictly horizontal 

plane. 

In this particular device the upper sample must be solid. Having the upper 

sample as solid while the lower sample as soft provides advantages over a design 

where the reverse is true (Itigby and Desai, 1988). First, normal displacement 

measurements of the interface are easier to make (when measured above the sample) 

due to the stiffness of the upper sample. Second, load applied on the solid sample 

will result in a better normal stress distribution at the interface. Finally, volume 

change measurements will be possible as any change in soil volume during shear 

will result in a vertical change of position of the upper solid specimen. 

For the purpose of this study the device is adapted to the simple shear mode 

of testing described earlier. In this chapter, work done on the device in connection 

with the current study will be described. In this study the lower sample is made 

of Villarbeney clay while upper sample is made of a soft rock representative of 

the base on which the slide is occuring. A limitation of the upper sample being 

solid and the lower sample consisting of soil is that during shear (under a normal 

stress) the upper sample will tend to plough into the lower sample. To avoid this 

the lower sample has to be smaller than the upper sample. The dimensions of the 

lower sample can be decided based on the dimension of the upper sample and the 

desired shearing distance. A shearing distance of 0.5 inch is usually large enough 

to describe the shear stress-displacement curve. Based on this consideration and 

the 8.0 inch diameter of the upper sample, the lower sample was restricted to a 

diameter of 6.5 inches. Since the lower sample is smaller than the sample holder 

(which is of9 inch diameter), space within the sample holder is available for simple 

shear type of testing. To assure safe clearance between walls of the sample holder 

and the rings and to assure sufficient overlap of the rings during shear test, the 

external diameter of the rings was adopted to be 7.5 inches. Since the upper sample 
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is of 8.0 inch diameter the range of the shear movement is limited to ±0.75 inch 

in order to assure full contact of area at all times of the test. This implies that a 

comfortable clearance of 0.25 inch is obtained in either direction. To increase the 

shearing range the diameter of the lower sample can be reduced. It may be noted 

that the diameter of upper sample does not prove to be a constraint since its range 

of movement is limited by the movement of the yoke whose range of movement is 

±2.0 inches. 

Particular details about the setup and the components involved in the setup 

are described later. 

6.3.1 Mode of Simple Shear Interface Testing 

U esegi (1987) developed a simple shear interface testing device while study

ing the friction between dry sand and construction materials. The present study 

involves the development of a similar testing setup which involves an interface be

tween saturated clay and a soft rock. The position of the solid specimen and the 

soil mac;s in the setup adopted in this study is a1.""'ost an exact opposite of that 

adopted by Uesegi. In this study, it is proposed that the lower soil sample be 

contained in a stack of circular aluminium rings which can follow the deformation 

of the soil mass. The internal diameter of these rings is 6.5 inches. The upper 

sample consists of a soft rock (discussed later) representative of the stiff clay at the 

bottom of the landslide. The upper sample is contained within the upper sample 

holder which is connected to the horizontal actuator which can impose prescribed 

displacements in the horizontal direction. 

6.4 Setup of the Test Apparatus 

6.4.1 The Clay Container 

The clay mass container is a stack of thin circular aluminium rings. As 

mentioned before each ring has an internal diameter of 6.5 inches and an external 

diameter of 7.5 inches. The aluminium rings were made in thicknesses of 0.05 inch 
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(1.27 mm) and 0.10 inch (2.54 mm). A special aluminium (Grade AI6061-T6) ring 

of 0.063 inch (1.6 mm) thickness with opposite projections (described later) for 

measurement of its movement during shear was also made. This ring is placed at 

the top of the stack of rings followed by 9 rings of 0.05 inch thickness and 2 rings of 

0.10 inch. This topmost ring was covered (on both surfaces) by a Teflon ring of 0.01 

inch (0.254 mm) thickness to minimize the friction with the rigid upper specimen. 

The thinner rings were at the top of the stack and hence near the interface; this 

would allow more flexibility of deformation near the interface where most of the 

shear action is expected to be concentrated (note that the interface may not be at 

the contact of the soil and the upper sample but may occur within the soil itself). 

Two coats of Teflon Spray (Teflon Dry Lube, Grade 2W757 A, manufactured by 

DEM-KOTE) is applied to both surfaces of each aluminium ring for lubrication 

purposes. This lubrication allows the container to follow the shear deformation of 

the clay mass with minimum frictional resistance. 

During the test, it is necessary to ensure that, 1) at all time the soil sample 

is under a constant normal stress, and 2) there is no leakage of the soil. To achieve 

these objectives, a spring mechanism is needed at the bottom of the stack of rings 

which pushes the rings up at all times. To provide the necessary spring action, 

cork is used in this study. Cork rings having 6.5 inches internal diameter and 7.5 

inches outer diameter were cut out from a roll of 0.14 inch thick cork sheet. The 

cork rings are placed at bottom of the stack of rings. Depending upon the normal 

stress and the expected compression of the soil, the number of cork rings required 

varies. 

The cork rings provide the necessary spring action. \Vhen a normal load 

is applied the load will be transferred through the rings to the cork which will 

compress, thus pushing the soil up slightly. The soil is thus placed under the 

normal stress. However, the aluminium rings will be placed under a load equal 

to the resistance offered by the cork rings. This resistance will have the effect of 

reducing the imposed normal load. In order to achieve the intended normal stress 

the imposed normal load has to be increased by an amount equal to the reaction of 

the cork rings. This procedure is iterative and convergence to the intended normal 
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load is achieved in about 3-4 steps. The normal load adjustment is done before 

the shear part of the test. The detailed procedure for normal load correction is 

described in Appendix I. The topmost ring with the thin Teflon sheet will ensure 

minimal frictional resistance between the upper sample and the aluminium rings 

during shear phase. 

6.4.2 Vertical and Horizontal Loads 

Nonnal and tangential loads are applied/measured by load cells mounted on 

the vertical and horizontal hydraulic actuators respectively (see Fig. 6.1). Normal 

load is kept constant during a test by servo-mechanism and is monitored by the 

vertical load cell. The horizontal load cell monitors the developed shear loads due 

to the imposed constant rate of displacement. 

6.4.3 Horizontal Displacements 

The total displacement is imposed through the horizontal actuator by us

ing a function generator and is measured by a Schaevitz LVDT (Linear Variable 

Differential Transformer). 

6.4.4 Normal Displacements 

The normal displacement is measured by a Schaevitz LVDT at the top of 

the load cell on the vertical actuator. To confirm whether this particular LVDT 

measures the vertical displacement correctly, two other Schaevitz LVDT's were set 

up right at the top of the upper sample at the level of roller bearing (see Fig. 6.2). 

All three LVDT's give virtually the same displacement since the device is set for no 

rotation of the top sample. The only compressible material between the place of 

vertical measurement and the interface is the upper sample itself. The rest of the 

material is rigid and can be considered to have no deformation under the normal 

loads at which tests are conducted. The upper sample is tested for its compression 

properties under the range of the normal loads expected in the test (see section 

6.7). The upper sample does not show any creep characteristics and hence the 
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measured normal displacement can be safely taken as the normal displacement of 

the soil sample. Thus, practically only one LVDT setup at the top vertical load 

cell is adequate for measuring vertical displacements. 

6.4.5 The Top Ring and Measurement of its Displacement 

The top ring is made from 0.063 inch thick aluminium (Grade Al 6061-T6) 

sheet. This ring is placed at the top of the stack of shear rings where most of 

the shear action is concentrated. The monitoring of its displacement will provide 

valuable infomation about the relat!ve displacements at tb~ interface. Tn ~:"'~er to 

measure the di~placement of the top ring, two projections along a chord offset 0.375 

inches from the center of the rings were made (see Fig. 6.5). The displacement 

of the top ring is measured by two resistance sensors (Duncan Electronics model 

# 9610 Spring Return Linear Position Modules). The two resistance sensors are 

mounted on the lower sample holder and are activated by the projections on the 

top ring pushing against them during the shear phase. 

6.5 Calibration of Testing Device and Instruments 

The instruments employed in this study included load cells, LVDT's, and 

displacement sensors. The output voltages from these instruments represent the 

response of the instruments to the change in the measurand (the quantity being 

measured). Calibration of instruments involves the establishment of a definite 

relationship between the voltage output of the measuring instrument and the mea

surand. The recorded voltage output of the instruments may also be affected by 

factors other than the quantity of interest. Some of these factors include, changes 

in temperature, the proximity of metals or magnetic fields, capacitance of cables 

used in making connections, the excitation voltage provided to the instruments, 

signal conditioning and the characteristics of the data acquisition system. These 

effects must either be shown to be negligible or compensated for or be controlled 

in some manner such that the change in voltage due to the change in the measur

and alone is essentially realized. The degree to which this may be accomplished, 
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Figure 6.5 Top Ring 

---------- -
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the repeatability of the instruments involved, and how well a definite relationship 

between the measurand and the voltage output is established will determine the 

accuracy and the reliability of the test results. 

This section describes methods used in calibrating the instruments, and in 

determination of their accuracy and repeatabili ty. The instruments used in this 

study do not exhibit temperature effects by design, so this is not a consideration. 

All instruments were calibrated using the same electrical connections, cables, ex

citation, signal conditioning and data acquisition system to be used during the 

interface testing, so that these effects were considered during the calibration. 

6.5.1 Load Cells 

The load cells used in this study were calibrated against a standard high 

capacity proving ring. The calibration curve of the proving ring was checked by a 

static loading system. First the vertical load cell was calibrated against the proving 

ring and then the horizontal load cell was calibrated against the vertical load cell. 

The vertical load cell was calibrated using a calibrated high capacity proving 

ring (1 division=5.21 pounds). The proving ring is placed in series with the vertical 

load cell. Electrical connections are made to the MTS 406 controllers which provide 

excitation and signal conditioning required by the load cells. The load is applied 

through an actuator which is hydraulically operated. A load of 5000 Ibs, as recorded 

by the proving ring is applied in steps and the vertical 406 controller is adjusted 

such that the calibration of 1V=2000 pounds is obtained. During calibration, 

adjustments are made to the controller used with the vertical load cell, such that 

the response from the load cell is as linear as possible. 

The vertical load cell is now treated as the known standard and the hori

zontal load is calibrated against the vertical load cell. The horizontal load cell is 

connected in series with the known standard (in this case the vertical load cell), 

such that the hydraulic actuator transmits the same load to both the cells. Electri

cal connections are again made to the MTS 406 controllers which provide excitation 

and signal conditioning required by the load cells. A load of 5000 Ibs, as recorded 
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by the known load cell, is applied and the excitation to the horizontal load cell is 

adjusted such that the desired voltage output of IV =2000 pounds is obtained from 

the cell. Adjustments are then made to the controller used with the horizontal load 

cell such that the response of the load cell is as linear as possible. 

After adjustments are made the response of the load cells is checked by 

applying loads in increments of 500 lbs. (2.22 kN). The range of loading is checked 

two times in order to check the repeatability of the load cells. 

To cross check the calibration the horizontal load cell was also calibrated 

against the known standard MTS load cell which was calibrated a year earlier. This 

load cell is part of a MTS series 312 uniaxial load frame and components (the same 

used for triaxial testing). This load cell is calibrated annually by a MTS service 

representative, using another known standard load cell which in turn is calibrated 

against a known standard traceable to a known standard in Greenwich, England. 

The calibrations done by using the MTS load cell and the proving ring checked 

out. 

6.5.2 LVDT's 

The LVDT's (Linear Variable Differential Transformers) employed in this 

study include 2 Schaevitz PCA-117-1000 type. One LVDT is used for measuring 

the horizontal displacement while the other LVDT is used for measuring the vertical 

displacement. Two other LVDT (Schaevitz GCD-121-500 type; SIN 6016 and 6021) 

were used to monitor the vertical displacements. The Schaevitz PCA-117-1000 type 

LVDT's were calibrated on the MTS frame using the inbuilt MTS LVDT (which is 

calibrated annually by a MTS service representative). The GCD series Schaevitz 

LVDT's were then calibrated against the PCA series Schaevitz LVDT's in the 

interface device. 

6.5.3 Displacement Sensors 

The two top ring displacement sensors, were calibrated using the horizontal 

actuator on the interface device. Excitation was provided to the sensors from a HP 
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20 Volt DC power supply. No signal conditioning was required and output from the 

sensors was wired directly to the data acquisition system. The calibration showed 

a linearity of 2%. 

6.6 Data Acquisition/Control System 

A data acquisition/control system contains varous types of electronic equip

ment that measure, process, and analyze and store the data acquired from the 

user's application. A data acquisition/control system can also control or regulate 

the user's application or process in response to the data obtained. In this study, a 

state-of-art data acquisition system from Hewlett Packard is used to acquire data 

from the tests (seen in Fig. 6.1). The heart of this system is the HP 3852A unit 

(see Fig. 6.6). 

6.6.1 The HP 3852A Unit 

On command, the HP 3852A receives data from the CYMDOF through 

the channels of various plug-in accessories. Often, as in this study, a transducer 

as shown in Fig. 6.6 is connected between the application and the input to the 

HP3852A. A transducer is a device that converts a physical parameter (e.g. tem

perature) into an electrical signal (voltage) the HP 3852A can measure. Depending 

on the type of data received, the HP 3852A may route the data to a voltmeter ac

cessory for measurement, display the data directly, or initiate some form of control 

in response to the data received. In addition to displaying data, the data can also 

be processed and stored within the HP 3852A or transferred to a controller for fur

ther processing or storage. The HP 3852A acquires data through measurements of 

voltage. The HP 3852A can also be programmed, as in this study, from a controller 

over the HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus). 

The HP 3852A has the capability to store and execute (on command) BASIC 

language subroutines. These subroutines can either be downloaded into the HP 

3852A mainframe memory from a remote controller (such as the HP Series 300 
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computer used in this study), or in many cases they may be entered from the front 

panel keyboard. 

Further details about the HP 3852A unit can be found in the manual sup

plied for this unit. Specific details about the capabilities and hardware connections 

to the test device are documented by Rigby (1988, 1991). 

6.6.2 Data Acquisition Programming 

The data acquisition program is written in HP-Basic programing language. 

The program CYMDOF consists of a set of subroutines, is developed in a modular 

way and includes a variety of ways to perform interface tests. Both the SI and 

FPS system of units are available in the program. The program takes one through 

the entire test interactively. Along the entire process, a variety of safety checks for 

the instrument as a whole and all its components is done. Similarly the user input 

data is checked and cross- checked. The user is allowed various opportunities to 

change data if so wished. These features create a sense of extreme reliability and 

friendliness and allows the user flexibility of changes before turning over the mantle 

to the data acquisition system for acquiring data. Even while acquiring data the 

user is kept informed about the progress of the test. Once the test is finished the 

data is stored in a user designated file. The data is stored in such a way that 

all the input parameters are written on the file alongwith the acquired data. The 

acquired data is reported in terms of actual quantities using appropriate units of 

measurements like length (inches or mm) and pressure (psi of MPa). This is so, 

because the appropriate calibration factors are built in the program. The data is 

acquired in form of raw voltages and is output in terms of actual quantities. 

6.7 The Upper (Soft Rock) Sample 

The landslide under consideration is taking place on stiff clay which behaves 

like a soft rock. The interface in this case occurs between the soil and soft rock or 

more correctly between normally consolidated soil and stiff clay. If the laboratory 

tests are to be representative of the actual phenomenon then the upper sample in 
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the device needs to be representative of the soft rock. The soft rock was fabricated 

in the laboratory by using a mixture of Villarbeney clay, sand, and cement. The 

Villarbeney clay with its coarse aggregate gives a realistic representation to the soft 

rock. The sand is used as a filler material which helps in bonding and also helps in 

creating a rough surface. The cement helps in bonding the sample and also helps in 

resisting expansion and contraction once it is formed and then exposed to normal 

environment. The proportions by weight in the soft rock mix is 40% cement, 20% 

sand, and 40% wet clay. Typically, about 50% (by volume) of water was required to 

form a mixture of putty consistency. This mixture was then poured into a sample 

container of 8.0 inches internal diameter. The sample container is 1.0 inch deep. 

The mixture in the container was vibrated by shaking the container. The container 

containing the soil is then placed in the humidity room for wet curing. Typically, 

the sample was cured in 15 days. 

After sample formation, the sample was made parallel sided by using a 

correctly levelled diamond wheel grinder. The process of grinding creates roughness 

which is primarily directional. Such a surface was then rubbed by a Emery (250 

grit) sand paper to create a uniform rough surface. 

6.7.1 Load-Displacement Characteristics of Soft Rock 

The soft rock specimen was tested for normal load-normal displacement 

characteristics in the interface device. The aim of this test was to obtain the load

displacement curve over the range of normal stress to be used in the shear test. 

Figure 6.7 shows the load- displacement curve obtained from such a test. 

6.B Formation of Soil Samples for Testing 

6.B.1 Sample Preparation 

Since undisturbed samples were not available, soil samples for interface tests 

were formed from slurry by imposing vertical pressure in a cylindrical mold. As 

mentioned in Section 5.4 good slurry preparation techniques are prerequisites for 
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preparing high quality soil samples which are saturated and homogeneous in their 

physical and chemical properties. The slurry is spooned in the consolidometer. At 

higher water contents the specimen is less influenced by the technique adopted in 

placing the slurry in the consolidometer (Krizek and Sheeran, 1970; Sivakugan, 

1987). On the other hand, higher water contents require a taller consolidometer 

and increase the consolidation time. Depending on the height of the sample desired 

for interface testing, the height of the consolidometer needs to be varied. Special 

variable height consolidometers were designed to produce samples with heights 

varying from 0.5 inch to 3 inches. Considering all the above factors, the slurry was 

prepared to a water content of 2 to 2.5 times the liquid limit. 

To prevent the slurry from being squeezed out a low first load increment 

(typically 10-15 KPa) is applied. Specimens were consolidated to the required 

normal stress. The consolidation under each increment was monitored and a new 

increment was applied only when rate of settlement under the current increment 

was very small (less than 0.005 mm/hour). To reduce friction during consolidation, 

silicone oil was applied to the inner walls of the consolidometer. Clean porous stones 

were used for each sample. 

6.8.2 Variable Height Slurry Consolidometers 

A variable height slurry consolidometer made of aluminium was designed 

to prepare remolded specimens consolidated under Ko conditions. The internal 

diameter of the consolidometer is 6.5 inches to conform with the diameter of the 

lower sample in the interface device. 

The slurry consolidometer was designed in such a way that sample heights 

(for a diameter of 6.5 inches) ranging from 0.5 inch to 2.5 inches can be obtained. 

Consolidometer rings were made of the aforementioned sizes. Since the samples 

are formed from a slurry, the height of the consolidometer required is roughly 2.5 

times the final height of the samples (considering the volume of the slurry required 

to produce the sample, the porous stone and the loading platens). To provide the 

----------- -
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correct height of the consolidometer, a 2.5 inch consolidometer ring is attached to 

the basic ring. The rings are attached to each other by means of four screws. 

The bottom of the consolidometer is provided with radial as well as a circular 

drainage pattern. Drainage is provided at both the ends (by means of porous 

stones) of the sample to ensure efficient drainage and uniform consolidation. The 

loading of the soil was achieved by a compound lever system (a lever ratio of 1:40). 

A loading plate 6.5 inches diameter and 0.5 inches thick was placed above the top 

porous stone. 

6.B.3 Trimming of the Sample 

When the sample is consolidated, the final height of the sample is more than 

required. A filler plate 0.5 inch thick and 6.5 inch diameter is placed on a flat table. 

Three (fresh) rings of cork (a total thickness of 0.42 inches), with 6.5 inch internal 

diameter are concentrically placed around the filler plate. A 0.25 inch thick and 6.5 

inch diameter porous stone is placed on the filler plate. A stack of Teflon sprayed 

rings (in the following order: the special top ring (0.083 inch thick including glued 

teflon), 9 rings of 0.05 inch thickness, 2 rings of 0.10 inch thickness and a 1.0 inch 

thick ring) is placed upside down on the corks (see Figure 6.8). Care is taken to 

align all the rings. The consolidometer is now placed on top of this stack in such a 

way that the face of soil which was in contact with the bottom porous stone during 

consolidation is pointing down and towards the stack. With the aid of the loading 

plate already in the consolidometer the soil sample from the consolidometer is then 

gently pushed into this stack till it is flush with the porous stone at the bot tom of 

the stack. The consolidometer assembly is then lifted slightly at the contact with 

the 1 inch thick ring and the soil sample is trimmed off using the the surface of 

the 1 inch thick ring as a guide. The trimming is done in one continuous motion 

using a wire (0.015 inch diameter) saw. A level and flush surface is thus obtained. 

The stack, thus, now contains a soil sample which is lower than the height of the 

stack by a height equal to the difference of the three cork rings (0.42 inch) and the 
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combined thickness of the filler plate and the porous stone (0.5+0.25 inch). The 

final height of the sample, H 6 , is as follows 

H6 = 0.083 + 9 x 0.05 + 2 x 0.1 + 1 + 0.42 - 0.5 - 0.25 = 1.403 inches (6.1) 

The aim of the whole trimming process is to obtain a correct height of the 

sample and to have the surface of soil which was in contact with the bottom porous 

stone during consolidation as the interface surface. To acl>ieve the latter aim, the 

stack of rings is now turned upside down and aligned with the filler plate with the 

porous stone and the cork rings such that the filler plate with the porous stone 

and the cork rings are at the bottom now. The whole stack is then pressed gently 

against the porous stone till it is flush with the corks. The soil sample now moves 

up and become flush with the top ring. The surface which is flush with the top 

ring is the interface surface and this is precisely the surface which was in contact 

with the bottom porous stone during the consolidation process. 

This assembly is then put in the interface device. This complete procedure 

is finished in 10-15 minutes at the most. 

In the case of the direct shear test, the complete procedure remains the same 

except that the stack of rings is replaced by a solid ring similar to the consolidometer 

ring. One end of the aluminium ring consists of a 0.5 cm. thick teflon ring screwed 

into the aluminium. The side of the ring with the teflon would be at the level of the 

interface in the shear device so that it would provide minimum frictional resistance 

during shear. 

6.8.4 Sample Disturbance 

The sample set-up procedure ensures the minimum possible sample distur

bance. The entire process however involves, 1) a stress release during the transfer 

from the consolidometer to the stack of rings; this results in rebound of the sample, 

2) trimming of sample to the required height, and 3) although the sample never 

lost the lateral confinement during the transfer from the consolidometer to the 

stack of rings, the bond between the consolidometer and the soil was broken. It 
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may be noted that the soil surface which is going to be at the interface level is 

totally virgin. At all times of the interface testing program, samples fresh from 

the consolidometer were used for testing, i.e. samples were not formed and stored 

simply because of the fact that stress release causes rebound of the sample. 

The sample disturbances, mainly due to rebound would strongly reflect in 

the volumetric deformations during the shear test. In order to largely eliminate the 

effects of the aforementioned disturbances, the soil within the stack was allowed to 

reconsolidate in the interface device (for 15-20 hours) at the pressure it had been 

consolidated before. During the process of reconsolidation the upper sample is in 

contact with the soil. The corks dlle to their spring action compress and thus the 

difference between the height of the filler plate and the height of the cork increases. 

In essence, thus, the filler plate acts as a loading plate and the whole soil sample 

is put under compression. As explained before, the normal stress is adjusted to 

account for the normal reaction of the cork rings. The whole assembly of soil 

sample, shear rings, upper sample, the filler plate and the cork rings are in a state 

of a stable dynamic equilibrium and at all the times the soil sample is subjected to 

a intended constant state of normal stress. 

6.8.5 Drainage Pattern 

The shear rings provide radial drainage while the porous stone at the bottom 

of the soil (above the filler plate) provides the axial drainage. In addition, primarily 

dlle to its composition, the upper sample is essentially a big porous stone (although 

not as efficient as the bottom porous stone). Thus, a lot of drainage surfaces are 

available. This situation is analogous to having radial plus drainage at both ends. 

6.9 Type of Shear Test 

In the landslide, the displacement is monotonic and as such monotonic shear 

tests are conducted here. In the field no excess pore water pressures have been 

recorded (see Chapter 8), thus, reflecting long termed drained conditions. Ac

cordingly, slow drained shear tests are attempted here. Displacement controlled 
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drained shear tests are conducted in this study. Constant rate of displacement is 

prescribed for the horizontal actuator. The displacement is imposed on the upper 

sample. The amplitude of shear displacement is 0.5 inches. 

6.9.1 Duration of Test 

Two main types of laboratory tests are used to detennme deformation and 

strength characteristics of saturated soils: the fully drained test, in which no ex

cess pore-water pressure is supposed to develop, and the undrained test in which 

no volume change of the sample is permitted. Theory indicates, however, that the 

conditions of a fully drained test are strictly satisfied only if the rate of loading is 

infinitely slow, and therefore, in practice, a certain pore-water pressure is always 

left undissipated by the time that failure conditions have been attained. Con

sequently, the stresses applied to the sample are prevented from becoming fully 

effective and the measured strength differs from the fully drained strength by an 

amount dependent upon the magnitude of pore-water pressure. The principal fac

tors which control the pore-water pressure, and therefore the measured strength, 

in a drained test are: the permeability and compressibility of the soil, the location 

of the drainage surface around the sample, and the rate of loading. 

Theoretically a fully drained condition is impossible to attain in a laboratory 

drained test run at a constant rate of strain. Shearing stresses cause development 

of positive pore-water pressure in a normally consolidated soil. These pressures 

and the void ratio decrease whereas the friction and cohesion components increa.c:e, 

and the rheological component decreases with increasing duration of the test. For 

practical purposes, if a sufficiently slow rate of shear is adopted then the test would 

represent a drained interface shear test. 

Due to the dissipation of shear induced pore-water pressures, consolidation 

occurs during the shear test. The actual degree of consolidation cannot be obtained 

directly from the shear test results because of the influence of the rheological com

ponent combined with the slight variations or irregularities in water contents at 

failure (Hvorslev, 1960). To permit an estimation of the duration of the test for 
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our case, guidelines presented by Gibson and Henkel (1954) and Hvorslev (1960) 

are followed. 

Based on the Biot's (1941) theory of consolidation, Gibson and Henkel 

(1954) have developed a very useful theory for the determination of the required 

duration of the drained (conventional) direct shear tests or, conversely, the degree 

of consolidation obtained for a given test duration. Here, the reasoning of Gibson 

and Henkel (1954), is extended further to approximately consider our case which 

involves axial as well as radial drainage. For the combined case of simultaneous 

vertical and radial consolidation (Carillo, 1942), we can write the average degree 

of consolidation as follows 

(6.2) 

where U is the average degree of consolidation of the combined radial and vertical 

consolidation, Uv is the average vertical degree of consolidatior., and Ur is the 

average radial degree of consolidation. 

Assume, conservatively, that axial drainage is permitted on two horizontal 

boundaries parallel to, and symmetrical about, the failure zone and that the shear 

stresses and deformations are uniformly distributed over the entire height of the 

specimen. Further assume that the pore water pressure setup at any point of the 

specimen is dependent only upon the magnitude of the principal stress changes and 

is unaffected by their rotation. Based on these assumptions, for our case, using the 

theory presented by Gibson and Henkel (1954) and Eq. (6.2), the average degree 

of consolidation is given by 

(6.3) 

where H is the half height of the sample, Ct is the coefficient of consolidation, R is 

the radius of the sample, and t f is the time to failure of the sample. 

The value of Ct is calculated based on the consolidation characteristics of 

the sample in the interface device. The value is obtained from the consolidation 

data obtained from the phase of consolidation within the device. To calculate the 
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value of Ct, a theoretical value of time value of consolidation is needed for the type 

of drainage conditions existing in our case. The work of McKinlay (1961) who 

tested fiat disk-shaped specimens in standard consolidation cell but with imper

vious loading platens and a porous stainless steel ring is the only published case 

which come close to the conditions existing in our case. McKinlay (1961) recom

mended a root time method with time plotted to the 0.465 power and said that 

fitting should be done at Ur=90% where Tr=0.3345. Using these numbers it was 

found that Ct=0.00455 in2 /min. The shear tests were conducted for a time span of 

1000 minutes; hence t ,=1000 minutes. The height of the sample is 1.403 inches; 

thus, H=0.7015 inches. Finally, radius, R, ofthe sample is 3.25 inches. Using these 

numbers, in Eq. (6.2) we find that and average degree of consolidation during the 

shear part of the test is 98%. Thus, it can be stated that the tests conducted here 

are drained tests (the word drained is used in the sense that negligible pore water 

pressures are present during the shear test). 

6.10 Outline of Testing Program 

Like the testing program for the solid body, the interface test program was 

designed to fit a range of normal pressures up to 50.00 psi. Shear tests at normal 

pressures of 15, 30 and 50 psi were conducted. 

The rate of shear displacement was adopted as 0.0005 in/min (0.0127 

nun/min). According to this rate the time to failure is approximately 1000 minutes 

which is a sufficient duration for a drained test on Villarbeney clay. Longer tests 

were not attempted; this is because in order to notice the difference between the 

results as regards to the shear strength mobilization the rate of shear displace

ment has to be atleast 1 to 2 magnitudes slower (i.e., rates of 0.00005 or 0.000005 

in/min). This would mean that, for the same amplitude of shear displacement 

(0.5 in), the duration of the test would increase by 1 to 2 magnitudes (i.e., 10000 

or 100000 mins). Practically, longer durations of test are difficult to control; the 

laboratory equipment may not be able to withstand such a long duration of the 
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test. Besides, the equipment scheduling problems precluded use of the instruments 

any more than is absolutely necessary. 

Simple shear interface tests at various amplitudes and normal pressures were 

run. The tests reported herein are as follows, 

1 test at a normal stress of 15 psi for a shear amplitude of 0.5 inch. 

1 test at a normal stress of 30 psi for a shear amplitude of 0.075 inch. 

1 test at a normal stress of 30 psi for a shear amplitude of 0.25 inch. 

1 test at a normal stress of 30 psi for a shear amplitude of 0.5 inch. 

2 tests at a normal stress of 50 psi for a shear amplitude of 0.5 inch. 

The three main reasons behind the different tests are, 1) to cover a pressure 

range up to 50 psi, 2) to test the repeatibility of the tests. and 3) to find the 

unloading modulus at various different amplitudes. The reasons behind selecting 

this particular pattern of test series will become clear later. In each of the above 

test, measurements of quantities were taken at an interval of 0.0005 inch. 

Before the commencement of the shear part of the interface test the sample 

was allowed to reconsolidate under the normal stress at which the shear test will 

be performed. As mentioned before the sample was already consolidated under the 

required normal stress. Due to the stress release while removing the sample from 

the consolidometer and the trimming to the required height the sample experiences 

some rebound and some disturbance. To offset these effects the sample is allowed 

to reconsolidate under a slightly higher normal stress (about 0.1 psi higher than 

the pressure the sample was consolidated earlier). The consolidation rate was 

monitored by the data acquisition system. Typically, a degree of consolidation 

well beyond that corresponding to the end of the primary consolidation is achieved 

within 15-20 hours. 

6.11 Test Results 

6.11.1 Shear Behavior 

The shear behavior is first presented in terms of total (imposed) displace

ments, u. Test results are presented in terms of mobilized shear stress (T) versus 
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u and vertical displacement v versus u. Figure 6.9 shows the plot of the test con

ducted at a normal stress of 15 psi. The same behavior is observed for the tests 

conducted at normal stresses of 30 psi (see Figure 6.10) and 50 psi (see Figure 

6.11). 

All the tests shows a monotonic increase in shear strength and a monotonic 

decrease in the vertical displacement. Both the shear strength and the vertical 

displacement approach a finite value. This behavior is characteristic of a normally 

consolidated soil. Since the shear behavior is virtually the same, it was decided to 

conduct the tests at lower amplitudes only at a constant normal stress of 30 psi 

(see Fig. 6.10). Figure 6.10 clearly shows that the initial slopes are the same, the 

nature of the curves is the same and the unloading modulus does not change with 

the changing state of the material. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 also show that the tests 

are repeatable. 

The test results reported herein have been corrected for the friction between 

various components of the device, e.g., the friction between the shear rings. Details 

of these corrections are given in Appendix I. 

6.11.2 Relative Displacement and Mechanics 

During the course of the re-consolidation phase the soil sample forms a firm 

bond with the upper sample because the surface of the upper sample (which is made 

of cemented Villarbeney clay) is compatible with the clay of the soil sample. It is 

this bond which will trigger the simple shear type of deformation in the soil mass. 

Note that this type of interface simple shear mechanism is essentially different than 

the usual simple shear experiments in which the whole soil mass is subjected to 

deformation. 

The upper sample is contained within the upper sample holder which is 

connected to the horizontal actuator which can impose prescribed displacements 

in the horizontal direction. Let this prescribed displacement be denoted by u. 

Under this imposed displacement the soil mass which is in contact with the upper 

sample starts moving along with it. The movement of the soil mass is monitored 
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by the top ring. Figure 6.12 shows the plot of the total displacement (u, the 

displacement imposed by the actuator) and the displacement of the top ring versus 

the total displacement. In the lower part of the figure the shear stress curve is 

shown. Figure 6.12 corresponds to the test conducted under the normal stress of 

30 psi (amplitude of 0.5 in). At the begining of the test, barely any movement of 

the top ring is noticed. This is because, at this stage the soil needs to mobilize a 

threshold shear stress (for a given normal stress) to overcome the friction between 

the rings. Note that, although all possible care is taken to minimize the friction 

between the rings (by spraying with Teflon spray) some friction is bound to exist. 

The rings are under a normal stress corresponding to the reaction offered by the 

cork rings. Once the frictional resistance is overcome, the top ring starts to register 

the movement. Typically, this starts happening at a imposed displacement value 

of (u= )0.01 to 0.02 inches. 

Once the frictional resistance of the rings is overcome, the soil begins to 

deform. During the process of imposed deformation the soil mass tends to offer 

more and more shear resistance. Thus, a sharp increase in the shear stress is 

observed. At some location in the soil mass there is a relative zone of weakness 

which would not be able to sustain the build-up of the shear stress and will start to 

yield. Since the soil mass is free to deform in the horizontal direction this zone of 

weakness assumes a planar form. It is this plane of wea.1mess which is the interface. 

Once the interface has been formed the soil mass above and below virtually do not 

deform further; however there is relative displacement between the soil mass above 

and below the interface. This is the relative displacement of the interface. The 

top ring contains a part of the soil mass above the interface piane and hence its 

displacement measurement, after initiation of development of shear plane, is the 

measurement of relative sliding at the interface (u r ). 

The shear plane does not form suddenly; rather, it is progresive. This is 

reflected by the easing of the shear stress gain. Before the shear plane is fully 

developed within the soil, the cohesive bond between the soil particles is gradually 

broken with increased imposed displacement. During this early phase compari

tively small relative displacement occurs and the shear stress keeps on building 
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Figure 6.12 Relative Displacement concept and Mechanics (test corresponds 
to normal stress of 30 psi). 
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in an attempt to overcome the shear resistance. This mode continues for some 

distance, say u", beyond which predominantly relative slip occurs (i.e., ur ~ u). 

The test results clearly show that the relative displacement gradually increases 

with increased imposed displacement. During the phase of predominant relative 

displacement (slip mode), the shear stress gain is small. 

In all the tests it was observed that the interface plane formed at a distance 

of atleast two or more rings from the actual contact of the upper sample and the 

soil mass. Invariably, the interface or the shear plane formed in the soil and never 

at the actual contact of the upper sample and the soil sample. This would mean 

that the bond at contact of the upper sample and the soil is stronger than the shear 

strength of the soil. 

Since the concept of interface model is based on relative displacements (slip) 

we are interested in the variation of quantities with the relative displacements. 

Figures 6.13 through 6.15 show such curves (only the tests conducted for a shear 

amplitude of 0.5 inch are presented). Note that the measured vertical displacement 

is with respect to a plane at the begining of the test and hence is directly a measure 

of the relative vertical displacement vr • 

6.11.3 Direct Shear Interface Test 

Some direct shear tests were also· conducted. For the sake of comparison, 

one such direct shear test conducted at a normal stress of 30 psi is presented here. 

The only difference (for this particular test) in the testing setup and procedure, 

for conducting the direct shear test is the replacement of the stack of rings by an 

equivalent solid ring. Included in this height of the solid ring is a teflon ring is 

attached to the direct shear ring to minimize the friction with the upper sample. 

Except for this difference all other things including the rate of testing, duration of 

testing, etc., remain the same. Since all the conditions are similar to the simple 

shear test a direct comparison between the direct shear test and simple shear test 

can be made. 
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Figure 6.16 shows the results of the aforementioned direct shear interface 

test. It was mentioned in the previous section that the bond at contact of the 

upper sample and the soil is stronger as compared to the peak shear strength of 

the soil and hence the shear plane is forced to form at some distance from the 

contact surface. This assertion proved to be correct by conducting a direct shear 

test wherein the shear forced to occur at the actual contact of the upper sample 

and the soil mass; it is found that the shear stress mobilized is higher than in the 

simple shear test. Also the shear behavior shows a softening trend with the residual 

stress smaller than the maximum shear stress mobilized in the simple shear test. 

This kind of behavior is observed because the soil mass does not have any freedom 

to deform laterally and hence the amount of stress redistribution is not as efficient 

as in the case of the simple shear test. The volume change behavior is similar to 

the simple shear behavior. 

From the results of the direct shear test presented in this section, it can be 

seen that the shear behavior is very different as compared to the shear behavior 

observed from simple shear interface tests and hence, the modeling of the material 

would be different. In other words, it cannot be emphasized more that the labora

tory experiments have to represent (even if approximately) the phenomenon under 

study. 

6.12 Piasticity based Formuiaiion of Inierface 

The mathematical idealization of the interface was shown in Section 4.3.3. 

The objective of this section is to define the elasto-plastic constitutive matrix [Cep] 

using the plasticity theory. It is assumed that the interface behavior is rate in

dependent, i.e., natural time scale does not enter in the constitutive relationship. 

Also, the constitutive matrix [C] in Eq. (4.11) depends on stress, displacement and 

hardening (plastic) parameters not on do- and dl. The extension of the interface 

element concept to include the theory of viscoplasticity will be discussed in Chapter 

7. 

In the context of the plasticity theory, the following conditions are assumed 
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(1) There exists an yield (or loading) surface separating, (a) the loading process 

associated with the generation of plastic strains, and (b) unloading process (or 

reverse loading). In the stress space, such yield surface is defined as 

F(if, a) = 0 (6.4) 

where, if and a represent stress vector and vector of state or hardening (plastic) 

parameter. 

(2) Incremental displacement vector is decomposed into elastic and plastic part as; 

dU r = du~ + du~ (6.5) 

the superscripts e and p denote elastic and plastic parts, respectively. 

(3) According to classical plasticity, when incremental stress vector dif is directed 

outward of the yield surface, plastic loading occurs and when dif is directed to the 

interior of the surface, unloading occurs. Thus loading and unloading criteria can 

be defined by 

dif = [eLl dii 

dif = [eU] dii 

if F = 0 and 

if F:::; 0 and 

(6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

1... r,.,,· 1.. •• • ,,..,,,. , • . 'P .. 'P'" 
Wuefe, Lv J is tuE: CV1.15tit-utivt; full-LUX ~ Ut::llllt::U uelore, ana superscnpts 1.J ana u 

denote loading and unloading, respectively. 

Invoking the continuity condition at neutral loading (~:)T dif = 0, and using 

Eq. (6.5) with feU] = lee], it can be shown; 

(6.7) 

where, N Q is an arbitrary vector which will be defined elsewhere, and H is known 

as the plastic modulus given by 

H= 
C*)T da

(diiPT diiP)l/2 
(6.8) 
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and 

(6.9) 

For the formulation to be complete, the general form of the constitutive 

matrix (Eq. 6.7) defining loading and unloading needs specific form of F( jj, a) and 

NQ • Definition of these two functions is the aim of the following section. 

6.12.1 Associative Flow Rule for Interface 

For monotonic type loading it is assumed that the interface is initially 

isotropic and subsequent yielding is also isotropic. In this case the hardening 

parameter a (Eq. 6.4) which defines evolution of the yield surface during the pro

cess of plastic deformation, is a scalar quantity. Since the state of stress (u, T) on 

the interface plane influences the yielding characteristics of the interface, the yield 

function for interface can take the following form; 

F(u,T,a) = 0 (6.10) 

Identifying the analogy between (J1, J2D) in solids and (u, T) in joints, 

Fishman and Desai (1987), Desai and Fishman (1987), Fishman (1988), and Desai 

and Fishman (1988) used the following yield function for the joints; 

(6.11) 

Equation (6.11) is used as yield function for the interfaces and, here I and n 

are interface parameters. Figure 4.5 shows the family of typical yield curves given 

by Eq. (6.11) for interfaces. Evolution of the yield function is due to hardening 

parameter a. Definition of a is given elsewhere. Parameter n is called phase change 

parameter as it defines the state where volume changes from contraction to dilation. 

The shape of the yield function is governed primarily by n. For n = 2, the yield 

function gives a set of straight lines or cone shape in (u - T) space. As n increases 

beyond 2, the yield surface will form a closed surface with large curvature. 

Postulation of Eq.(6.11) is the consequence of the assumption that T in the 

direction (:r) of shear displacement contributes to the yielding of interface, whereas 
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the influence of other shear stresses which are oriented in the direction perpendic

ular to interface plane (x, y) is disregarded. This assumption is compatible with 

tw~dimensional (x, y) idealization of interface. One has to keep in mind that be

cause of isotropic shear behavior of interfaces, one and only one stress path such as 

forward loading (positive x direction) or backward loading (negative x direction) 

is possible during interface deformation. Thus stress path does not play a role in 

interface behavior. Now, associative flow rule is obtained by defining 

- (oF) 
NQ = ou (6.12) 

6.12.2 Non-Associative Flow Rule for Interface 

The necessity to use non-associative flow rule to represent volumetric be

havior for geologic materials is very well documented in literature. In general 

associative flow rule would predict stress behavior accurately but it fails to predict 

volumetric (stress induced) behavior accurately. Often associative flow rule results 

in predicting too large volume change. This is due to the assumption that the 

incremental plastic strain vector is normal to yield surface. However experimen

tal evidence shows soils exhibit deviatoric normality, i.e., in octahedral plane the 

deviatoric components of incremental plastic strain vector is normal to projection 

of yield surface on that DIane (Desai and Farooue. 1983). Conseollence of devia-... .., .. I' ... -

toric normality is that a plastic potential function Q can be obtained by adding a 

function h(O',e) to the yield function as (Desai et al., 1986); 

Q = 1(0',7,0:) + h(O', e) ;6 0 (6.13) 

Observe that the function h depends on the normal stress 0' and a measure of 

plastic strain accumulation e. An alternative explanation for Eq. (6.13) is that the 

volumetric strain is associated with normal stress 0', and a modification in the 0' 

term in yield function should be thought to give better prediction for volumetric 

behavior. 
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It is assumed that the non-associative characteristics of interface is same as 

that of geologic materials. Hence, based on the above evidence, a simple function 

for Q is proposed below by replacing 0' in Eq.(6.11) by O'Q (Fishman, 1988); 

(6.14) 

The parameter O'Q plays paramount role in defining normal displacement of in

terface. In general O'Q depends, among various factors, on 0' and state of stress. 

Further details about O'Q are given in Section 6.14. The plastic potential surface 

Q, given by Eq. (6.14), does not coincide with yield surfaces. But the shape of 

Q surfaces are similar to that of yield surfaces and for non-associative flow rule 

the two family surfaces cross each other. Non-associative flow rule is obtained by 

setting 
- (aQ) 

NQ = au (6.15) 

Setting O'Q = 0' results in Q == F = 0 or associative flow rule. This procedure 

explains the evolution of non-associative model from associative model in the hier

archical manner. 

6.12.3 Incremental Stress-Displacement Relation for Interface 

The elasto-plastic matrices in incremental form are elaborated in this sec-

tion. 

where 

Employing the non-associative flow rule; 

A = {> 0, 
=0, 

_ aQ 
duP = A( au) 

for F = 0 and dF > 0 
for F ::; 0 and dF < 0 

Notice that A is a positive scalar. Now, 

aQ 
d~v = AI-I au 

aQ 
d~D = A/-I aT 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18a) 

(6.18b) 
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Using the consistency condition; 

dF=O 
aF af af 

= au dO' + (a~v)d~v + (a~D)d~D (6.19) 

Combining Eqs.(4.18a), (6.5) and (6.19); 

.\_ (*)[Ce]du 
- (~~)T[ce](~) - H 

(6.20) 

here the plastic modulus H is given by 

(6.21) 

where, 1.1 indicates absolute quantity. 

For loading, elasto-plasticity matrix (Eq.6.7) can be rewritten as 

(6.22) 

6.13 Choice of Hardening Function, a 

The choice of specific function for a is very important as this function con-

that the choice of this function should be guided by experimental evidence as well 

as theoretical requirements. 

From the flow rule, it can be shown that 

dvP = (~) duP 

(~) 
(6.23) 

In the case of interface, magnitude of volumetric or vertical displacement is much 

smaller than that of the shear displacement. However, from Eq. (6.23) it can be 

seen that the plastic volumetric displacement is dependent upon the stress state 

as well as the horizontal plastic displacement. In other words, a combination of 
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volumetric and shear deformations contribute to hardening. Thus, the hardening 

function Cl' can be expressed as 

(6.24) 

where, ~v = J IdvPI and ~D = J IduPI are the plastic displacement trajectories. 

The asymptotic nature of the failure condition during monotonic loading requires 

hardening function to approach zero asymptotically with increasing values of ~v 

and eD during deformation. 

Here, a monotonically decreasing function for Cl' proposed by Navayogarajah, 

Desai and Kiousis (1990) is adopted; the function is as follows 

(6.25) 

where a and b are (positive) material parameters. 

6.14 Choice of Cl'Q 

From Eq.(6.16) the incremental plastic normal displacement is written as 

(6.26) 

The plastic parameter ,\ is positive. Thus the sign of dvP depends on the sign 

of (~); and (~) can be positive, zero or negative implying that the incremen

tal plastic volume (or displacement) involves compression, no volume change or 

dilation, respectively. For a general loading, dv = dv e + dvP; however, when u 

is constant dv e becomes zero hence the normal displacement of interface is con

tributed by dvP only. The incremental plastic normal displacement can be called 

the compaction factor. It follows that (~) is the measure of compaction factor (or 

measure of normal displacement). The compaction factor (EJ:) can be treated as 

an independent constitutive parameter, and the experimentally observed variation 

of (~) should be utilized in the postulate of Cl'Q (Eq. 6.26). From Eq. (6.26) it 

can be seen that the variation (~) can be controlled by prescribing a function for 

QQ. 
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In the case of the interface model, as in the parent HiSS model, two phases of 

a material are possible: contraction or dilation. IT the current state of stress is such 

that the stress point is below the phase change line in a stress space then contraction 

is predicted while if the stress point lies between the phase change line and the 

ultimate line then dilation is predicted. However, in experiments on normally 

consolidated soils, no dilation during shear 1:0 ~bSeLied eVt:n though in modeling 

terminology the ultimate state is achieved. This necessitates the modification of 

either the definition of ultimate state (as was done in the case of solid body) or 

the modification of the function G:Q defining the progress of volume change. Since 

stress path does not play a role (only one stress path is possible) in the interface 

behavior it is easier to adopt the latter option of modification of G:Q. Note that 

one stress path gives one equation, Eq. (5.18), and two unknowns, and n; hence 

we have to prescribe an appropriate function for G:Q. 

The evolution function G:Q defines the potential function Q, thus influencing 

volumetric behavior of interface. At large shear displacements, it is observed that 

the rate of compaction diminishes and the volumetric curve approaches a finite 

value. Since the nature of variation of G: is similar, G:Q can be a function of G:. 

Based on this evidence G:Q can be expressed as 

(6.27) 

The theoretical (or exact) expression for G:Q, can be derived using the flow 

rule, Eq. (6.16), is given as 

G: = 2 q2-n 1 + _ ~ 1 _ G: (2 ) [ 1 (d-P) ( )1/2] 
Q n V1 diiP ,q2-n 

(6.28) 

By feeding experimental data to the right hand side of Eq.(6.28), one can obtain 

the observed (or experimental) value of G:Q. 

A function for G:Q can be proposed by considering several key points. Firstly, 

the value of G:Q cannot be greater than the value of G: = G:i at the begining of 

the shear process because according to definition for an isotropic interface under 

normal stress, non-associativeness starts when the application of shear stress starts. 
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Secondly, the value of o.Q cannot be less than value of 0. at the phase change point 

otherwise dilation will be predicted which is not observed in the tests. 

The value o.i can be obtained from the yield function by setting T=O; thus 

(6.29) 

The value of 0. at phase change point (the point where change of vertical 

displacement is zero) for the associative flow case (F == Q = 0) is defined as Oph. 

The magnitude of o.ph is obtained, by solving ~~ = 0 for 0., as 

2, 2-n 
o.ph = - (7 

n 

Using Eq. (6.29) and (6.30), Eq. (6.28) can be written as follows 

o.Q = Ct h 1 + - ~ 1 - ~ [ 
1 (d-P) ( ) 1/2] 

P ..;=; dup Cti 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

For normally consolidated soils, the volumetric deformation attains a finite 

value; thus, dvP tends to zero but never becomes negative. Similarly, always, 

0. < ai. Since only one stress path is possible in interface formulation we have 

diiP > O. Lastly, since, is a constant, at ultimate CtQ = o.ph. As CtQ ~ 0ph, 

for normally consolidated soils, compaction is predicted. Thus, it is seen that the 

model has the capability to simulate the observed behavior. 

Now the following expression is proposed for CtQ 

(6.32) 

A new material parameter e is introduced in CtQ so that the rate of cessation 

of volumetric behavior can be modeled accurately. In essence, e is a material 

parameter that defines the slope of vertical displacement curve at any point. It 

can be easily verified that the proposed function for CtQ fulfills the required criteria 

that CtQ = Cti at the begining of shear and CtQ = Ctph at the peak shear stress 

(where Ct = 0). 
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6.15 Calibration of Interface Model for Villarbeney Clay 

Calibration of a constitutive model against experimental data and veri

fication of the proposed model are other important steps in the formulation of 

constitutive relationship. This section presents the evaluation of parameters and 

verification of the proposed model. 

6.15.1 Evaluation of Model Parameters 

This section is divided into two parts: First, the details of the procedure to 

evaluate parameters of the proposed model are presented. Secondly, the calculation 

of model parameters using the test data presented in this chapter is outlined. 

6.15.1.1 Procedure to Evaluate Model Parameters 

As in the case of solid body, the three major classes of parameters required 

to define interface behavior are elastic, plastic and viscous. The elastic behavior 

of interface requires the elastic normal stiffness kn and elastic shear stiffness k6 • 

The plastic part of interface behavior can be categorized into associative and non

associative. Description of associative model requires the definition of yield function 

F (Eq. 6.11), and evolution of hardening function Q (Eq. 6.25). Thus, required 

parameters are n'l and hardening function parameters a and b. Non-associative 

model requires, in addition to the definition of associative model, a plastic potential 

function Q, Eq. (6.14) and its evolution rule defined by QQ, Eq. (6.32). Therefore, 

in this case, non-associative parameter e is required. To define the viscous behavior 

the viscous parameters r and N are needed. Thus in summary, the required elastic, 

plastic and viscous material parameters are; 

(1) Elastic Parameters: kn' k6 

(2) Plastic Parameters: 

Associative Model: n, I' a, b 

Non-Associative Model: associative model parameters and e 
(3) Viscous Parameters: r, N 
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Altogether nine parameters are required to represent the elasto- viscoplastic 

interface behavior with non-associative flow rule. 

In this section, the procedure to determine the elastoplastic parameters is 

presented assuming them to be independent of rate or frequency of loading. The 

procedure to determine the viscous parameters will be presented in section 6.16. 

(1) Elastic Constants kn and k6: 

To determine the normal stiffness of an interface, one needs to conduct a 

test in which the normal compression of the soil under normal loads is measured. 

The oedometer test described in Chapter 5, when plotted in terms of stress versus 

displacement, can be used directly to obtain the normal stiffness of the interface. 

The stress-displacement curves obtained from shear tests described in this chapter 

are used to determine the shear stiffness. The tangent to the unloading curves will 

of the oedometer test and shear tests will give values for kn and k6 • 

(2) Ultimate (or Failure) Parameter I: 

Ultimate shear stress condition of interface is given by a = 0 in yield function 

F, Eq. (6.11): 

(6.33) 

where Tp is the peak shear stress for a given normal stress u. Slope of Tp versus u 

curve will give vTf. 
(3) Phase Change Parameter n: 

In the proposed model, since compression is predicted along the entire shear 

path, no phase change is observed. Thus, in the case of the solid body, when the 

volume response is completely contractive, a value of n=2 can be assumed. 

( 4) Hardening Parameters a, b: 

Knowing (U,T), a can be computed using F = 0, Eq. (6.11), at all data 

points. Now hardening function a (Eq. 6.25) can be written in the following linear 

form: 

(ev In(eD)} {~} = (In I-In a) (6.34) 
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Each data point satisfies Eq. (6.34), thus, i number of data points will give i 

number of linear simultaneous equations to be solved for two unknowns a and b. 

A least square method is suitable in this case to calculate a and b. 

(5) Non-Associative Parameter 9: 

Using Eq. (6.28) O:Q can be computed. The proposed equation for O:Q, Eq. 

(6.32), can be written in the following form, 

(
O:Q-O:) (0:) in = ein 1-~ 

O:ph 0:1 

(6.35) 

Each data point satisfies Eq. (6.35), thus, i number of data points will give i 

number of linear simultaneous equations to be solved for one unknown e. A least 

square method is suitabie in this case to calculate e. 

6.15.1.2 Calculation of Model Parameters 

Using the procedure elaborated in Section 6.15.1.1, model parameters are 

calculated from the test data presented in Section 6.11. Presented in this section 

are calculations of model parameters which are summarized in Table 6.2. From the 

test results it can be seen that the unloading curves are approximately the same 

for various shear amplitudes and normal stresses. Thus, herein, a constant value 

of shear stiffness is adopted for the whole range of the shear stress-displacement 

curve and the whole pressure range up to 50 psi. 

(a) Ultimate (or Failure) Parameter ,: 

Figure 6.17 shows the plot of the peak shear stresses as a function of the 

normal stresses. As is typical of a normally consolidated soil, the failure (ultimate) 

envelope is curved. As a simplification, a straight line through the origin is adopted 

herein. The slope of this straight line represents the value of y'f. Using the data 

from Fig. 6.17 and Eq. (6.33) a value of ,=0.24 is obtained. Since ,=0.24 we get 

-: =0.489 which is virtually the same as the value obtained from simple shear test 

reported by Vulliet (1986). 

(b) Phase Change Parameter n: 
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In the case of normally consolidated soils no volume change is observed 

at the begining of shear which is occuring in the soil mass in the vicinity of the 

interface. Subsequently only contractive volumetric behavior is observed. Phase 

change in the sense of change of volumetric behavior from contractive to dilative 

is not observed. In such cases, a value close to n = 2.0 can be taken. Herein, 

the same value of the phase change parameter (n = 2.04) as for the solid body is 

assumed. 

( c) Hardening Parameters a, b : 

Since the hardening function involves two variables it is not possible to plot 

the data points or the regression fit on a tw-dimensional plot. For each normal 

stress, a and b are computed. These values are presented in Table 6.1. In general, 

a regression fit of about 95% was obtained. The average values of a = 143, b = 9.59 

are used for the whole pressure range. 

(d) Non-Associative Parameter 8: 

Figure 6.18 shows the plots from all the three test pressures for obtaining 8. 

Table 6.1 lists the values of e obtained for particular tests. An average e = 0.567 

is adopted. 

A summary of average parameters adopted in this study is given in Table 

6.2. 

6.15.2 Verification of the Proposed Model 

Verification of the predictive capability of the model is usually performed 

by predicting a set of test data that is not used for the calculation of model param

eters. Such examination asserts that the sucess of a model is due to the underlying 

theory of the model that enables the model to behave differently under different 

conditions. On the other hand, it also proves that a sucessful model is not mere 

curve fitting procedure as such procedure will not work for different condition. Such 

model verification is presented in this section by comparing model prediction with 

experimental data. The model predictions are obtained by numerically integrating 

the incremental stress-displacement (Eq. 6.16 and 6.20) with the parameters in 
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TABLE 6.1 

Normal stress Amplitude a b e 

15 psi 0.5 inch 227 5.65 0.5796 
30 psi 0.5 inch 120 12.15 0.5497 
50 psi 0.5 inch 82 10.97 0.5722 

Average 143 9.59 0.5672 
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TABLE 6.2 

MATERIAL (PLASTIC) CONSTANTS FOR INTERFACE MODEL 

Description Symbol Value 

Normal stiffness kn 3E06 psi/in 
Shear stiffness kll 1000 psi/in 

Ultimate parameter 'Y 0.24 
Phase change parameter n 2.04 
Hardening parameters a 143 

b 9.59 
Nonassociative parameter e 0.567 
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Table 6.2. An efficient algorithm for numerical integration of Eq. (6.20) using the 

drift correction approach proposed by Navayogarajah, Desai and Kiousis (1990) is 

used herein. 

The verification of the model is presented in Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 

which respectively correspond to normal stress of 15, 30 and 50 psi. In Figures 

6.19 and 6.21, verification is presented in terms of back-prediction and prediction; 

the term back-prediction means that the material parameters used for verification 

are obtained from the particular test under consideration (Table 6.1), while the 

term prediction implies that average parameters (Table 6.2) have been used for 

verification. For the case of the test conducted at 30 psi only predictions are pre

sented because the average parameters and particular parameters are close enough. 

Note that this implies that practically only one test is enough to predict the be

havior for a given pressure range; this test should be conducted at the middle of 

the pressure range. 

Predicted T versus U r compares well with the observed behaviour. It can be 

seen that the test at a normal stress of 15 psi is under-predicted while the test at a 

normal stress of 50 psi is over predicted. This is because average parameters have 

been adopted herein. In actual practice, the ratio of peak shear stress to normal 

stress decreases with increase in confining stress (i.e., the failure envelope is curved). 

This fact can be seen from Fig. 6.17 where the straight line fit for obtaining 1 

lies below the 15 psi point and above the 50 psi point. This suggests a pressure 

dependency. However, the average parameters provide satisfactory predictions for 

the pressure range under consideration and hence the same will be adopted, rather 

than complicating the model by introducing pressure dependency. 

Predicted volumetric behavior is satisfactory as it reveals the general trend 

of observations and compares well with numerical magnitudes of the observed vol

umetric values. It may be noted that during the experiments that the stress-strain 

curve is fairly repeatable but it is extremely difficult to obtain a repeatable volume 

change curve. This is compounded by the fact that the Villarbeney clay contains 

gravels. The distribution of gravels is random and thus affects the volume change 
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Figure 6.19 Verification of interface test conducted at normal pressure of 15 
psi 
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Figure 6.20 Verification of interface test conducted at normal pressure of 30 
psi 
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Figure 6.21 Verification of interface test conducted at normal pressure of 50 
psi 
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curve. It is possible to get repeatable volume change curves for pure clays or for 

that matter any soil which is very poorly graded. 

6.16 Viscous Parameters for Interface 

The results of the creep test given by Vulliet (1986) conducted on Villar

beney clay are reanalyzed for the interface model. Note that the theory for deter

mination of creep parameters developed in Chapter 5 is independent of the model 

and as such the viscous parameters for a given model can be obtained from the 

same creep tests. The interface model is based on the stress conditions (0', T) same 

as the conditions in the GEONOR H12 test and hence involves less computational 

effort. Since the hardening function for interfaces, involves both deviatoric and vol

umetric hardening the equation for the determination of cutoff becomes different. 

The overall procedure for determination of viscous parameters remains exactly the 

same. The terminology adopted in this section is the same as used in Chapter 5. 

Using Eq. (5.83b) and Eq. (5.84) we can write 

( ~ ) (Td) _ Ifinal -1% 
I,vp v IV - v'2 (5.85) 

where Ifinal= final shear strain from experimental data (known), and 1%= the 

cutoff for viscoplastic strain in experimental data. 

For the case of interface model we can write, 

(6.36) 

In the case of the interface model QA is smaller than I and a is a relatively 

big number; hence the value of (-~) in (~ ) is negligible. Due to this Eq. (6.36) 

can be approximately written as follows, 

( ~ ) -J dl - "(final-I% 
I,vp d - v'2 - v'2 (6.37) 
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The value of ed can be found by iterative technique, using the initial value 

of ratio of rv to rd and the value of Cl:B !n the following equation 

Cl:B exp [-a (~) ed] 
-= 

(1 + ed)b 
(6.38) 

The e>..-perimental creep test data, for the purpose of determination of viscous 

parameters for the interface material, may be zero adjusted using the cutoff given 

by Eq. (6.37). The parameters for the viscous interface model are determined 

by the general method and are listed in Table 6.3. A power type of v;scous law 

is again found to be suitable for the interface material (Figures 6.22 and 6.23). 

Back-predictions of the creep tests according to the interface model are shown in 

Figures through 6.24 and 6.25. 
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TABLE 6.3 

Viscous Parameters according to General Method 

Sample Stress r N 
name ratio /minute 

FG5 0.6 0.000333 1.94 
FG12 0.6 6.3E-07 1.94 
FG2 0.8 0.031 3.07 
FG3 0.8 0.0825 3.24 
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CHAPTER 7 

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

7.1 General 

Geologic materials are highly nonlinear. The nonlinearity of a material can 

be manifested in form of a nonlinear stress-strain curve or it may be found in the 

dependence of the equation coefficients on the solution itself or in the appearance 

of powers and products of the unknowns or their derivatives. Conventional s0-

lution techniques based on the theories of elasticity and metal plasticity are not 

be sufficient to handle these problems. Recourse, thus, to numerical techniques 

becomes imperative. One of the most powerful numerical technique is the Finite 

Element Analy"i" which has been shovm to solve complex soil-structure interac

tion problems. The finite element approach has been discussed in detail in books 

such as Desai and Abel (1972) and Desai (1979). Although non-linear elastic con

stitutive relations have been applied in finite element analyses and especially soil 

mechanics analysis (e.g., Duncan and Chang, 1970), the main physical feature of 

non-linear material behavior is usually the the irrecoverability of strain. A con

venient mathematical framework for describing this phenomenon is found in the 

theory of plasticity (e.g., Hill, 1950). The use of plasticity analysis for describ

ing the material non-linearity accentuates the need for use of powerful numerical 

techniques like the finite element method. The method based on the displacement 

formulation has been adopted in this dissertation. 

An existing finite element program, SSTIN (an acrynom for Soil STruc

ture INteraction), prepared by Desai ( ) and further developed and applied 

and co-workers for elastoplastic analysis, was modified for the purpose of this dis

sertation. The modifications and implementation of new routines is done in a 

modular form for the sake of ease of further modin.cations in future. The program 
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is modified and further developed for general schemes like nonassociative models, 

constant and/or variable time-stepping schemes, various viscoplastic formulations 

like Euler, Crank-Nicholson schemes, etc. The computer code is developed for 

two-dimensional problems only. In the following sections, more attention is paid to 

the elasto-viscoplastic implementation. The elasto-plastic formulation is described 

briefly in order to compare it with the elasto-viscoplastic solution. 

7.2 General Finite Element Equations 

The body under consideration is first discretized into a number of finite 

elements. For a typical element, the displacement at any point is written as 

{u} = [N]{q} (7.1) 

where {u}T = [u v] is the vector of displacement components u and v at a point 

in the z and y directions, respectively, [N] is the matrix of interpolation function, 

{q} = [UI VI U2 V2 ••• un vn ] is the nodal displacement vector and n is the number 

of nodes. The strain-displacement relation is given by, 

{€} = [B]{q} (7.2) 

and the stress-strain relation is given by, 

{O'} = [C]{€} (7.3) 

where {€} and {O'} are strain and stress vectors, respectively, [B) is the strain

displacement transformation matrix and [C] is the constitutive matrix. 

U sing the principle of virtual work, the element equilibrium equations are 

derived as 

[k]{q} = {Q} (7.4) 

where [k) is the element stiffness matrix and {Q} is the element nodal vector. The 

global stiffness matrix, [K), and the nodal load vector, {Q}, can be expressed as 

(7.5) 
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and 

(7.6) 

wherein {X} is the body force vector, {f'} is the surface traction vector, V is the 

volume of the element, S is the portion of the surface on which surface tractions 

are prescribed. Equations (7.5) and (7.6) are integrated numerically using Gauss 

quadrature. 

7.3 Solution Procedures 

In practical finite element analysis two main types of solution procedures can 

be adopted to model material nonlinearity. The first approach involves constant 

~tiffne~~ iterations in which nonlinearity is introduced by iteratively modifying 

the right hand side load vector. The (usually elastic) global stiffness matrix in 

such an analysis is formed once only. Each iteration thus represents an elastic 

analysis. Convergence is said to occur when stresses generated by the loads satisfy 

some yield or failure criterion within prescribed tolerances. The load vector at 

each iteration consists of externally applied loads and self-equilibrating body load~. 

The body-loads have the effect of redistributing stresses within the system, but 

as they are self-equilibrating, they do not alt.er the net loading on the system. 

The constant ~tiffne~~ method is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7.1. For load 

controlled problems, many iterations may be required as failure is approached, 

because the elastic ( constant) global stiffness matrix starts to seriously overestimate 

the actual material stiffness. The numbers in parentheses on the Fig. 7.1 indicate 

the number of iterations that might be required to reach convergence. 

Fewer iterations per load step are required when the second approach, the 

variable ~tiffn~~ or tangent ~tiffne~~ method is adopted. This method, shown in 

Fig. 7.2 takes into account the reduction in stiffness of the material as failure is 

approached. IT small enough load steps are taken, the method becomes equivalent 

to a simple Euler method. In practice, the global stiffness matrix may be updated 

periodically and iterations employed to achieve convergence. 
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In contrasting the two methods, the extra cost of reforming and reducing 

the global stiffness matrix in the variable "tijfne"" method is offset by the reduced 

number of iterations, especially as failure is approached. A further variation of the 

variable stiffness method is to update the stiffness with each iteration within an 

increment. The computational effort as well as the cost increases in this case. The 

finite element program, SSTIN, adopted in this dissertation has all these schemes. 

7.4 Finite Element Scheme Using Elasto-plasticity 

Plasticity models are based on the theory of plasticity and involve the use of 

a yield surface that defines the onset of plastic or inelastic deformations. The body 

is elastic if the state of stress is within the yield surface, and plastic if on the yield 

surface. The elastcrplastic finite element scheme is usually based on the initial 

"tre"" approach (e.g., Desai and Abel 1972). The initial "tre"" approach involves 

an explicit relationship between increments of stress and increments of strain and 

relies on the fact that a unique stress exists for an increment of strain (the converse 

may not be necessarily true). Thus, whereas linear elasticity is described by 

(7.7) 

elastcrplasticity is described by 

(7.8) 

where 

(7.9) 

Here, ~ denotes an incremental quantity. For elastcrplastic analysis it is as

sumed that once a stress state reaches a failure surface, subsequent loading changes 

it; to prevent a stress state outside the yield surface, it is necessary to impose the 

con.si3tency condition as follows, 

dF=O (7.10) 
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Allowing for the possibility of non-associated flow, plastic strain increments 

occur normal to a plastic potential surface; thus 

(7.11) 

Assuming stress changes are generated by elastic strain components only 

gives 

(7.12) 

Using Eqs. (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12) the [C ep] matrix can be derived. The 

[Cep] matrix is discussed in detail in books such as Desai and Siriwardane (1984), 

and Chen and Baladi (1985). The explicit form of [Cep ] matrix depends upon the 

form of yield function F. 

The stress increment can now be written as 

{ .6.u} = [Cep
] {.6.e } (7.8) 

These values of stresses when substituted in the yield function yield a value 

of F. Positive values of the F imply stresses lying outside the failure surface which 

are not allowed and which must therefore be redistributed via the iterative process 

described previously. The body-loads {QD in the stress redistribution process are 

reformed at each iteration by summing the following integral for all elements that 

possess yielding Gauss points; thus 

all 

{Qn = L 1 [B]T([Cep]{.6.e})idV = 1 [Bf{.6.qi}dV 
element6 V V 

(7.13) 

Ideally, the generated body (equilibrating) loads, {Qn, should balance the 

applied load {Qi}. In nonlinear processes this does not happen when numerical 

techniques are used because numerical techniques are essentially an approximation 

to the exact solution, e.g., the most common technique is to approximate the 

nonlinear problem as a series of piecewi.5e linear problems by using incremental 

techniques in which the constitutive matrix [C] is updated at each load increment. 

The difference between the generated body (equilibrating) loads and the applied 
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load increment is referred to as the unbalanced load, {Q"nb}. Thus, the equations 

of equilibrium in the incremental form at the ith iteration for a typical element are 

given by 

(7.14) 

where [k,l is the tangent stiffness matrix, {~q} is the incremental nodal displace

ment vector, and {Qunb} is the incremental unbalanced load vector, at the ith 

iteration, given by 

(7.15) 

in which {Qi} is the total load applied to the increment under consideration. 

In the mixed (incremental-iterative) method iterations are performed within 

an increment to reduce the unbalanced load within the increment to less than 

specified tolerances. The specified tolerances are in the form of convergence criteria 

and when these convergence criteria are satisfied convergence is said to be achieved. 

The convergence criterion used in SSTIN program is based on the ratio of the norm 

of unbalanced load and the sum of norm of total load and a norm of the equilibrating 

(generated body) load, i.e., 

:5 TOLERN 
N N 

(7.16) 

EJl+ Ee~ 
i=l i=l 

where tP;, Jl, and e; are the unbalanced load, total load and equilibrating load 

corresponding to the ith degree-of- freedom, respectively, and N is the total number 

of degrees of freedom. Note that the equilibrating load is given by JV[B]T {q }dV. 

In the event of a stress increment causing a Gauss point to be partly elastic and 

partly plastic it may be necessary to factor the [Cep] matrix. Also due to the use of 

incremental elasto-plasticity it may be possible that after the application of a load 

increment the stress point may have drifted from the yield surface. This problem 

occurs of the increments are not sufficiently small. In cases where the increments 
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of loading are not very small, the stress state at the end of an increment may not 

lie on the current yield surface leading to the problem of the drift of the currently 

computed stress as shown in Fig. 7.3. The initial stress state {UA} at point A. 

lies on the previous yield surface F({UA},QA) = 0 , where Q is the hardening 

parameter. During the next increment, yielding occurs and the state of stress 

moves to point B. The new yield surface is given by F({UB},QB) = o. Owing to 

the tendency to drift, the stress state represented by point B does not necessarily 

lie on this new yield surface, Fig. 7.3. This discrepancy is cummulative and, 

therefore, it is important to ensure that the stresses and Q are modified so as to lie 

on the yield surface. In such a case a drift correction technique is needed to bring 

the stress point back to the yield surface (Potts and Gens, 1985; Ortiz and Simo, 

1986). Drift correction procedures, depending upon the size of load increments, 

may involve a lot of computational effort. Potts and Gens (1985) examined five 

different methods for drift correction. They considered subincrements of strains for 

each increment and concluded that the method which considered hardening during 

stress drift correction gave accurate results. This method is called the Correct 

Projecting Back Method (Potts and Gens 1985) and is implemented in SSTIN. 

1.5 Finite Element Scheme Using Elasto-viscoplasticity 

The elasto-viscoplastic approach is essentially another method of generat

ing the body loads. The viscoplastic algorithm is sometimes referred to as the 

initial "train method to distinguish it from the initial "tre"" approach described 

in the previous section. In this method (Zienkiewicz and Cormeau, 1974; Kanchi, 

Zienkiewicz and Owen, 1981; Owen and Hinton, 1984), the material is allowed to 

sustain stresses outside the failure criterion for finite periods. Overshoot of the 

failure criterion, as signified by a positive value of F, is an integral part of the 

method and is actually used to drive the algorithm (Smith and Griffiths, 1988). 

Instead of the plastic strains, we now refer to visco-plastic strains and these 

are generated at a rate that is related to the amount by which the yield has been 
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violated through the expression (Perzyna, 1966) 

{ fop} = r < q)( F) > { ~~ } (7.17) 

where r is known as the fluidity parameter and has the units of inverse time and 

< q) > is a (scalar) dimensionless flow function of F and Q is a viscoplastic potential. 

Perzyna's theory of viscoplasticity is similar to the usual plasticity theory. 

The basic ingredients of this theory have been explained in Chapter 3. Here also 

we shall consider the small strain situation only. Functions F and Q are defined 

according to the plasticity theory adopted. By analogy with plasticity, a""ociative 

wcopla..5ticity is defined by Q == F. The notation <> is the switch on-switch off 

operator as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Conventional inviscid plasticity doe" not permit stress trajectories to cross 

the yield surface, even temporarily, but constrains them to either stay on it or leave 

it back towards the region F < O. Viscoplasticity, gives access to all stress states; 

passing across the yield surface then simply indicates the state of an irreversible 

inelastic deformation process at a possibly high but finite time rate and increasing 

steadily with F > O. The direction of the viscoplastic strain rate {fop} is defined 

by the quantity { ~~} and its magnitude is a function of the distance of the stress 

point from the current yield surface. 

The discussion regarding the finite element aspects of viscoplasticity is now 

split up into two parts, namely the finite element representation of a viscoplas

tic solid element and the finite element representation of a viscoplastic interface 

element because the implementation in both cases is different due to the basic 

formulation of the elements. 

7.6 Finite Element Representation of a Viscoplastic Solid Element 

Multiplication of the visco-plastic strain rate by a time step gives an incre

ment of visco-plastic strain which is accumulated from one time step (or iteration) 

to the next. This in turn gives the stress increments through the constitutive 

relation. The visco-plastic strain and stress increments are discussed next. 
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7.6.1 Viscoplastic Strain Increments 

The viscoplastic strain at a given time step n is evaluated from Eq. (7.1 i). 

The viscoplastic strain rate at step n + 1 can be obtained by using Taylor's series, 

and ignoring higher order terms in ~tn, as 

where {~qn} is the vector of stress increment, and [G]n denotes the gradient at n. 

Now the viscoplastic strain increment {~f~p} during a time interval ~tn = tn+1-in 

can be written as (Zienkiewicz and Cormeau, 1974; Owen and Hinton, 1980) 

(7.19) 

where 8 can take different values. For 8=0, the simple Euler scheme is obtained; 

8=0.5 yields the semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme and 8=1 gives the fully 

implicit scheme. 

7.6.2 Stress Increments 

The incremental stress vector {~qn} can be written as 

(7.20) 

where {~fn} = [B] {~qn}, [B] is the strain-displacement transformation matrix 

and {~q} is the vector of incremental nodal displacement. Substitution of {~f~p} 

from Eq. (7.19) then gives 

7.6.3 Finite Element Equations of Equilibrium 

The equations of equilibrium to be satisfied at any instant of time, tn, is 

(7.22a) 
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where {(7n} is the vector of elemental stresses, and {Qn} is the vector of equivalent 

nodal loads due to surface tractions, body forces, and temperature loads. It is, 

however, more convenient to write Eq. (7.22a) in an incremental form as follows: 

(7.22b) 

where {~Q} is the vector of applied (nodal) loads. Use of Eq (7.21) leads to 

[k~]{~qn} = {~Qn} (7.23) 

where 

[k~] = j)Bf[cn][B]dV (7.24a) 

is the tangential stiffness matrix, 

(7.24b) 

where 

(7.24c) 

is referred to as the elasto-viscoplastic constitutive matrix, and 

represents the body load accumulated from each time step. We shall refer to 

([Cn
]{ i:p}~tn) as the cOrTecting m.,copla3tic "tre"". 

Once the increments of stresses and strains are computed, the total quanti

ties at time t n+1 can be found as 

(7.26a) 

(7.26b) 

(7.26c) 

This process is repeated at each time step until no Gauss point stresses violate the 

failure criterion to within certain tolerances. 
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1.6.3.1 Equilibrium Correction 

The stresses obtained by adding stress increments, Eq. (7.26a), which are 

calculated from the linearized Eq. (7.22b) are strictly not correct, and if recom

puted will not satisfy exactly the actual equilibrium, Eq. (7.22a). There are several 

solution procedures for applying the necessary correction. The paper by Stricklin 

et. al. (1973) discusses the relative merits of the different methods. The simplest 

approach is to evaluate {un+!} according to Eq. (7.26a), and then compute the 

residual out-of-balance forces, .,p, as 

(7.27) 

where {Qn+l} is the total load applied upto the increment under consideration. 

The residual force is then added to the applied force increment at the next time 

step. Thus, Eq. (7.24b), at step n + 1 would read 

{6Qn+l} = {Qn+l}_ [[B]T{un+1}dV+ [[B]T([cn]{e:p}6tn+l)dV+{6Qn+l} 

(7.28) 

in which {6Qn+l} represents the change in loads during the time interval 6tn+1 • 

In the majority of problems encountered in engineering the load increments are 

applied as discrete steps, and thus {6Qn+l} = 0 for all time steps other than the 

first within an increment. 

1.6.4 Evaluation of Matrix, [G) 

If (J > 0, then matrix [cn] is required which in turn can be expressed in terms 

of [Gn] as indicated in Eq. (7.24). Matrix [Gn] must be explicitly determined for 

the yield criterion assumed for material behavior. From Eq. (7.18) and Eq. (7.17) 

we can write 

[Gn] = [8evp ] n = (8~ 8F) 8Q ~ 82
Q 

8u 8F 8u 8u + 8u2 
(7.29) 
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Here, u denotes the stress vector as obtained from Eq. (7.26a). Assuming power 

law, we have 

(7.29) 

The quantities in the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (7.29) can be 

expressed as 

(7.31) 

aF aF aJI aF aJ2D aF aJ3D 
- = -- + ---- + ----au aJI au aJ2 D au aJ3D au 

(7.32) 

aQ aQ aJI aQ aJ2D aQ aJ3D 

au = aJI au + aJ2 D au + aJ3 D au (7.33) 

In general, we can write 

aJI = {i} 
au 0 

1 

where 

with 
U z + u, + U z 

U m = 3 

For a particular yield function ;~, aa:D' aa:D can be calculated; likewise for 

·cul I· ·al f . aQ aQ aQ b al ul d ( a part! ar p ast!c potent I unctIon aJI ' aJ
2
D' aJ

3
D can e c c ate see 

Appendix II for such derivatives for HiSS model). 

The quantities in the second t~rm on the right hand side of Eq. (7.29) can 

be expressed (using the expression for ~~) as 
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Rearranging the above equation we get 

8Q EP J2D 8 ( 8Q ) 8J3D 8Q EP J3D 

8J2 D 8u2 + 8u 8J3D 8u + 8J3D 8u2 (7.34b) 

where 
EP J1 8 (8J1 ) [NU LL ] 
8u2 = 8u 8u = MATRIX 4x4 

2 1 
0 

1 -
3 3 3 
1 2 

0 
1 

82J2D =~ (8J2D
) = 

-
3 3 3 

8u2 8u 8u 
0 0 2 0 

1 1 
0 

2 -
3 3 3 

2 2 2 2 1 -51 -54 -53 -52 
3 3 3 3 
2 2 2 2 

EPJ3 D =~ ( 8J
3D) = 

-54 -52 -53 -51 
3 3 3 3 

8u2 8u 8u 2 2 
-254 

4 
-53 -53 --53 
3 3 3 
2 2 4 2 
-52 -51 --53 -54 
3 3 3 3 

A . ~ . I· ·al f . 8Q 8Q 8Q d h 8 (8Q ) 
gam lor a gIven p astJc potentJ unctIOn 8J

1 
' 8J

2
D' 8J

3
D an t us 8u 8J

1 
' 

!. (8~~D)' !. (8~~D) can be calculated (see Appendix II for such derivatives 

for HiSS model). Once all the above quantities are obtained the matrix [G] can be 

evaluated. Depending upon the plastic potential function adopted the quantitites 

of matrix [G] will differ. 

7.6.5 Stability and Accuracy of Viscoplastic Solution 

Hughes and Taylor (1978) have shown that the time integration scheme 

formally represented by Eq. (7.19) is unconditionally ~table for values of () ~ 
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0.5. This implies that the time marching scheme is numerically stable but does 

not guarantee the accuracy of the solution at any stage; so that in practice even 

for values of (J ~ 0.5 limits must be place on the time step length in order to 

achieve an acceptable accurate solution. For (J < 0.5 the integration process is only 

conditionally .stable and numerical time integration can only proceed for values of 

D.tn less than some critical value. In either case, the selection of an appropriate 

time-step becomes very important. Theoretical restrictions on the time-step length 

have been provided by Cormeau (1976) for specific forms of the viscoplastic flow rule 

and for explicit time integration only. In particular, for associated viscoplasticity 

(Q == F) and a linear function 4>( F) = F (i.e. for a value of N = 1) the solution 

will be accurate and stable if the following time-step length is adopted, 

(l+v)Fo 
rE 

(1 + v)Fo 
3rE 

(1 + v)(1 - 2v)Fo 

r(1 - 2v + sin2 4»E 

for Tresca materials; 

for von-Mises materials; (7.35) 

for Mohr-Coulomb materials. 

where r is the fluidity parameter and 4> is the angle of internal friction. The term Fo 

is the uniaxial yield stress for Tresca and Von Mises solids and is equivalent value 

(c cos 4» for Mohr-Coulomb materials where c is the cohesion. Beyond these simple 

yield criteria no such theoretical expressions exist for the limiting time-step length 

in case of Drucker-Prager solids or for other advanced yield criteria. Recourse is 

thus made to empirical means to control the time-step length to yield a correct 

viscoplastic solution. Two such common time-step control criteria are described 

next. 

7.6.6 Limiting Time-step Length 

Various researchers (Cormeau, 1976: Owen and Hinton, 1984) have tried 

to establish rules for choosing the time step length for computation of stable and 

accurate solutions. Schemes can be employed in which the time step length can be 

--- ~-- -_. 
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either constant or vary for each time interval. The variable time stepping schemes 

strive to keep the time increments small when the rates of stress and strain are 

significant, and to enlarge them as an asymptotic state in time is approached. An 

empirical rule, refered to as the T criterion and proposed in 1972 by Zienkiewicz 

and Cormeau, links the stepsize to the rate of viscoplastic flow in such a way that 

the anticipated change of strain occuring during the next time interval be a fraction 

of the total strain accumulated before, 

1/ {€vp} 1/ !:J.t :51/ {E} 1/ (7.36) 

where II II denote norms of total strains and strain rates. These norms are generally 

expressed in terms of invariants. Herein, the following form is used (Owen and 

Hinton, 1984), 

(7.35) 

where 

For isoparametric elements, all strains are evaluated at the Gaussian inte

gration points. Therefore !:J.tn must be computed to satisfy Eq. (7.34b) at each 

such point and the least value taken for analysis. The value of the time increment 

parameter T must be specified by the user and for explicit time marching ~cheme~ 

accurate results have been obtained (Zienkiewicz and Cormeau, 1974; Dinis and 

Owen, 1978) in the range 0.1< T <0.15. This criterion, 0.1< T <0.15, was sug

gested by Cormeau (1976) based on numerical experiments in perfect viscoplasticity 
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for problems of contained plastic flow. Zienkiewicz and Cormeau (1974), based on 

numerical experiments for plastic collapse analysis, have mentioned that near col

lapse lower values of T in the range 0.01 to 0.05 were found to be necessary because 

erratic behavior in the form of oscillating succession of large and small D.t's when 

approaching steady state conditions may be observed. To prevent this a further 

limit is generally imposed relating to the change of time step between successive 

intervals. In general 

(7.38) 

where k is a specified constant. Usually, researchers have suggested a value of 

k=1.5 to be suitable. 

It should be noted however that none of these empirical criteria is entirely 

satisfactory and none prevents some form of instability occuring (Zienkiewicz and 

Cormeau 1974). Further, such empirical criteria are valid for problems in which 

only one constitutive model is used within the space domain. For problems in which 

two or more models are used for different zones within the same domain (e.g., as 

in our case "olid" and interface,,), then two significantly different time steps can 

result. In such cases, the time step has to be severely restricted. Such restrictions 

have to be determined from case to case basis. 

7.6.7 Proposed Convergence Criterion 

The convergence criteria proposed and used in viscoplasticity algorithm is 

as follows, 

(~) i :5 TOLERN (7.39) 

where (~) i is the value of normalised yield function at the ith integration point 

and TOLERN is the user specified tolerance. Equation (7.36) represents a very 

simple but powerful convergence criterion because it means that viscoplastic flow 

will keep on occuring in a body until each and every integration point satisfies 

the convergence criterion; this allows for stress redistribution with a body as flow 

occurs. Note that when the convergence is satisfied at an individual integration 
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point it means that this integration point will experience a steady state flow con

dition; however this does not mean that the whole body has achieved steady-state 

condition. For a whole body to achieve steady-state condition it is necessary that 

each and every integration point satisfy the convergence criterion simultaneously. 

Owen and Hinton (1984) use a global measure of convergence in which comoer

gence to steady state condition is monitored according to the increment in sum of 

viscoplastic strains at all gauss points which occurs during the time-step. 

1.1 Use of Viscoplasticity as a Tool for Plasticity Analysis 

The viscoplastic algorithm can be used as a tool to obtain plastic solution 

because when steady state conditions are achieved the viscoplastic solution tends 

towards the plastic solution; in such a case a considerably simplified viscoplastic 

algorithm using only the Euler scheme alongwith f=l and N =1 can be used. The 

main advantages are that drift correction is not needed, only elastic stiffness matrix 

is needed and a full equation solver is needed only for the first time step of the first 

load increment. Note that for the implicit or semi-implicit algorithm a complete 

equation solution is required each time-step (Owen and Hinton, 1984) and thus 

this offsets the advantage gained by not having to do drift correctiono 

1.8 Verification of the Finite Element Program for Solid Elements 

This section presents the verification of the computer program (SSTIN) 

with respect to a footing problem reported by Smith and Griffiths (1988). Eight 

noded solid isoparametric elements with 2x2 gauss points are used. The authors 

have solved this problem using the viscoplastic approach as a tool for elast"plastic 

solution and hence this problem is ideally suited for use 8.3 a check of both the 

elast"plastic and elasto-viscoplastic algorithms used in this dissertation. 

The example problem solved by Smith and Griffiths (1988), shown in Fig. 

7.4, is of a flexible strip footing at the surface of a layer of uniform drained clay. 

The footing supports a uniform stress, q, which is increased incrementally to failure. 
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Figure 7.4 Finite Element mesh for the case of a flexible footing on the surface 
of uniform drained clay (Smith and Griffiths, 1988) 
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The soil parameters are: E=1.E5 kPa, v=0.3, and c.=100 kPa. Bearing capacity 

failure in this problem occurs when q reaches the Prandtlload given by 

(7.40) 

The mesh adopted by Smith and Griffiths is shown in Fig. 7.4. The au

thors solved this problem using the von-Mises yield criterion; for the purpose of 

verfication the von-Mises criterion was also incorporated in the SSTIN program. 

The authors adopted the Euler's scheme (8=0) with critical constant time step. 

The problem has been solved here for the same mesh and same yield criterion by 

using the elast<rplastic and elast<rviscoplastic algorithms. Moreover, to test the 

elast<rviscoplastic algorithm further the solution was also obtained using Euler's 

scheme with variable time stepping. 

The load-displacement results are presented in Fig. 7.5. The results from the 

computational algorithms developed here correlate very well with those by Smith 

and Griffiths. The ultimate load, quit, is 518 kPa which is in close agreement with 

the Prandtlload of 514 kPa. 

Additional verifications were carried out with respect to triaxial test condi

tions by comparing the plastic and viscoplastic solutions. Such verifications were 

done with respect to the HiSS model. In all such verifications the viscoplastic 

solutions approached the values predicted by the plastic solutions. 

7.9 Finite Element Representation of Viscoplastic Interface Element 

The thin layer interface element (Section 4.3.1) proposed by Desai et. al. 

(1984) is extended to include viscoplastic effects. This section describes the relevant 

equations for implementation in a finite element code. Equations are developed for 

the case of a viscoplastic interface element having general orientation (inclination) 

in global space, non- associativeness with constant as well as variable time-stepping 

schemes. The finite element development and implementation of viscoplastic in

terface element is then verified for its correctness by comparing the results of this 
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formulation with the results of plastic formulation reported by Sharma and Desai 

(1990). 

The interface element is represented by a thin six-noded isoparametric solid 

element as shown in Fig. 4.3. Such an element has a low aspect ratio, ~, with 

constant (zero) strain in the direction (y) of the thickness and linear variation of 

strain along the length of the interface (x-direction) element (Desai and Nagaraj, 

1989). This type of strain variation represents a simple shear condition which is 

compatible with the two-dimensional idealization of the interface and is represen

tative of the conditions at the interface within the landslide. Use of a six-noded 

isoparametric element, instead of an 8-noded isoparametric element, prevents oc

curence of ill-conditioning in interface element which occurs due to the presence of 

the mid-side node in the direction of the thickness of the interface element (Desai 

and Nagaraj, 1989; Sharma and Desai 1990). Sharma and Desai, (1990) have pre

sented in detail the formulation of a 6-noded thin layer interface element and have 

shown that in this formulation, for an inclined interface element, only the trans

formation of the local constitutive matrix is required to obtain the global stiffness 

matrix, whereas in other formulations (Goodman et. al., 1968), transformation of 

the local (interface) stiffness matrix is required to obtain the global stiffness matrix. 

This aspect represents a big advantage in terms of computational advantage. 

The equations for the viscoplastic interface element are developed at the 10-

cal level, i.e., in the plane of the interface element. The equations, thus developed, 

are in terms of the local properties of the element (e.g., normal stiffness, kn , and 

shear stiffness, k.) and are in terms ofthe local stresses (normal stress, (j and shear 

or in-plane stress, T) and strains (normal viscoplastic strain, Evpn and shear or in

plane stress Evp.). The equations are first developed for a general case and are then 

specialized to the HiSS model. The viscoplastic constitutive matrix is first devel

oped followed by equations for the incremental viscoplastic strains, the incremental 

viscoplastic stresses and the correcting viscoplastic stresses. The specific equations 

for the HiSS model are then presented. The local two-dimensional equations are 

then transformed to three-dimensional equations. Finally, these three-dimensional 

equations are modified to include the case of a general orientation and behavior 
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of an interface element in global space. In the following sections the superscript n 

denotes a quantity at nth time step unless otherwise mentioned 

7.9.1 Viscoplastic Constitutive Matrix 

The general viscoplastic constitutive matrix is given by 

(7.41) 

Let [C:g ] = [1] + [ce] [Gn] Ih~tn. Since, for an interface element, only two 

components of stress and strain are involved we can write, 

Thus, 

or 

[ce] = [kon ~J ; [Gn
] = [g~~ g~~] 

[ce] [G] = [knGKl knGK2] 
k.G21 k.G22 

6t>.t
n

kn Gf2 ] 

1 + 6t>.tn k.G22 
We can write the inverse of [C:g ] as follows 

where IC:gl is the value of the determinant of the [C:g] matrix and is given by 
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Finally, the viscoplastic constitutive matrix for interface element for any 

given model can be written as follows 

or 

(7.41) 

The above matrix, [en] is a general constitutive matrix for the thin layer 

interface element and is valid for any constitutive model. For a particular consti

tutive model, the values of the elements of the matrix [Gn], namely Gil' Gi2' G21 
and G22 need to be evaluated to customize the general viscoplastic constitutive 

matrix [en] for the constitutive model chosen. Specific equations for the HiSS 

model will be presented later. 

7.9.2 Incremental Viscoplastic Strains 

The incremental viscoplastic strains are evaluated according to perzyna's 

theory as follows, 

{ .n } = r (I-)N {aQ
} 

Etlp Fo au (7.17) 

{ ~~.} =r(:.f {E} 
Etlp• -aT 

(7.43) 

where i:pn and i:p• are the normal and shear viscoplastic strain rates respectively. 

7.9.3 Incremental Viscoplastic Stresses 

Let E: and E: represent the incremental normal and shear strain respectively. 

The incremental stresses during time step n can be written as follows 

(7.44) 
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For a viscoplastic interface element the incremental stresses can be written 

Cf2 (e: - Atni:p.) } 

C22 (e: - Atni:p.) 

(7.45a) 

(7.45b) 

where i:pn and i:p• are given by Eq. (7.43). Note that e: and e: are obtained 

from a three-dimensional state of stress (discussed later). 

7.9.4 Correcting Viscoplastic Stress 

The correcting viscoplastic stress, used for calculating the unequilibrated 

loads in the system, can be obtained as 

where Cfl' Ci2, C2l and Ci2 are the elements of the [en] matrix. 

7.9.5 Specialization for HiSS Model 

All the above equations are general incremental finite element equations 

written at the local level. These equations are valid for any constitutive model 

and for any time-stepping scheme. To specialize these equations for a particular 

constitutive model, one needs only to determine the elements of the [en] matrix, 

i.e., Cfl' Ci2, C2l and Ci2. A close look at the elements of the [en] matrix shows 

that only the elements of the matrix [Gn] (i.e., Gil' Giz, G2l , G~2) need to be 

determined at every time step n. Note that IC:g I also contains elements of [Gn]. 

The elements of the matrix [G], at time step n, for the HiSS model are evaluated 

next. 
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1.9.5.1 Evaluation of Matrix, [Gn] 

Matrix [Gn] must be explicitly determined for the yield criterion assumed 

for material behavior. From Eq. (7.18) and Eq. (7.17) we can write 

[Gn ] = [Oivp] n = (a~ OF) oQ ~ a2Q 
ou aF ou au + ou2 

where (assuming power law) 

(7.29) 

(7.30) 

The quantities in the right hand side of Eq. (7.29) are presented now. All 

the quantities are evaluated at time step nj for convenience the superscript n is 

dropped since its mention would be confusing with the material parameter n in the 

HiSS model. 

The quantities in the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (7.29) can be 

expressed as 

ail! rN (F )N-l 
of = Fo Fo 

(7.31) 

(7.47) 

(7.48) 

where the symbols have their usual meaning. 

The quantities in the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (7.29) can 

be expressed (using the expression for ~~) as 

(7.49a) 

------- ~-
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or 

[ 

(
n(n -l)QQ) n-2 2/ 

82
Q = ~ (8Q) = P: u - p; 

8u2 8u 8u 0 
(7.49b) 

The matrix [G], at time step n, for the interface element can now be evalu

ated for the HiSS model. 

7.9.6 General Incremental Stress-Strain Relation 

Plane strain condition is assumed to illustrate the finite element formulation 

of the viscoplastic interface element in the general stress- strain form of equations. 

In the case of plane strain conditions we can write the local strain vector as, 

(7.50) 

Assuming simple shear strain conditions, the incremental displacements and 

incremental strains are related as follows, 

{ 
dezz } [0 00 1 {dvr} deJlJl = lIt d 
d 0 lIt fir eZJI 

(7.51) 

where t is the thickness of interface element. 

The general incremental form of viscoplastic constitutive relation between 

stresses and displacements, for interface conditions, can be written as 

(7.52) 

Combining Eqs. (7.51) and (7.52) we get; 

(7.53) 

or 

{du} = [CEVP
] {de} (7.54) 
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Because of the twcrdimensional idealization of the interface, the yielding charac

teristics of the interface are independent of du zz; hence a zero value is assigned for 

duzz. The incremental normal stress on the interface (du) is given by duyy and 

the incremental shear stress on the interface (dT) is given by dU:r:l1. Note that the 

above equations hold true for the case of a horizontal interface. When the interface 

element is vertical the normal stress on the interface element is given by u %:r: and 

not un (see Fig. 7.6); in this case the Eq. (7.54) can be written as, 

{ 
du %:r: } [tell 
duyy = 0 
dU:r:y -tC21 

(7.55) 

As the interface element rotates through horizontal to vertical position the form 

of the [C EVP] matrix will keep on changing. Thus, the orientation of the interface 

element will play a big role in the interface formulation. This aspect is discussed 

next. 

7.9.7 Orientation of Viscoplastic Interface Element 

Very often, in boundary value problems, the interface element can be in

clined in the global coordinate system. Orientation of the interface element with 

respect to the global coordinate system of the entire structure is an important as

pect as the stiffnesses k. and kn in Eq. (7.42) are local properties of the interface. 

Figure 7.6c shows the interface element inclined at an angle n with respect to the 

horizontal in the global system (X, Y). The local coordinate system (x, y) is such 

that it is parallel (T) and normal (N) to the interface plane. Some of these aspects 

can also be found in Sharma and Desai (1990). 

The interface behavior is defined by the constitutive relation between the 

incremental traction force vector and incremental displacement vector in the local 

coordinate system (x, y). The stress and strain vectors in the global and local 

coordinate system are given as, 

< dET >=< dExx,dEyy,dExy > (7.56) 
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Figure 7.6 (a) Stresses on Horizontal interface, (b) Stresses on Vertical interface, 
and (c) A general inclined interface element 
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(7.57) 

(7.58) 

(7.59) 

The transformation of strain vector and stress vector from local to global 

description is given by, 

[dE] = [,B][de] 

[dS] = [,8'][du] 

(7.60) 

(7.61) 

Similarly, the transformation from the global to local description is given by, 

[de] = [9][dE] (7.62) 

[du] = [9'][dS] (7.63) 

where 

~] = [~ 
cs -~ 1 ~] = [~ 

cs -2~ 1 e- cs e- 2cs 
-2cs c2 _ s2 -cs e- - s2 

(7.64) 

tel = [ s~ o 0 1 Ie'] = [ s~ 0 

-~cs 1 e- -cs ; e-
-2cs 2cs c2 - s2 -cs cs e- - s2 

(7.65) 

where c = cos n and s = sin nj n is the inclination of the local coordinate sytem 

of the interface element with the global coordinate system. It may be noted that 

the zeros in the first column of [,8] and [.8'] and the zeros in the first row of [9] and 

[9'] are due to dezz = 0 and duu = 0 respectively. 

The equilibrating load vector, {Qb}, in the global sense can be written as 

follows 

{Qb} = j[Bf{dS}dV (7.66) 

v 

{Qb} = j[Bf[CEVP]{dE}dV (7.67) 

v 

---~-- ---
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where 

(7.68) 

The above global constitutive matrix, [CEVP], of the general6-noded inter

face element can now be conveniently used to find the global stiffness matrix of the 

whole system. By using n = 0 degrees in Eq. (7.64), the [CEVP] matrix in Eq. 

(7.53) can be verified; similarly using n = 90 degrees, the [CEVP] in Eq. (7.55) 

can be verified. 

7.9.8 Proposed Limiting Time-step Length 

The time step, tl.tn, for the thin layer interface element, like its solid element 

counterpart, is limited in magnitude by two criteria to ensure stability and accuracy 

of the viscoplastic solution. These two criteria are enforced at gaussian point level 

and are proposed in terms of local strains and strain rates as follows 

(fn)2 + (f8)2 

(ivpn )2 + (ivp.)2 
(7.69) 

The time-step length computed according to the above proposed criterion 

is then subject to a further empirical criterion (same as Eq. 7.38)as follows 

(7.38) 

where k is a specified constant. This criterion is imposed to control the change of 

time step between successive intervals. A value of k=1.5 appears to be suitable. 

Again it should be noted that none of these empirical criteria is entirely satisfactory 

and none prevents some form of instability oecuring (Zienkiewicz and Cormeau 

1974). 

For the case of a boundary value problem in which interface and solid ele

ments occur together tl.tn must be computed according to the stipulated criteria 

for all elements and all gaussian points and the least value taken for analysis. 
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7.9.9 Proposed Convergence Criterion 

The convergence criteria used in viscoplasticity algorithm for the interface 

element is proposed the same as that for solid element and is as follows, 

(f.-) :5 TOLERN 
Fo i 

(7.39) 

where (~) i is the value of yield function at the ith integration point and TOLER.'N" 

is the user specified tolerance. Since the same convergence criterion is adopted for 

both the interface and solid element, the same TOLERN would also apply. Note 

that this implies that even if one single gaussian point either in an interface element 

or in a solid element has not yet attained steady state condition the whole body 

will feel its effects. Due to this reason it may be needed (advisable) to go on 

progressively reducing the value of k as steady state conditions are approached. 

This may be necessary in large boundary value problems. 

7.10 Verification of Finite Element Program for 

Interface Elements 

This section presents the verification of the computer program (SSTIN) with 

respect to an interface problem reported by Sharma and Desai (1990). The authors 

have solved this problem using the elastoplastic approach. 

The example problem solved by Sharma and Desai (1990), shown in Fig. 

7.7, is of an interface between concrete bodies. This example was selected by the 

authors from the experiments reported by Fishman (1986). 

The mesh adopted by Sharma and Desai (1990) is shown in Fig. 7.7. The 

authors solved this problem using HiSS plasticity model for the interface region 

while the neighboring concrete bodies are assumed to be linear elastic (E=3.E05 

psi, v=0.15). A shear stress of T=10 psi is applied under a normal stress of 0'=20 

psi. A hardening law for the interface in the form of Q = fr was adopted. Further

more, a non-associative (cSd model (with QQ = Q + K(Qo - Q)(l- rn) where K is a 

material parameter, Q o is the value of Q at the initiation of nonassociativeness and 
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Figure 7.7 Finite Element mesh of interface between concrete bodies (Sharma 
& Desai, 1990) 
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rn = J dvUe) was adopted for the interface, the parameters of which were obtained 

by Fishman (1986) (kn =4000 psi/in, k.=3363 psi/in, ;=0.36, n=2.50, a=0.08864, 

11-0.116, 11:=0.7). An aspect ratio, ~, of 0.01 was adopted. The problem has 

been solved here for the same mesh, same aspect ratio and same yield criterion 

by using the elast<rviscoplastic algorithm. The solution is obtained using variable 

time stepping schemes for both the Euler (8 = 0) and Crank-Nicholson (8 = 0.5) 

formulations. It may be recalled that the Crank-Nicholson formulation utilises the 

complete viscoplastic constitutive matrix according to the specified yield criterion 

while the Euler formulation considers only the elastic formulation. Viscoplastic 

parameters of r = l/min, N = 1 with time-step control parameters of T = 0.05 

and k = 1.4 were adopted. Initial time steps of 0.01 minutes were used. 

The shear stress (T )-shear displacement curves obtained from the finite el

ement program developed herein are shown in Figure 7.8 alongwith the curve re

ported by Sharma and Desai (1990). The results from the viscoplastic algorithm 

developed here correlate very well with those by Sharma and Desai. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF VILLARBENEY LANDSLIDE 

This chapter presents verification of the proposed formulation. The in cli

nometric profiles obtained from field measurements on Villarbeney landslide in 

Switzerland are simulated. The Villarbeney landslide is first described followed by 

the finite element analysis. 

8.1 The Villarbeney Landslide 

Detailed investigations on the flow characteristics of Villarbeney landslide 

have been collected, interpreted and presented in form of a report (No. GX59) by 

LMS (1980). The following description draws from the description of the landslide 

presented in this report. 

The prevailing slopes of Gruyere lake above the Villarbeney village have 

been sliding since generaticns in the direction of the plane. The inhabitants of this 

region know this phenomenon very well which damages their forests, pastures and 

roads. The speed of this landslide varies with time and the place. The landslide 

of Villarbeney is not the consequence of a general rupture of equilibrium under 

the surface movement. The materials in movement arise from the erosion and the 

rupture of local equilibrium in the cliffs above the slide. These cliffs are composed 

of marly limestones from the Malm. The materials produced by the erosion and 

the sliding of slopes of the cliffs are very argillaceous (clayey) and behave like a 

viscous (sticky) paste which flows steadily in the straight narrow gully (indicated 

on the right side in Fig. 8.1) to the west of cliffs. At right of boring FO, this viscous 

material has a depth of 7 meters and a width of about 35 meters. These materials 

next go and spread on the slopes above the district route of North Viliarbeney 

(indicated at the extreme left of Fig. 8.1). On the whole, the flow process creates a 

tongue of viscous material which consolidates under its own weight thus increasing 
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its viscosity slowly which slows down its speed of flow. Another tongue can therefore 

flow above this. IT the constituent materials of the new tc!!gue are less viscous due 

to their mineralogical constitution or their degree of consolidation than that of the 

underlying tongue, the new tongue can exceed the front of the underlying tongue. 

All the sliding mass to west of the gully is constituted thus by the tongues of viscous 

overflow of variable widths superimposed one on top of the other. 

This landslide is monitored by frequent and regular topographic surveying; 

in 1978 AD inclinometers were placed in boreholes (shown on site plan in Fig. 8.1) 

and piezometric cells located in different places and at different depths. Longitu

dinal geological section of the landslide is available only along Fo - Fl - F2 and is 

shown in Figure 8.2. 

8.1.1 Inclinometer Measurements 

The inclinometer at boring FO, placed in a more active zone, was unable 

to make but only one rapid measurement before its clamping due to the rapid 

movements. Hence, no useful information regarding the time-displacement pattern 

is retrieved from this location except that the thickness of the sliding mass is 7 

meters. Inclinometers installed at boring F1 and boring F2 show useful time

depth-displacement information for the part of the landslide they are located. The 

inclinometers were monitored for a period of about a year. The field observations 

are shown in Fig. 8.3 and 8.4. The vertical axis in these figures represent depth 

below ground surface. 

8.1.2 Bore(hole) and Laboratory Observations 

Samples at various depth of the boreholes were obtained for laboratory 

testing. In general it was found that the total unit weight varies according to the 

following approximate relation: 

"Yt = "YtO + f3.z (8.1) 
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where 'Yt is the total volumetric weight, 'YtO is the total volumetric weight at the 

surface (theoretical value), and z is the depth. 

For bore F1 the values of 'YtO and f3 are 

'YtO = 21.85 kN - m-3
, f3 = 0.024 kN - m-4

, for 0 < z < 39m 

while for bore F2 the values are 

'YtO = 21.6 kN - m-3
, f3 = 0.089 kN - m-4

, for 0 < z < 26m 

The increase in f3 factor shows the evolution of the sliding mass in the sense 

that the sliding mass near F2 is older and more consolidated as compared to the 

sliding mass near Flo Thus, it can be expected that the magnitude of displacement 

at boring F1 is more than the displacement at boring F2 for a given period of time 

(see Figs. 8.3 and 8.4). 

The angle of internal friction for the soil from the boreholes was determined 

from direct shear tests and was found to be approximately 24 degrees at both 

locations. The angle of inclination at the base of the borehole was determined to 

be 14 degrees at Fl and 17 degrees at F2 • Note that the angle of friction is greater 

than the slope angle at both locations. 

8.1.3 Pore Water Pressure Measurements 

As mentioned before, piezometric cells were placed at various locations and 

various depths to monitor the water pressures. These measurements showed that 

the water level does not vary, always remains two meters below the ground level and 

there is no variation of interstitial pressure. Steady state conditions thus prevail. 

8.2 Modeling of Forces in Slowly Moving Landslides 

The term land.5lide3 in this dissertation refers to the motion of slowly moving 

(creeping) and moderately inclined huge masses of soils. Slowly moving landslides 

are primarily caused by gravitational forces but occasionally (mild) seismic forces 
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can be a contributing factor. It is well known that slope movements of varying mag

nitude occur at shear stresses which are well below failure stresses. These creep 

movements may be of different types. Ter-Stepanian (1980) discusses in detail var

ious different definitions of creep specified over the years. Essentially, however, two 

main types of creep are observed in natural slopes (Terzaghi, 1950,1953): seasonal 

and continuous creep. 

8.2.1 Seasonal Creep 

Seasonal creep is caused by temperature and moisture variations in the 

soil or rock within the surface layer and thus affects only shallow surface layers; 

typically seasonal creep occurs in clayey or silty soils. The depth of the surface layer 

which is affected by the seasonal creep is often equal to or less than the depth of 

seasonal temperature and moisture variations. In temperate climates seasonal creep 

is caused primarily by freezing and thawing. High pore water pressures develop in 

spring, decreasing the shear strength and causing the soil to move downhill. Creep 

also takes place in tropical areas in many residual soils within the zone of seasonal 

variations, but the creep rate is generally very low. 

Movements caused by surface creep are generally less than a few millimeters 

per year but they cause trees to lean, fences and roads to be displaced, and the 

gradual bending of bedding planes within the soil or rock. Haefeli (1953) has found 

that the seasonal creep is highest at the surface and that it decreases with depth. 

8.2.2 Continuous Creep 

Continuous creep or ma.s3 creep is a consequence of ground stresses (gravita

tional forces), occurs below the surface zone of seasonal variations, and is controlled 

largely by the rheological (constitutive) behavior of slope materials. Since the force 

of gravity does not change with seasons, the rate of the resulting gravity creep is 

fairly constant. Ter-Stepanian (1963) refers to this as depth creep of slopes. Of

ten sliding by shear failure is a consequence of (depth) creep movements which 

have been occuring over a number of years. Bjerrum (1967) has pointed out that 
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continuous creep primarily takes place in shales. Creep appears to become more 

pronounced with increasing initial strength of the soil or rock (Broms, 1975). For 

example, creep is common in poorly cemented argillaceous schists in the eastern 

part of Switzerland. These rocks swell and deteriorate when they come in con

tact with water and air (Moos, 1953; Haefeli et. al., 1953). Creep is generally 

very small in normally consolidated clays due to the increase of the shear strength 

which takes place with time; increase in shear strength is due to the consolidation 

of the creeping soil mass under its own weight. 

Continuous creep usually occurs in relatively viscous zones of degraded ma

terial between the moving mass and parent mass. The creep velocity varies approx

imately linearly within this zone. This zone has been referred to as the interface 

zone herein and has been modelled accordingly. The interface zone can be identi

fied from inclinometer profiles. For example, from the inclinometer profiles shown 

in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 the thickness of the interface zone can be taken as 1 to 1.5 

meters. 

In general creep rate is affected by such factors as the geometry of slope, 

constitutive properties and the prevailing pore pressure conditions. 

8.2.3 Forces acting in Natural Landslides 

The forces to be considered in the analysis of creeping landslide depends on 

the nature of the landslide. The Villarbeney landslide is developing over forest

clad slopes and pasture land and hence is in its pristine condition (i. e there are no 

externally imposed forces). The landslide thus can be considered as truly natural. 

From the inclinometer profiles it can be seen that continuous creep prevails at 

both Fl and F2. These observations imply that body forces (gravitational plus 

seepage) are at work; in such cases creep is dependent on the geometry of the slope, 

and constitutive behavior of materials in the slope in general and in particular 

the constitutive behavior of material in the zone (interface zone) exhibiting the 

continuous creep. 
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Seepage forces depend upon the groundwater regime. In case of Villarbeney 

landslide no variation in the interstitial pressure has been recorded and hence the 

seepage will be considered as representing a steady state. Truly natural slopes 

usually represent the ultimate long term equilibrium state of a profile formed by 

geological processes. The pore pressures are controlled by the prevailing ground 

water conditions which correspond to steady seepage, subject to minor seasonal 

variation in the ground water level. In such cases the pore water pressure is an 

independent (of stress) variable and its value is obtained directly from the ground 

water conditions or flow nets and the force (stress) analysis is carried out in the 

same manner as the analysis of the long term equilibrium of a cut or an excavation 

(Bishop and Bjerrum, 1960). In such cases the pore water pressure is modeled 

using an uncoupled finite element formulation; this aspect is discussed later (in 

section 8.3.2). 

In summary, the only forces acting in a natural landslides like Villarbeney 

landslide are the gravitational and seepage forces. 

8.3 Finite element Approach 

Both the boreholes (Fl and F2) lie at different locations on the landslide 

in terms of rate of flow, the degree of consolidation and areal location. Due to 

the nature of formation of Villarbeney landslide, it becomes necessary to consider 

the boreholes independently. Moreover, the slope angle is available only at the 

boreholes. It is seen that the overall pattern of inclinometer profiles is same at 

both boreholes. However, the geometry of the region near the boreholes is different. 

Herein, a section of the landslide extending some distance on each side of the 

borehole will be considered. In this section, the fixed base will be assumed to have 

an inclination equal to the inclination of the slide at the borehole while the ground 

surface profile is obtained from the longitudinal section shown in Fig 8.2. The 

length of the section on each side of the borehole is chosen in such a way that the 

end effects are minimal on the region near the borehole. Accordingly, a length of 

75 m on each side of Fl (total 150 m) and a length of 50 m on each side of F2 
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(total 100 m) is selected. The sections of the landslide chosen for Fl and F2 are 

shown in Figs. 8.5 aud 8.6 respectively. In both sections the ground water level, 

from field observations, is taken two meters below the ground surface. 

It was pointed out in the previous section that the driving forces in a truly 

natural landslide like the Villarbeney landslide are the gravitational and seepage 

forces. Thus, herein the finite element analysis proceeds by loading the chosen 

section of the landslide with the ground stresses by considering the appropriate 

unit weights and applying appropriate boundary tractions. 

Whenever the domain of a problem is partitioned into various sections, it 

becomes imperative to properly model the conditions within and at the ends of the 

individual sections in such a way that the analysis of the sections would give the 

same solution at a any point within the section as would have the analysis in which 

the whole domain would have been considered. The landslide section is assumed 

to be sliding on a rigid base and hence the finite element mesh is :fixed at the base. 

Application of surface tractions at the head of the slide would mean essentially 

amplifying the effect of body (geostatic) forces. Surface tractions on the tail of the 

slide are necessary because lack of such tractions would imply lack of any resistance 

to movement which is not correct. The earth pressure at a particular section of a 

landslide can be regarded as the natural earth pressure which is higher than the 

active earth pressure but definitely lower than the Coulomb's passive earth pres

sure. Not much literature is available concerning the magnitude of earth pressure 

in slowly moving landslides. Even within the limited available literature, different 

methods for evaluating the earth pressure within creeping landslides ranging from 

actual measurements in the landslide to modification of the conventional earth 

pressure theories have been proposed several researchers like Mob 1984, Bernan

der and Gustass 1984, Hada, P..tkoka and Cristos 1988, G. Ter-Stepanian and H. 

Ter-Stepanian 1988. The simplest quantification of the natural earth pressure was 

proposed by G. Ter-Stepanian and H. Ter- Stepanian (1988) who proposed that the 

value of natural earth pressure be adopted as 75% of the limiting Coulomb passive 

earth pressure. The same has been adopted in the :finite element analysis herein. 
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8.3.1 Computation of Driving Forces 

In an uncoupled formulation the pore pressure is treated as an independent 

(of stress) variable and enters the finite element formulation as a body force or 

imposed pressure. The pore pressure is manifested in terms of seepage force. A 

seepage force is just as definite a force as a weight is. In fact, seepage forces and 

gravitational forces are of such similar nature that the first step in force analysis in 

which seepage occurs is often to determine their vector sum, which is called the re

sultant body force (the same has been done in this dissertation). The combination 

of gravitational and seepage forces may be accomplished in various ways (Tay

lor, 1948); the two most common ways are by considering either of the following 

combinations: 

1) Boundary water forces along with the total soil weight. 

2) Seepage forces along with the buoyant (submerged) soil weight. 

These two approaches give identical results (Taylor, 1948; Lambe and Whit

man, 1978) since the boundary water forces equal buoyancy plus seepage. In con

ventional stability problems it is usually more convenient to work with boundary 

water forces and total soil weight while in finite element analysis using isoparamet

ric elements it is convenient to work with the second method because the derivatives 

of the shape functions can be easily used for computing the gradients of the total 

head and thus directly give the hydraulic gradient. Note that the seepage force in 

an isotropic soil acts in the direction of the flow and has a magnitude of i-rw per 

unit volume where i is the hydraulic gradient (vector direction) and IW is the unit 

weight of water. In terms of a flow net analysis the seepage forces are always normal 

to the equipotential lines. Taylor (1948) presents a detailed demonstration of the 

basic seepage force relationship; Taylor's analysis holds for flow in any direction, 

for either isotropic or stratified soil, and for either steady or variable flow. 

8.3.1.1 Finite Element Implementation of Uncoupled Formulation 

The finite element implementation of the uncoupled pore water pressure 

formulation is presented at the elemental level. Consider a rectangular cartesian 
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co-ordinate (X, Y) system inclined at an angle f} with the direction of gravity, Fig. 

8.7a. 

1. Calculate the spatial field of the total water head H for an element as 

n 

H= LNiHi 
i=l 

where Ni are the interpolation (shape) functions for the finite element adopted, Hi 

contains the elemental nodal degrees of freedom which include the nodal values of 

the total water heads and n is the number of nodes in the element. These total 

water heads, in our case, are given as input data (discussed in section 8.3.1.2). 

2. Retrieve the X and Y co-ordinates of the integration points within the 

element and check the value PW = H - y. An integration point is under water if 

PW > 0; compute the seepage force and buoyancy only in this case, otherwise the 

body force vector {i6} is due to total unit weight it only. 

Thus, 

IT PW < 0 then, 

(8.2) 

where i6z and i6y are components of the body force vector {i6} in the x and y 

directions respectively. 

IT PW > 0 then 

a) Calculate the submerged unit weight i .. 6 = it - iw where iw is the unit 

weight of water. The vector of submerged unit weight, {inb}, can be written 

as, 

{in"} = {iaubz } = { (It - iw)sinf) } 
iauby -(It - iw)cosf) 

(8.3) 

b) Compute the vector of hydraulic gradients, {i} within the element as, 

{
';} _ zz _ oz _ L.Ji=l 8z I 

{
'} { 0 H } {~n £li.i H. } 

~ - . - 8H - ~n 8N; H. 
Zy 8y L.Ji=l 8y I 

(8.4) 
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c) Compute the vector of of seepage forces, {F} by multiplying the hydraulic 

gradient with the unit weight of water; note that this is force per uni t 

volume, 

{F} = {Fz } = {~JI"Yw } 
F, zJI"Yw 

(8.5) 

d) Combine the submerged unit weight as obtained in Step 3-a and the seepage 

force as obtained in Step 3-c to get the resultant vector of body forces {ib} 

as 

{ib} = {"YbZ} = {"YUbZ - ~z"Yw } 
"Yby "Yuby - Zy"Yw 

(8.6) 

3. The gravity loading vector, {Q} is accumulated from element to element 

from the integrals of the type, 

all all 

{Q}= L {Qe}= L tj j[N]T{"Yb}dxdy (8.7) 
element.t element.t 

where [N] is the matrix of interpolation functions and t is the thickness of the 

element. Note that in Eq. (8.7), depending on whether PW < 0 or PW > 0, Eq. 

(8.2) or Eq. (8.6) is used for {"Yb}. Thus, the global nodal load vector due to body 

fo:-ces is obtained by summjng the elemental nodal body force vector {Qe} which 

in turn is calculated by integrating the resultant unit weight over the area of each 

element. Such a global load vector forms the first term on the right hand side of 

Eq. (7.6). 

8.3.1.2 Calculation of Total Water Heads at Nodal Points 

The total water heads at nodal points are calculated as shown in Figure 

8.7h. Note that the water level is assumed to be parallel to the sliding base. The 

total head (H) is the sum of the elevation head (Z) and the piezometric head (hw). 

Flow between two points can take place only if the total heads are different. For 

a given geometry of slope and known level of water table the total heads can be 

easily calculated at any point in the domain. These water heads are then given as 
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input for the finite element program which calculate the seepage forces as described 

in the preceding section. 

8.4 Finite element Analysis and Results 

Initial debugging and verifications (Chapter 7) of the finite element program 

were accomplished on VAX 11/790 computer. The final runs of the program were 

executed on the CONVEX C240 mini super-computer. 

The plastic material parameters obtained from the laboratory experiments 

are used in the finite element program. Average viscous parameters (r =1.46E-

04/min and N =2.58) are used for the solid body elements. The bulk of the de

formations are concentrated in the interface zone; in this zone the stress ratio 

in this zone is approximately 0.8 to 0.9. Accordingly, for interface elements av

erage viscous parameters are used only from a stress ratio corresponding to 0.8 

(r =O.05675/min and N=3.155). Appropriate unit weights according to the vari

ation with depth were considered. The passive earth pressures at the tail end of 

the landslide section are calculated using a triangular pressure distribution with 

Kp = 0.75[tan2
( 45 + ¢/ /2)] where ¢/ is taken as 26 degrees. 

Eight noded isoparametric elements are used for solid body while 6 noded 

isoparametric elements are used to represent interface elements. A 2 x 2 numerical 

integration scheme is utilised. The thickness (t) of the interface element is assumed 

to be 1 meter, while its width (B) is assumed to be 12.5 meters giving t/ B=0.08; 

note that t and B are measured in vertical and horizontal directions. Only one 

layer of interface elements at the base of the landslide is provided. 

Plane-strain finite element analysis is done here. The section of the landslide 

chosen is loaded incrementally. Variable time-stepping scheme is used for marching 

the viscoplastic solution forward in time. Time-step control parameters of T = 0.02 

and k = 1.2 were used with an explicit time-integration scheme. The finite element 

results presented here represent long term conditions after application of in-situ 

stresses. Long term conditions are deemed to be achieved when the viscoplastic 
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strain rates at each and every integration point are sufficiently small « 10-8 to 

10-10 jmin). 

The Villarbeney landslide exhibits continous movement with minor varia

tions in the speed of movement. Velocity profiles can be deduced from inclinometric 

profiles by using the displacement time relationship. An average velocity profile 

is computed for both boreholes FI and F2 • The results are presented in terms of 

average velocity variation with depth at the location of boreholes. 

Figure 8.8 shows the finite element mesh for the section of the landslide 

containing Flo The finite element mesh consists of 202 nodes and 60 elements (48 

solid elements + 12 interface elements). Ten nodal points occur at any vertical 

section of the mesh; this is a sufficient number to monitor the depth variation 

of a quantity at this location. At the location of F1, the depth of the slide is 

16.875 m which is equal to the depth at which the inclinometer profile shows zero 

displacement (see Fig. 8.3). The ground water table is two meters below the 

ground surface. Figure 8.9 shows the comparison of the measured and predicted 

variation of long term horizontal velocities with depth for bore Fl. The measured 

velocity shown in Fig. 8.9 is the average of velocities observed over the period 

of one year and is deduced from the inclinometric profiles. It can be seen that 

the numerical results simulate the depth variation of velocity well. Figure 8.10 

shows the comparison between the numerical and field variation of displacement 

with depth after a period of 354 days. The numerical prediction is obtained by 

multiplying the numerical long term velocities at various depths with a time period 

equal to 354 days. It is seen that the magnitudes and the nature of the curves 

compare well. 

Figure 8.11 shows the finite element mesh for the section of the landslide 

containing F2. This mesh contains 132 nodes and 32 elements (24 solid elements + 
8 interface elements). In this mesh eight nodal points are available at any vertical 

section. At the location of F2 the depth of the slide is 7.5 m. The ground water 

table is two meters below the ground surface. Figure 8.12 shows the comparison 

of the measured and predicted variation of long term horizontal velocities with 

depth for bore F2. Like bore F1, the measured velocity shown in Fig. 8.12 is the 
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average of velocities observed over the period of one year and is deduced from the 

inclinometric profiles. It can be seen that the numerical results simulate the depth 

variation of velocity well. Figure 8.13 shows the comparison between the numerical 

and field variation of displacement with depth after a period of 354 days. Again, 

as in bore Fl, the numerical prediction is obtained by multiplying the numerical 

long term velocities at various depths with a time period equal to 354 days. It is 

seen that the magnitudes and the nature of the curves compare well. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 Summary 

This dissertation focusses its attention on the development of an appropriate 

model for the time-dependent behavior of creeping landslides. The new feature of 

this research lies in the way various established theories and concepts have brought 

together in an attempt to develop a generalized model for solution of a old problem 

of landslides. In addition, several new analytical as well as experimental procedures 

have been developed. The summary of the study is presented below, 

1. Based on field observations it is proposed that the phenomenon of creeping 

landslides can be considered as involving the motion of a large mass of soil 

over a parent (fixed) mass with pronounced shear deformations occurring 

in a thin layer between the moving mass and the parent mass. The thin 

layer is refered to as interface zone while the overlying mass is refered to as 

30lid body. Constitutive modeling of geologic materials involved in the solid 

body and the interface zone is the cornerstone of the research. 

2. The generalized plasticity based HiSS series of models is adopted to char

acterize the constitutive behavior of the geologic materials involved in the 

solid body while a specialized form of the generalized model is adopted to 

characterize the behavior of the interface zone. Due to the quasi-static na

ture of the motion of creeping landslides, an advanced technique is needed, 

which can effectively incorporate time-dependency in the rate-independent 

plasticity based constitutive models; this is achieved by adopting Perzyna's 

elastoviscoplastic theory. 

3. Extensive laboratory testing on soils obtained from an actual creeping land

slide at Villarbeney, Switzerland, is performed to determine the parameters 
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for both constitutive models. Triaxial tests along various stress paths and 

oedemeter tests are conducted for the soil in the solid body. Parameters 

determined are verified by numerically backpredicting the tests. New an

alytical solutions are derived for prediction of oedometer tests. Novel and 

representative simple shear interface tests are developed and conducted to 

find parameters for the interface model. Special techniques for experimental 

analysis have been developed. A modified interface model to simulate the 

observed phenomenon of only compaction under shear is developed. Again, 

as in the case of solid body, the parameters for the interface model are 

verified by numerically backpredicting the tests. 

4. Time is introduced in the elastoviscoplastic formulation via a viscous con

stitutive parameter called the fluidity parameter. Researchers in the past 

have used the elastoviscoplastic formulation as a tool for obtaining plasticity 

solutions by assigning values of unity to viscous parameters and thus using 

time as a fictituous entity. In this dissertation, a general procedure has 

been developed to determine the viscous parameters for a plasticity based 

model. It is shown that this procedure is capable of yielding a variety of 

viscous laws. Creep tests involving the measurements of strains with time 

under a sustained state of stress are needed to determine the viscous param

eters. Since the creep tests are conducted in terms of real time, the viscous 

parameters will incorporate real time. For the purpose of this dissertation 

simple shear creep tests conducted on Villarbeney clay by Vulliet (1986) are 

adopted. New techniques to proceJJ the raw data from creep tests for vis

coplastic analysis have been developed. Viscous parameters are determined 

for both the soil and the interface model. 

5. An exisiting finite element program has been further developed for elasto

viscoplastic numerical analysis of landslides. The solid body is represented 

by 8-noded isoparametric elements while the interface zone is represented 

by 6-noded isoparametric elements. Small strain formulation is adopted. 

Various time stepping schemes like constant, proportional and variable time 

stepping schemes have been implemented. Equations for a general inclined 

---~-- -
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viscoplastic interface element have been derived. Convergence criteria are 

proposed and various time stepping schemes like explicit, semi-implicit and 

fully implicit have been implemented. The finite element algorithm is veri

fied thoroughly by comparing the solutions of the viscoplastic analysis with 

published examples. 

6. Finally, the proposed formulation is verified by comparing the numerically 

backpredicted results with field data available in the form of inclinoI:letric 

profiles. Since the groundwater is in steady state regime on the field an 

uncoupled finite element formulation is adopted. The field data was obtained 

from the Villarbeney landslide. The variation of horizontal velocites with 

depth are simulated. It is shown that the model developed in this study is . 

versatile and can be advantageously be used for landslide analysis. 

9.2 Conclusions 

A general formulation for modeling creeping landslides has been developed. 

The formulation integrates appropriate modeling of geological materials involved, 

laboratory and field tests and computational methods. Solutions can be obtained 

in terms of time, stresses and deformations. It is shown that the proposed model 

can be advantageously be used for analyzing slowly moving landslides. In addition 

to the application to the phenomenon of slowly moving landslides, the developed 

formulation can also handle problems involving inhomegeneites and local effects in 

landslides like anchors or retaining walls. 

The proposed formulation is versatile and can give good results even with 

the minimum of experimental data. For example, one CTC triaxial test, one direct 

shear test and one creep test (conducted at the middle of the pressure range in 

interest) are sufficient to perform a reasonable numerical analysis for a large variety 

of probiems falling the domain of small strain viscoplastic analysis. This versatility 

of the formulation stems from the versatility of the HiSS series of models and the 

versatility of the finite element method of analysis. 
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9.3 Recommendations 

At the present stage, the formulation is sufficiently general to handle small 

strain creep problems with a steady state pore fluid flow. The effect of pore

pressure has not been included in the present study since it has been assumed that 

the pore pressures can be computed from flow net analysis (long-term analysis). 

It will be relatively straightforward to extend the method of calculation to rapid, 

undrained conditions. With a transient process of coupled viscoplastic yield and 

drainage computation the full consolidation problem can in principle be solved. 

The viscoplastic constitutive model can also be extended to the case of strain 

softening and anisotropic effects. Within the framework of HiSS models such work 

has already been done with respect to the plasticity formulation. It should be 

relatively straightforward to extend the currently described viscoplastic model to 

include these effects. Furthermore such modifications can be done with respect to 

large deformation formulation. 
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APPENDIX I 

NORMAL LOAD AND SHEAR LOAD CORRECTION FACTORS 

The cross-section of the shear box is shown in Fig. 1-1. The correction 

factors for the normal load and shear load are based on the force analysis assuming 

linear elastic behavior of the materials. The soft rock, the bottom plug, and the 

porous plastic are assumed to be rigid and incompressible. The corks rings are 

replaced by an equivalent spring. The stiffness of the cork is determined from the 

load-displacement curve of the cork, Fig. 1-2. It is found that, 

{ 
5055Cc if 8c < 0.025 inch; 

Peorl.:( lbs.) = 66.5 + 27518c if 8c > 0.025 inch (I -1) 

where Peorl.: denotes the reaction of the cork, and 8c denotes the deformation of 

the cork. The relation given by Eq. (1-1) was determined from normal compression 

test using three fresh cork rings having the same size as during the interface tests. 

Suppose that it is desired to apply a normal stress, (1l1oil, on the soil. Let 

the area of soil be denoted by Alloil and the load corresponding to (1l1oil be denoted 

by PlIoil; thus P lIoi1 = (1l1oil.AIIOil. The process of application of normal load to the 

soil is described below: 

1. Apply a load P equal to PlIoil on the soft rock. Consider, two points A and 

B at the top of stack of rings and top of soil respectively. Assuming soft rock 

to be rigid, we have, 8A = 8B, where 8 denotes vertical deformation. The 

stack of rings is incompressible and thus acts as a rigid medium to transfer 

the load to the cork. At the instant of load application, the deformation of 

the cork, 8c, will be equal to 8A • The reaction of the cork, Peorl.:, to this 

vertical deformation of the cork, 8c, can be found f!0m Eq. (1-1). 

2. Calculate the load experienced by the soil as 

P~oil = P - Peorl.: (I -1) 
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3. Apply an additional load t1P to the soil to compensate for the load taken 

up by the rings, where 

t1P = P - P'- ., "o1 (1 - 2) 

This is necessary in order to develop the desired stress, (j "oil, on the soil. 

4. Measure the deformation of the cork, ce, under the current load, Pcurrent (= 

P + t1P); here ce > ce. 
5. Corresponding to ce, we can find P:ork from Eq. (1-1). Thus, at this stage 

the load experienced by the soil is, 

P"oil = Pcurrent - P~ork (1 - 3) 

6. If P"oil =/:. (j"oil.A"oil then set Pcurrent = P, P"oil = P~oil and repeat the 

Steps 3 through 5 till P"oil = (j "oil.A"oil is attained. 

Once the desired normal stress on the soil, U "oil is attained, shear displace

ment is imposed on the upper sample (the soft rock sample). At this stage, the 

shear rings are under a load corresponding to the reaction offered by the cork rings. 

Let the load experienced by the shear rings be denoted by Pring". Under this load, 

there will be some friction between the rings. To calculate this friction, shear tests 

on an empty stack of rings (i.e., without soil) were conducted using exactly the 

same setup as during an interface test. This would also account for friction ex

isting between various other components of the device during shear. Such tests 

were conducted at various different normal stresses and values of ultimate shear 

resistance were obtained. The plot of the shear resistance versus normal load is 

shown in Fig. 1-3. 

The value of shear resistance from Fig. 1-3 represents the shear load correc

tion factor. The normal load experienced by the shear rings, say Pring", is equal to 

P~ork when the condition P"oil = U"oil.A"oil is attained Corresponding to the value 

of Pring" the value of the shear load correction factor can be found from Fig. 1-3. 
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APPENDIX II 

DERIVATIVES OF YIELD FUNCTION OF HiSS MODEL 

IT CiQ = n, then, in the HiSS model we have Q == F. Hence, here the 

derivatives of Q are presented. For derivatives of F, set nQ = n. 

or 

where 

Q.= {-aQ GJ +7 (::)'} 

( 
3J3 J3D)m 

Q$ = F$ = 1- {3-2-JiJ 

The first partial derivatives are 

8Q = 3J3{3 Qb (1 _ (.l3J3 J3D) m-l 
8J3D 2 mPa p.s }J 2 p.s 

2D 2D 

The second order derivatives of only the plastic potential function are needed 

in the computation of the G matrix in viscoplastic algorithm; hence only those are 

presented, 

-------- -



The second order derivatives can be expanded by chain rule as follows 

a (aQ) a ( aQ ) a ( aQ ) a ( aQ ) 
au aJI = aJI aJI + aJ2D aJI + aJ3D aJI 

a ( aQ ) a (aQ ) a (aQ ) a (aQ ) au aJ2D = aJI aJ2D + aJ2D aJ2D + aJ3D aJ2D 

a ( aQ ) a (aQ ) a (aQ ) a (aQ ) au aJ3D = aJI aJ3D + aJ2D aJ3D + aJ3D aJ3D 
Let 

FSM = (1 _ f3 3v'3 J3D ) 
2 ]los 

2D 

FSMI = (1 _ f3 3v'3 J3D) m-l 
2 ]los 

2D 

G2 = QBP W~) (m~~Ml ) ] 

G3= ~ G:~) = QBP [( 9~) (mP~i~Ml) J3D] 

G22 = QB [ (3~) (paP~::Ml) ] 

G33 = W~) (~~~~1~) ] 
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The expression for the second order derivatives can now be written as follows 

Expre88ion of ! (;~) 

-- --- -



a (aQ) QBPP 
aJI aJI = Pa 

_a (aQ ) -G3 
aJ2D aJI -

a (aQ ) aJ3D aJI = -G2 

Thus, ;u (;~) can be written as follows 

~ (aQ) = QBPP +G3- G2 
au aJI Pa 

-Expression of ;u (a~~D) 
~ (~) -G3(-_a aQ) 
aJI ahD - - aJ2D aJI 

_a_ ( aQ ) = _ [(1.5G22)J3D(1.5G33)(J3D - 1.5)] 
a~D a~D ~D 

a1D (a~~D) = -1.5G22[1- (G33)(J3D)] 

Thus, ! (a~~D) can be written as follows 

a ( aQ ) 
au aJ2D 

= G3 - [(1.5G22)J3D(1.5G33)(J3D -1.5)] -1.5G22[1- (G33)(hD)] 
J2D 

Expression of ! (a~~D) 
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a1D (a~~D) = -(G22)(G33)(J2D ) 

Thus, ! (a~~D) can be written as follows 

= -G2 _ [(1.5G22)J3D(1.5G33)(J3D -1.5)] _ (G22)(G33)(J2D ) 
J2D 

Using all the above quantities the G matrix can now be assembled as ex

plained in Chapter 7. 
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